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Financial Crisis Prompts
Asian Chiang Mai Initiative
by Kathy Wolfe

As Asia, Europe, and the United States alike face a renewed problems,” so that the country under attack could sell the
dollars, the statement explained. “The loans would be paidglobal financial crisis, East Asian finance ministers on May

6 reached what Thailand’s The Nation called “an historic back in local currencies at fixed exchange rates,” thus poten-
tially creating a new currency system internal to Asia.agreement to redesign Asia’sfinancial architecture” to protect

their currencies from attack. Meeting at Chiang Mai, Thai- The East Asian move comes as the crash of Wall Street
stock markets has blown back around the world. As U.S.land, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

plus Japan, China, and South Korea (ASEAN Plus 3) created investors, frantic to cover cash gaps, pull money out of Asia
and Europe, the Tokyo Nikkei has fallen 3,000 points (15%)a network of currency swaps among all 13 nations, a pool of

foreign exchange reserves to fight off currency speculators. in the past month, and many East Asian markets have col-
lapsed with it. In April alone, foreign investors dumped a netThe minimum necessary size of the “Chiang Mai Initia-

tive” fund, agreed to on the sidelines of the May 6-8 Asian $7.7 billion in Japanese stocks, the biggest sale since February
1990. South Korea’s Finance Ministry on May 9 announcedDevelopment Bank meeting, would have to be “at least $20

billion,” former Japanese Vice-Finance Minister Eisuke Sa- that Seoul’s short-term foreign debt has again risen to 30% of
total foreign debt, $43.4 billion out of $143.2 billion—levelskakibara told a Bangkok audience, and could potentially in-

volve the $700 billion-odd reserves of the 13 nations, as which allowed George Soros to start the 1997 “Asia Crisis”
in Korea.ASEAN Deputy Secretary Suthad Setboonsarng said in Bru-

nei on March 25 (see EIR, May 5, p. 16). The European single currency, the euro, during this time
has dropped by more than 20%; Soros himself told the British“If Japan and China work together, nothing can stop this

now,” a former Tokyo Ministry of Finance official close to Broadcasting Corp. (BBC) on May 8 that it may soon fall
below 80¢ and “disintegrate.” The world’s next financial cri-Sakakibara told EIR on May 10. “The Chiang Mai initiative

is a very important step forward, and marks a significant sis “is soon to come,” he said, and this time, it “will originate
in the relationships among the world’s biggest countries,” andchange in sentiment in Asia. Japan and China have huge

amounts of dollar reserves, and now we are ready to use them smash the dollar itself.
in joint cooperation. Japan has over $338 billion, and China
almost $200 billion, I believe.” New Bretton Woods System Needed

As EIR Founder Lyndon LaRouche emphasized in a“The initiative would establish a well-coordinated eco-
nomic and financial monitoring system in East Asia,” the 13 speech to an audience in the Dominican Republic on May 3,

the only way out of this worldwide crisis, is for world leadersnations said in a statement, the Korea Times reported on May
7. Asian members “would lend U.S. dollars to each other to to dump the current International Monetary Fund (IMF)-

based global system, and create a New Bretton Woods mone-defend their currencies during speculative attacks or liquidity
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tary system. This entirely new system, he said, requires fixed tion must be allowed to undercut the IMF.
Many Asian officials, not anxious to be subjected to suchexchange rates, as in the 1950s, and must function as Franklin

D. Roosevelt intended the original Bretton Woods system to pressure tactics again, have been carefully repeating: “This is
not the AMF.”do, by supplying large volumes of low-interest credit for long-

term, high-technology development for all nations. It is no secret, however, that the IMF is totally discredited
in Asia, and that the new Asian currency defense system isWithout this, western Europe faces financial meltdown.

This is seen in today’s speculative assault against the euro conceived by some, especially Sakakibara, as a step toward
some kind of Asian Monetary Fund. Sakakibara himself madeby U.S. financial interests, protected by Treasury Secretary

Lawrence Summers, who is frantic to keep the dollar high, in several statements at Chiang Mai that he still would favor
an AMF.order to keep U.S. markets propped up during Presidential

election campaign. The European Monetary Union Finance “This Chiang Mai deal is seen as the first step toward
building a regional mechanism to sort out Asian problems byMinisters, meeting in Brussels on May 8, however, did noth-

ing. They issued a statement expressing “concern” over the Asian nations,” as the Korea Times put it on May 7. “The U.S.
earlier turned down a Japanese proposal of creating an Asianeuro, but committing themselves to further deregulation of

their markets. Monetary Fund. Still, with the growing views on the IMF’s
inappropriate prescription to some of the crisis-hit Asian na-This is not a euro crisis, but a global monetary crisis,

German economics professor Wolfgang Filc, former Deputy tions, countries in the region have been supportive of creating
another lending organization with Asian origins. Malaysia,Finance Minister under Oskar Lafontaine, editorialized in the

German financial daily Handelsblatt on May 9. The reasons which refused IMF treatment, suffered less during the crisis
of 1997-98.”for the weakness of the euro lie not within Europe, “but rather

in the U.S. [which] daily takes $1 billion away from the world One Japanese colleague of Sakakibara was far more di-
rect. Reached for comment on May 10 on Chiang Mai, hefinancial markets in order to finance consumption. The U.S.

economy desperately depends on these foreign funds. This stated simply: “The Chiang Mai initiative . . . will develop
into an Asian Monetary Fund. It is a very big change and acan only be sustained as long as the dollar is strong,” and

therefore the U.S. Administration is pushing an artificially major step forward—and very necessary. Mr. Larry Summers
and the U.S. Treasury ruined it the last time Mr. Sakakibarastrong dollar.

At the April G-8 Finance Ministers’ meeting in Washing- proposed the AMF in 1997, but there is nothing Mr. Summers
can do now.” The former Finance Ministry official added,ton, a European banker told EIR on May 9, European minis-

ters made an effort “to bring this up, to say that the dollar was “Today the situation is completely different. We see the total
necessity of it.overvalued. But Summers absolutely refused to discuss it.”

Intervention by the European Central Bank on the currency “Two years ago, Asian leaders did not realize that a crises
such as the 1997-98 crisis could have such a severe and long-markets without backing by the United States would be very

risky, the German daily Die Welt added on May 9, because lasting impact on the welfare of their populations, and such a
big contagious effect on the whole world economy. . . .even the European Union’s $350 billion of reserves might not

be enough to stop speculation. It is unlikely that the United “For example, the fact that China is now in favor and has
joined is a very substantial change,” he pointed out. “TheStates would help such intervention, Die Welt said, because

“expectation of a further rising dollar” is needed to maintain Chinese are now ready to move. They were very reluctant
before, but now they have decided, that if ever a crisis such as“enormous net capital flows into the U.S.”
1997 occurs again, and it easily can, that they will be heavily
affected unless we do something strong, especially as theyIMF Discredited in Asia

Since the Chiang Mai currency defense fund was first will now be joining the WTO [World Trade Organization]
and will be more a part of the global market economy. Whatannounced at an ASEAN meeting on March 25 in Brunei,

many Asian spokesmen have gone to great lengths to insist is new is that Japan and China have huge amounts of dollar
reserves, and now we are ready to use them in joint coopera-that they are not challenging the authority of the IMF, but

rather are merely creating a “complement to the international tion together for currency support loans. . . . If Japan and
China work together, no one can stop this now.”financial institutions,” as the May 6 Chiang Mai ASEAN Plus

3 ministers’ statement put it. Speaking to reporters on the sidelines of the Asian Devel-
opment Bank’s meeting on May 5, Thailand’s Deputy Fi-In 1997, when then-Japanese Vice Finance Minister Sa-

kakibara in 1997 proposed creation of an Asian Monetary nance Minister Pisit Leeahtam made clear that the new Chiang
Mai facility should “work alongside the International Mone-Fund (AMF) to replace the IMF in Asia as an independent,

Asian-run lender of last resort among Asian nations, the reac- tary Fund,” Japan’s Nikkei reported. “However,” the Tokyo
newspaper added, “Pisit’s support for a regional fund appearstion from the IMF, the U.S. Treasury, and Federal Reserve

was ferociously negative; they stated bluntly that no institu- to dust off moves to create an Asian Monetary Fund, which
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were abandoned shortly after the outbreak of Asia’s 1997
currency crisis due to opposition from the U.S. and other Europeans Are GettingWestern governments. ‘I think this is a sort of lead-in to the
final solution of an AMF,’ said Thailand’s Deputy Prime Min-
ister and Commerce Minister Supachai Panitchpakdi. Philip- Uncomfortable on
pine National Treasurer Leonor Briones said she privately
supports such a facility. ‘As we have learned from experience the Titanic
during the crisis, Asia has to take care of itself,’ she said.”

by Rainer ApelWill Asia Challenge the IMF?
The problem is, that Asia’s leaders cannot handle a full-

With their stubborn refusal to enter a serious debate on howblown global crisis with local Asian arrangements. At present,
none of them is prepared to directly challenge the authority to implement a sound, production-based economic system

that bans financial speculation and creates millions of jobs,of the United States and the IMF. Yet, while the dollar is high
for now, as Soros himself told the BBC, the unsustainable the European Union (EU) governments have condemned

themselves to stumbling from one emergency to the next.U.S. current-account deficit and the stock bubble on Wall
Street mean that a “reverse leverage” crash of the dollar could Domestically, EU governments have applied scandal-mon-

gering tactics to contain their opponents, but this approachalso hit at any moment. This would be even worse news for
nations in Asia and Europe, which depend on trade with the cannot be successful for very long.

In Germany, the party-funding scandals that had hauntedUnited States to live, and it could bring down every financial
market on the planet. the opposition Christian Democrats starting last November,

as of late April had vanished from the news headlines. Ac-The real question, therefore, is the courage of national
leaders to survive. It is clearly important that ASEAN Plus 3 cording to public opinion polls, only 4% of Germans still

think they are a priority issue, whereas 74% think that theis taking steps to defend regional currencies. However, as
LaRouche stated, to do even that, they will need to bite the fight against mass unemployment is the number-one priority.

Worse, the government, which realizes that the disastrousbullet and address the true need—for an entirely new mone-
tary system, a New Bretton Woods, and on a global level, in economic situation is back on people’s minds, and that all the

propaganda about an “upswing” has collapsed, has also comewhich Asian thinkers will have to take global leadership.
One way to start to render the IMF obsolete, would be to to realize that the recent financial market crashes and the

related collapse of the single EU currency, the euro, havego beyond currency support operations, to make significant
loans in Asia on Asian terms, long-term loans for industrial destroyed much of the paper-thin support that official propa-

ganda had been able to build for the euro and the Europeandevelopment projects. Speaking on May 5 on the nationally
syndicated, Jeff Rense radio program, LaRouche endorsed Monetary Union (EMU). At the end of April, 61% of Germans

viewed the euro negatively, particularly in terms of the conse-the AMF concept in the hope that it would bring to the fore
such large-scale development programs, at which the industry quences for their own lives, whereas only 24% saw it as pos-

itive.ministries of China, Japan, and South Korea have excelled.
What is needed, LaRouche said, is “10-, 20-, 30-year This was bad news for the government, because the euro,

and the unrealistic expectations woven around it, since itsagreements, with Asia, in general. I think we should support
the Asia Monetary Fund idea put forward by people like Sa- inauguration in January 1999, are the only thing that the EU

governments can point to, to indicate how “European” theirkakibara, and others, in Japan, to get cooperation among these
nations in East Asia, to have long-term credit going into vari- policies are—and there is not much of anything else in their

policies, anyway. With a euro that, as of early May 2000, wasous areas to build up the productive powers of labor and the
infrastructure of these countries, investments which will not at less than 0.90 to the dollar, not the 1.40 originally forecast,

the EU governments are very exposed indeed.actually pay off until 5, 10, 15, 20 years” of development later.

The Boycott of Austria
There has been another component of EU government

propaganda, namely, the EU boycott of the Austrian govern-
ment, on the pretext of taking action against the “right-wingTo reach us on the Web:
extremist” views of Jörg Haider, whose Free Democrats en-
tered the new Austrian government in February. The hastewww.larouchepub.com
with which this boycott was forced through by the three big-
gest EU countries—Germany, France, and Britain—shortly
thereafter, left many observers with the impression that some-
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thing else was going on in the background, that some eco- of the German Central Bank Council, as is Hankel, said that
the euro is doomed to fail, and that the German governmentnomic disaster, or something very close to it, which would

have exposed the EU governments, was covered over with should keep the deutschemark as a fall-back option. Nölling
said that despite all the supranational EU structures, the indi-the campaign against Austria. The campaign, which was of-

ficially advertised as a move to “emphasize EU unity” (in vidual member governments are sovereign enough to suspend
the euro and the monetary union and decide for somethingother words, discipline), is crumbling, as 7 of the 15 EU gov-

ernments no longer back the boycott. else; they could even restore the former European Monetary
System, which preserved much more national sovereignty inNominally, the three biggest EU countries are still back-

ing the boycott, but the German position has grown increas- financial and economic affairs for member governments than
does the EMU, which replaced the EMS at the beginningingly unstable: More and more Germans are asking, why

should they support the EU campaign against Austria, while of 1999.
The EU governments hate this kind of public debate onthe EU is not doing much good, as can be seen with the col-

lapse of the euro. The fact that the German government does alternatives to the EMU and the euro, but the debate has begun
to run out of their control. And, whereas what some euronot want to be the first to call for the end of the boycott, is the

only thing so far preventing Germany from joining the seven critics are presently saying, undoubtedly is a big nuisance for
the governments and their propagandists, the bigger nuisanceEU dissident governments on the Austria issue.

France has responded to this change of mood in Germany, is now just around the corner: Once people start debating
alternatives, the more serious among them will start debatingby offering a new exclusive partnership scheme to the Ger-

mans, under the title of a “new core Europe,” which would, the Lyndon LaRouche’s proposal for a New Bretton Woods
system.they claim, revitalize the EU generally, through initiatives

from the core of its six original founding nations—France,
Germany, Italy, and the three smaller states of the Nether-
lands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

It is doubtful whether this new propaganda campaign,
Danish Parliamentarianwhich is building on nostalgia for the long-buried founding

spirit of the original European Economic Community of Backs New Bretton Woods
1957, will achieve much in Germany. “Europe” is becoming
anathema among Germans, because everything they hear

Mogens Camre, a Member of the European Parliamentabout European integration either turns out to be an empty
promise, such as the euro, or means more sacrifice to stabilize from the Danish People’s Party, called for convening

a New Bretton Woods conference, to defend nationsbudgets (which is what the 15 EU finance ministers just
agreed to in Brussels on May 8). against monetary speculation, in a letter to the editor in

the May 5 Danish newspaper Berlingske Tidende.Ironically, what European news wires reported on May 4,
in commentaries on the volatile EU financial markets, is what Under the title “The Euro Does Not Safeguard Us,”

he writes: “It is very clear that the . . . euro does notat least two-thirds of Germans believe as well: “Unless the
European Central Bank performs a miraculous rescue mis- create a safeguard against monetary speculation; on the

contrary, the greatest speculation in the world today ission, anyone on board the euro may as well be on board the
Titanic.” This assessment, by a senior official of the Royal precisely against the euro. In the world as a whole, there

is great economic imbalance and therefore periodic fi-Bank of Scotland, reported on BBC on May 4, will, no doubt,
remind many of the fact that, long before the introduction of nancial crises, which hurt all, not least the poor coun-

tries. Speculation is greater than ever, as a result of therethe euro in January, the populations of Germany and other
EU countries were warned by the LaRouche movement that not being international regulation of money markets—

freedom has led to casino conditions. The financialthe new artificial currency project would end in failure.
flows reach an amount of $300 trillion a year, while the
total GDP is ‘only’ about $40 trillion. That is totally un-Euro Critics Rediscovered

Now, other euro critics, who have been ignored by the sustainable.
“There is need of a ‘New Bretton Woods confer-establishment media for two years, have all of a sudden been

rediscovered in the wake of the most recent EU currency ence,’ where the international community adopts new
regulatory mechanisms, which can both stop a specula-crisis. Now, almost daily, one or more prominent critics of

the EMU project are in the news in Germany. For example, tive economy without material content, and can spur all
countries to make the necessary changes in the struc-on May 5, Prof. Wilhelm Hankel, a former board member of

the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, said in interviews that the tures of their societies, without which globalization will
definitively take power away from democracies.”“beginning of the end of the European Monetary Union is

here.” The next day, Prof. Wilhelm Nölling, a former member
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The Genocidal Policy behind
the Creation of the HMOs
by Richard Freeman

A Wall Street-directed team of budget-cutters and genocidal- had worked at the International Rescue Committee under in-
telligence spook Leo Cherne, Moynihan was then workingists inside the Nixon administration authored and developed

the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1971, which as an urban planner at Harvard University. His outlook was
sharply represented in a 1970 memo to President Nixon rec-passed in 1973. This team was led by Daniel Patrick Moyni-

han, Elliot Richardson, Caspar Weinberger, and Dr. Paul Ell- ommending a policy of “benign neglect” on “the issue of
race.”wood. They then worked with Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-

Mass.) to get Congress to approve the Act. The overall gameplan was to call health expenditures,
especially those of the U.S. government, presumably uponThe HMO Act inaugurated the murderous system of

HMOs, which have imposed Nazi medical standards, de- which the government could take action, as “too costly.” This
would lead to fascist cost-cutting.stroyed America’s health system, closed hospitals, and led to

unnecessary suffering and death, as EIR has documented in Setting the tone, Moynihan attacked the costs of Medi-
caid, which is the state-run, but Federal- and state-fundedrecent issues. A multitude of disease pandemics and resulting

deaths will emerge unless HMOs are abolished. program for medical assistance to the poor, and Medicare,
which is the Federal-run and -funded program for medicalKnowledge of this history is necessary to understand how

America moved from a medical system based on the preserva- assistance to the elderly and some disabled. Both of these
programs were established in 1965, under President Lyndontion of human life, to one based on “shareholder value.” The

hijacking of government policy by insurance companies and Johnson. Though Medicaid and Medicare were part of John-
son’s otherwise misguided “Great Society” programs, theyfinanciers, was the prerequisite for the HMO movement to

grow. meet real needs, important for maintaining the level of health
care in America. Without them, many tens of millions ofThe Act was a critical element that emerged from a com-

mon policy matrix, that advanced an ordered set of policies people would not have access to health care.
It is true that costs of Medicaid and Medicare were rising,of ferocious austerity. They were all advanced in 1971, in

which year the oligarchy imposed a paradigm shift, away but an important part of that was because, since the programs
were established in 1965, the number of people who werefrom America’s tradition of scientific progress in manufactur-

ing and agriculture, and the cognitive development of the enrolling and using the program for the first time, was
growing.labor force. The new paradigm included HMOs; the Family

Assistance Acts of 1971-72, which called for slave-labor In a July 1969 communication to President Nixon, Moyni-
han wrote:workfare for welfare recipients, and constituted the policy

content of the “Welfare Reform Act,” which Al Gore pushed “I fear that the pressure from [the Democratic-controlled]
Congress will be nigh irresistible to use up what extra [budget]through in 1996; the 1971-72 imposition of draconian auster-

ity-based controls, known as Phases I, II, and III; and the resources you have on a sort of 10% across-the-board increase
in all the Great Society programs each year [particularly Med-takedown of the Bretton Woods monetary system on Aug. 15,

1971, which set the basis for the destruction of the productive icaid and Medicare]. This is the natural instinct of the Con-
gress, and it is hard for the President to resist. If your extraeconomy and of the world financial system.

We first look at how the HMO Act was developed, and money goes down that drain, I fear in four years’ time you
really won’t have a single distinctive Nixon program to showthen, at its emergence from this common austerity matrix.
for it all.”

As he was attacking medical spending, Moynihan wasAttack on Medicaid and Medicare
In 1969, Richard M. Nixon hired Daniel Patrick Moyni- also, as we shall see, drawing up plans to put welfare recipi-

ents to work in slave-labor jobs (see box).han as a Presidential counselor. Moynihan was a key leader
of the Wall Street team. A right-wing social democrat, who At the same time, at the offices of the U.S. Department of
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The Wall Street team that pushed through the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1971, left to right: Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Elliot
Richardson, and Caspar Weinberger.

Health Education and Welfare (HEW), and of the Office of the doctor to keep costs down.
2. Several HMOs attempt to reduce what they call “unnec-Management and Budget (OMB), teams of people were work-

ing on ways to cut Medicaid and Medicare. As the U.S. gov- essary resources utilization.” They put aside some money in
a “pool.” If the doctor can keep the patient’s hospital stayernment agency responsible for health, HEW took the lead.

One alternative was to cut benefits. HMOs would be offered below a certain number of days, or limit the patient’s use
of specialists or costly technological procedures, the doctoras an “efficient” alternative.
“wins” the money in the pool. But, if the doctor lets a patient
go above the specified number of hospital days, or fails toHMO Austerity

A turning point came on Feb. 5, 1970, when top HEW limit the use of specialists, the doctor forfeits the money in
the pool.officials, led by Undersecretary John Veneman, held a small,

closed-door meeting at Washington, D.C.’s Dupont Plaza Ho- 3. HMOs often limit a patient’s access to medicine, and
deny services in other ways, such as by setting a limit on in-tel. The featured speaker was Dr. Paul Ellwood of Minneapo-

lis, Minnesota, the father of the HMO movement, who coined patient days of hospital care. HMO chiselling can lead to
permanent injury or death.the term “health maintenance organization.” An HMO is an

institution or organization that offers medical service, at a While talking about extending medical service to more
people, Ellwood was fanatical about cost-cutting. He alsofixed prepaid fee; often insurance companies own and run

HMOs. HMOs have a few distinctive features, which lead to opposed government regulation. Instead, he said that “mar-
ket forces” could drive down health costs. He attacked thefascist cost-cutting. Though not all HMOs have the features

that are here cited, most have many or similar features. traditional doctor-patient relationship, in which a doctor pro-
vides whatever services he deems the patient needs. What-These include:

1. Many HMOs pay a capitation fee to the doctor, which ever he claimed, he was against the General Welfare clause
of the U.S. Constitution. An historian who interviewed Ell-is a fixed amount for each patient (per capita) for the year.

The doctor is told that if he can keep the yearly cost of seeing wood, about what Ellwood said at the Feb. 5, 1970 meeting
with HEW officials, summarized his presentation in thisa patient below the capitation fee that the HMO pays, then the

doctor can pocket the difference. If the yearly cost of seeing way: “The [HMOs’] innate economic logic would keep them
cost-conscious. . . . Moreover, the economies realized bya patient is above the capitation fee, the doctor must absorb

that as a loss to his practice. The HMO intends the capitation these [HMOs] would put competitive pressure on indemnity
plans and revitalize market processes throughout the healthfee, especially if it is set low enough, as an incentive to get
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service industry.” That means, that if HMOs took over a the dominant system. Richardson and Wall Street had pro-
vided a government subsidy for HMOs.sufficient portion of U.S. health care, they would be able to

dictate terms to health providers. Should other plans, like The Nixon plan was then pushed to the Congress. Sen.
Edward Kennedy, chairman of the Labor and Health Commit-the traditional indemnity plans such as Blue Cross/Blue

Shield not adopt these methods, they would be driven out tee, had developed his own health-care proposal, seeking to
expand the number of people covered by health systems; heof business.

In order to sell this to Nixon, the Wall Street insiders at also spoke of improving the quality of health care. However,
Kennedy now made HMOs the centerpiece of his plan, and,HEW told him that, in terms of new U.S. government budget

expense, HMOs would cost practically nothing. whatever he may have said his objectives were, with HMOs
as the method, it was inevitable that fascist cost-cutting andTo direct the drive to implement these policies, in June

1970, the banker forces made Elliot Richardson Secretary of health rationing, including denial of service, would result. It
took two years for the differences between the two plans toHEW. Richardson had been a member and then partner in the

Boston law firm of Roper, Gray, Coolidge, and Rugg, which be worked out.
In February 1973, Weinberger took over as Secretaryrepresented the interests of the Boston “Vault” and the “Bos-

ton Brahmin” families, especially the Coolidge family, which of HEW, replacing Richardson. A compromise bill with
Kennedy was reached: the Health Maintenance Organizationowned United Fruit and the Bank of Boston; Richardson also

had held political positions in Massachusetts, on behalf of Act. It passed, and was signed into law in December 1973.
It authorized, in the period 1974-78, a total of $355 millionthese interests. Richardson coordinated the push for HMOs

inside the administration. As an example, in December 1970, in grants, loans, and guarantees for studies, planning, and
initial development of HMOs. In 1970, there were 33 HMOswhen Richardson saw that legislation to get HMOs started on

a mass scale was not going fast enough, he set up a special operating in the United States; as a result of the law, by
1975, that number swelled to 166, with nearly 6 milliongrant project, which he shielded and ran from his own office,

whose purpose, in the words of one historian, was “to identify people enrolled.
provisions of existing law that might be used to promote the
development of HMOs.” The Broader Policy Matrix

The oligarchy did not implement the HMO policy as aThe building of the HMO project required working
closely with the Office of Management and Budget. In this stand-alone measure. Instead, the HMO policy became the

front-end of an entire set of integrated policies, a new policycase, Richardson coordinated with Caspar Weinberger (now,
“Sir” Caspar Weinberger). During 1970-72, Weinberger was matrix driven by entirely new axioms. During periods of great

U.S. advances in the 18th and 19th centuries, and during thethe deputy director of OMB, then in 1972, he became full
director, and then in winter 1973, he took over as HEW Secre- Franklin D. Roosevelt administration, and in a more diluted,

but still effective form, in the post-World War II period, thetary. Weinberger earned the nickname “Cap the Knife,” be-
cause he fiercely cut budgets, especially those affecting the United States was guided by the paradigm of scientific ad-

vances in manufacturing, agriculture, and infrastructure, andpoor and sick.
Richardson and Weinberger’s next move was to get Nixon the cognitive development of the labor force. But the British

financier oligarchy had begun a shift in the opposite directionto deliver a Presidential address on Feb. 18, 1971 endorsing
HMOs, which was billed as the administration’s most impor- during the 1960s: a radical break toward a “post-industrial

society” policy, which took down manufacturing and agricul-tant speech of the year on health policy. Richardson and a few
associates wrote the main points of the speech. In it, Nixon ture, and built a gigantic speculative bubble. This shift intensi-

fied in 1971, under circumstances of intense domestic andattacked “runaway health costs.” He added, “We cannot sim-
ply buy our way to better medicine, we have already been international economic crisis, which required deeper levels of

looting-austerity, from the standpoint of the financier faction.trying that too long” (emphasis in original). “The most impor-
tant advantage” of HMOs, Nixon argued, is that “they in- This culminated in the Aug. 15, 1971 City of London-Wall

Street policy to take apart the Bretton Woods monetarycrease the value of services a consumer receives for each
health dollar.” Reading from his script, Nixon then attacked system.

Thus, the February 1971 health-policy address by Presi-the fee-for-service system, in which a doctor provided such
medical service, including technology, that a patient may dent Nixon, pushing HMO fascist austerity, and making

HMOs official U.S. policy, is best conceptualized from theneed, as “subsidizing inefficiency.”
Richardson’s administration plan was to create, on a crash standpoint of this larger historical process.

During the time that he was attacking the costs of Medi-basis, 1,700 HMO systems around the country within five
years. This required financing. The Richardson-Nixon plan caid and Medicare, Moynihan was finalizing a plan to put

welfare recipients to work. Nixon, in his January 1971 Statecalled for the U.S. government to extend $45 million in grants
and loans, and an additional $300 million in the equivalent of the Union address, after calling the existing welfare system

a “demoralizing disgrace,” set the highest priority on “welfareamount of loan guarantees, to make HMOs grow and become
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reform.” This was the Moynihan-drafted “Family Assistance
Plan,” which was incorporated in a House bill, unveiled in Who Is Moynihan?May 1971. H. 1 had two parts. The first was a plan for those
poor families with an income of $1,600 or less per year. Ac-
cording to a summary of the bill, the second part was labelled Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who played a pivotal role in
the Opportunities for Families Program, which specified, “All both the medical and welfare slave-labor policy of the
persons whose families received benefits under the program Nixon Administration, made his mark, by writing a
would be required to register for work or training”—a plan 1970 memorandum calling for a policy toward minori-
called “workfare.” In a word: slave labor for welfare recipi- ties of “benign neglect.” While U.S. Ambassador to
ents. The bill encountered difficulty in Congress, but the real India from 1973-75, Moynihan lorded it over citizens
difficulty was outside Congress. During 1973-75, the political of India, sporting a bowler hat and carrying an umbrella,
movement of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. mobilized throughout in imitation of his British imperial mentors.
America to destroy the workfare scheme. After that defeat, it Moynihan is a notorious enemy of Lyndon
would be another 20 years before there would be another LaRouche. After leaving the Nixon Administration,
attempt to seriously promote the Moynihan plan: this was the Moynihan ran for U.S. Senate from New York. In 1982,
content of the “Welfare Reform Act of 1996,” which Al Gore he faced a tough primary challenge from LaRouche
pushed, and which President Clinton signed into law. Democrat Mel Klenetsky, who beat him in many Jewish

Then, the Nixon administration delivered another blow. precincts, despite Moynihan’s slander that LaRouche
The international financial system was on the edge of a blow- was anti-Semitic.
out in 1971, and the U.S. economy was undergoing growing On April 1, 1986, Moynihan wrote in the New York
difficulties, including a balance-of-payments deficit for the Times that LaRouche Democrats campaigning for of-
second quarter of 1971, that if annualized, would hit $23 fice are “fascists” and must be kept out of the party. On
billion a year. On Aug. 15, 1971, Nixon announced a destruc- June 11, 1986, Moynihan held a press conference in
tive package that was the handiwork of the City of London- Albany, New York, with Democratic Party head
Wall Street officials in the Nixon White House: Treasury Charles Manatt and state Gov. Mario Cuomo, vowing
Secretary John Connally; Treasury Assistant Secretary for to keep LaRouche candidates off primary ballots by any
International Affairs Paul Volcker; Caspar Weinberger, Elliot means necessary. They distributed a scurrilous report
Richardson, and others. on LaRouche, produced by the Anti-Defamation

The so-called New Economic Policy had both a domestic League, entitled, “The Politics of Extremism.”
and an international aspect. The domestic policy intensified
the austerity already embodied in the expansion of HMOs and
the welfare recipient slave-labor program. Nixon ordered a
90-day freeze on wages and prices. He also announced a $4.7 Severing the dollar from the gold-reserve standard and

fixed exchange rates set up the basis for a surge in interna-billion cut in the Federal budget, including a 10% cut in for-
eign aid and a 5% reduction in Federal employment. This tional speculation, asfinancialflows were separated from pro-

duction. The growth in speculative financial assets would bebecame known as Phase I.
On Oct. 7, 1971, Nixon put into effect Phase II, which undergirded by increased austerity/looting. The domestic and

international aspects of the Aug. 15, 1971 package expressedset up a Cost-of-Living Council, first headed by Treasury
Secretary Connally (who was one of the originators of the the same postulates, and derived from precisely the same City

of London-Wall Street policy axiom-matrix that created theidea of the Council), and then by Donald Rumsfeld. Beneath
this were two other councils, the Pay Board and the Price HMOs.

This was a complete shift in U.S. policymaking, fromCommission, whose purpose was supposedly to fight infla-
tion. The Pay Board began rolling back wage increases and/ which the nation has never recovered.

In an article, “Nixon Pulls the Plug: Why It Happened,”or holding down new ones. Phase II’s authority was extended
until April 30, 1973. which was the lead story in the Aug. 30-Sept. 3, 1971 issue

of New Solidarity, the newspaper of the LaRouche movement,On the international side, the Wall Street-City of London
forces directed Nixon to sever the dollar from the gold reserve Lyndon LaRouche put his finger on why the crisis happened.

Uniquely among economists or heads of state, LaRouche hadsystem on Aug. 15, thus ending the Bretton Woods system
and introducing floating exchange rates. On Dec. 14, this forecast what would happen, starting in autumn 1956. During

1971, LaRouche identified Nixon’s path as that of Schachtianpolicy took a complementary decisive step: After President
Nixon met with French President Georges Pompidou, he an- fascism—the financiers’ looting of a nation’s productive ca-

pacity, including especially its labor power, that Nazi Eco-nounced that the dollar had been devalued by 8.7%, which
changed the price of gold from $35 to $38 per ounce. Soon, nomics Minister Hjalmar Schacht implemented, ending in the

death camps.the dollar would float.
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tional Security Strategy Statement put out by the White House
would include recognition of the health crisis in Russia.

A Call for Action on
Invest in Russian Public Health

Ermarth, former chairman of the National IntelligenceRussia’s Health Crisis
Council, stressed that the public health situation in Russia is
a strategic concern for the United States. “An investment inby Suzanne Rose
Russian public health is an investment in their political and
economic development,” he said. He warned that Russians

On May 2, the founders of a new U.S.-Russia Foundation held believe that the West has been undermining their economy,
and opined that the United States could correct that perceptiona press conference at the National Press Club in Washington,

D.C., to inaugurate their efforts. Their press release an- with an investment in Russia’s public health. Unfortunately,
he mislocated the cause of the crisis, as being unbridled spend-nounced the creation of a tax-exempt organization “to cooper-

ate on the most urgent national security issues facing both ing and corruption, rather than the rabid free-market eco-
nomic policy which has been imposed on Russia and has lednations.” The leading issue will be Russia’s health crisis. The

foundation advocates a reassessment of U.S. policy toward to its deindustrialization.
Bob Swan, the moderator and founder of the new organi-Russia, to recognize this crisis, and a reallocation of resources

to alleviate the worsening situation. zation, and a Kansas businessman, said that many of his peers
view what is happening in Russia today as smashing the hopesThe speakers included Prof. Murray Feshbach, Research

Professor from Georgetown University; Fritz Ermarth, for- that they had during the Cold War, of the promise of Russian
development once freed from communism. He called for amer chairman of the National Intelligence Council under

President George Bush; Bob Swan, president of the new foun- “Healthy Russia Initiative” (as opposed to a Strategic Defense
Initiative), which he described as a Marshall Plan-like com-dation; and Charlotte Baker, its director.

Professor Feshbach first described the horrific health con- mitment to solve the health crisis. This is impossible under
current axioms governing Russia policy, however. “I’m notditions in Russia today, and the demographic consequences,

focussing in particular on the AIDS epidemic affecting Rus- sure we have someone of the stature of Marshall today,” he ad-
mitted.sian youth, and the spread of tuberculosis. (For more on Fesh-

bach’s work, see “Demographer Warns of Health Catastrophe Worse, his analogy to the Marshall Plan was undercut
when he proposed that the first initiative be an educationalin Russia,” EIR, Jan. 2, 1998.)

Feshbach projected a 40 million (one-third) decline of the campaign on public health issues, to distribute health educa-
tion materials, starting with a brochure on heart disease—asRussian population by the year 2050, due to disease and drug

abuse. The yearly loss of 800,000 or more people has enor- if the problem were an ignorant population, rather than lack
of economic infrastructure under conditions of economic col-mous implications for the labor force, including family stabil-

ity, he said. lapse. This will not change until the straitjacket on Russian
economic recovery, imposed by Western insistence on con-The incidence of tuberculosis in Russia has skyrocketted,

Feshbach said. He questioned whether the official figures re- tinuing the insane free-trade policies, is lifted.
A member of the audience from Russia pointed out thatflect the actual incidence for prisoners, the homeless, forced

migrants, and refugees. He thinks that the number of new health problems derive from on economic policy, but the pan-
elists pleaded ignorance on economics. Ermarth proposed thatcases each year is close to 150,000. If current projections hold,

the number of Russian deaths attributable to tuberculosis will the Russian oil company Lukoil make an investment in public
health. However, when the United States had a successfulbe greater than the total reported for heart disease and cancer.

He estimates that there will be 14 million HIV-AIDS patients health policy after the war, the initiative came from the gov-
ernment, not the private sector.in Russia by 2005. The current official number of 25,000 is a

vast underestimate; it is more like 200,000, he said. There has According to Feshbach, in some of the Central Asian re-
publics today, life expectancy at birth is higher than in Russia.been an exponential increase in Moscow of infection rates

among 15- to 29-year-olds. Hard drug abuse, prostitution, and He said that health problems are even worse in Ukraine than
in Russia, in terms of the HIV and TB infection rates perdiseases such as syphilis are also increasing rapidly; there

were 450,000 new cases of syphilis reported last year. thousand people.
Unfortunately, such initiatives as the formation of thisOnly 10% of newborn children have no health problems

at birth, he reported. Fertility rates are declining to an incredi- new group, no matter how well-meaning, offer little hope for
serious change, because they do not challenge the underlyingbly low level of only 1.24 children per woman, 40% below

the replacement level of 2.1. During the question period, he economic policy assumptions. Only by reorganizing the
global financial system—for example, in a New Brettonemphasized that the spread of tuberculosis in Russia could

affect the United States. He said that he hoped the next Na- Woods system—could Russia recover.
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Australia Dossier by Allen Douglas

‘Pacifying’ Rural Unrest
The FRRR points to the state of

Nebraska (where one-third to one-halfThe bluebloods and their government puppets are running a
of all farmers were driven off theircounterinsurgency program to head off opposition to austerity. land in 1999 alone), as a model for
what it would like to do. The FRRR’s
blather about “partnerships forIn March 1998, the just-founded eco- a week-long, widely advertised (and growth,” reveals its real “free market”
intentions: “This concept is based onnomic nationalist One Nation party widely ridiculed) “listening tour” of

country areas, to shed crocodile tearsterrified the ruling Liberal Party/Na- a reduced direct role of national gov-
ernment in community affairs, partlytional Coalition, and the blueblood oli- for the hundreds of towns which are

simply disappearing.garchy behind it, by winning 11 seats because of monetary policy which
allows market forces to determine thein the Queensland state elections. The Regional Australia Summit is

a farce; its steering committee is com-Much of the nation, and in particular fate of rural economic growth and
partly because of a growing under-the country areas where One Nation posed of touchy-feely one-worldists,

and Aboriginal land-rights organizers,ran the strongest, were enraged at the standing that prolonged government
intervention can dampen initiative. . . .Coalition’s globalist policies of dereg- whose “indigenist” claims have put

the future of many farms completelyulation, privatization, and slashes in The expectation that government will
fund both community services and ru-social services. That rage has not up in the air. Steering Committee

Chairman Prof. John Chudleigh re-abated. With the Coalition hanging ral development agencies tends to let
other stakeholders in rural Australiaonto the federal government by a mere vealed the Summit’s real aims, when

he proclaimed, “We want a regional,seven seats, and with eight of its ten ‘off the hook.’ ” In plain English, “The
bush will get little or no money formost marginally held seats in country rural, and remote Australia which can

compete in a globalized economy.”areas, it is obsessed with pacifying the infrastructure, health, or other vital
services from the government.”unrest in “the bush.” But perhaps the best indicator of

the enormous cynicism behind theFor the Coalition, as for the The nature of FRRR’s leading per-
sonnel also bespeaks its motives: Onebluebloods behind it, much is at stake. government’s new-found compassion

for the rural sector, is the FoundationSince it took power in March 1996, of its directors is the chairman of the
Sidney Myer Fund, Sidney Baillieuthe Coalition has poured at least $50 for Regional and Rural Renewal

(FRRR), into which it is pumpingbillion from the sale of state assets into Myer, who is a longtime director of
N.M. Rothschild, and the foundingthe banks and financial associations, some $13 million, which it has just es-

tablished in partnership with theunder the guise of “retiring the debt.” chairman of the Tasman Institute, one
of the main fronts in Australia of theIt has announced its intent to privatize Sidney Myer fund, representing some

of the wealthiest families in the coun-the second half of Telstra, the national Mont Pelerin Society, the chief eco-
nomic warfare unit of the Britishtelecommunications company, for try, notably the Baillieu and Myer

families. On its website, the FRRR$30 billion, to also be turned over to Crown. The FRRR’s chairman is the
ranking Privy Councillor in Australia,the financial oligarchy. states that it is based on the model of

the Rural Development and Commu-Therefore, in order to stay in gov- Ian Sinclair, while its Patron is John
Anderson, the leader of the Nationalernment, and to continue to sell off the nity Foundation schemes established

by the U.S.-based Ford Foundation, innation’s assets, the government and its Party, the federal Minister for Trans-
port and Regional Services, and ablueblood controllers have set several partnership with the Colorado-based

Aspen Institute, and similar schemesschemes in motion, to neutralize rural landed oligarch. Joining these
bluebloods on the FRRR board are Billunrest. First, the federal Minister for in Britain. These were set up to co-opt

and eliminate rural unrest, as docu-Employment, the globalist fanatic Kelty, the recently retired head of the
Australian Council of Trade Unions,Tony Abbott, secretly financed a court mented in investigations by EIR over

the last 15 years. Dr. Charles Knapp,case against One Nation, which has who, during his 13-year reign, did
more than any single individual to de-largely destroyed that party. Second, then the head of the Aspen Institute,

even visited Australia in Octoberthe government set up a new organiza- stroy Australia’s trade unions, and
Ken Cowley, who for many years wastion, the “Regional Australia Sum- 1998, when the One Nation phenome-

non was white-hot, to offer his ser-mit,” in October 1999. Shortly thereaf- the CEO of multi-billionaire Rupert
Murdoch’s News Ltd.ter, Prime Minister John Howard took vices.
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Business Briefs

Free Trade day. While the infrastructure for the UMTS “The international community should focus
technology will not be available before attention on giving assistance in the areas of

information technology, facilitating intra-2002, European governments are alreadyPhilippines Minister
selling licenses to private telecom firms. Africa exchanges, and getting Africans outDoes About-Face In April, the British government sold its from the debt trap,” he said. “The principle
UMTS licenses at auction, raising about $50 of international solidarity demands no less

Philippines Secretary of Agriculture Ed- billion from five companies, including Vo- than such assistance, if only to make mean-
gardo Angara, who was one of the most ag- dafone and Deutsche Telekom. In August, ingful to Africa, the concept of globalism.”
gressive proponents of free trade during his the German government will finish its auc- Obasanjo stressed that the scourges of
term in the Senate, has called for an urgent tion of six UMTS licenses, with expected AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria have as-
“shift in policy focus” away from free trade, revenue of DM 120 billion. According to an sumed alarming proportions, and are capa-
the May 2 Manila Daily Inquirer reported. estimate by Salomon Smith Barney, the ble of scuttling all growth possibilities for
“Free trade has been wreaking havoc on the overall sale of UMTS licenses in Europe will the continent. African education, he said,
agricultural sector due to unfair trade prac- amount to about $270 billion. should produce well-bred culture- and sci-
tices. . . . Our agricultural trade deficit is now The telecom firms are supposed to pay ence-oriented people.
$700 million a year.” The ministry oversees halfnow,and the rest over thenext fewyears. Obasanjo’s campaign for debt relief re-
the economic sector that employs the over- They also will have to invest almost $20 bil- ceived the support on May 1 of Jordanian
whelming majority of Filipinos. lion into building up the UMTS infrastruc- King Abdullah II, “who passionately

The United States, Australia, and other ture. They are betting that soon after the year pleaded for debt forgiveness as a major pal-
major economic powers, he said, have been 2002, at least every third person in Europe liative to poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa,” in
“manipulating free trade” in three ways: will buy such a UMTS cell phone—which his speech opening the 103rd session of the
granting domestic support to their agricul- will be much bigger and much more expen- Inter-Parliamentary Union conference in
tural producers; giving export subsidies to sive than today’s cell phones. Amman, the Guardian reported.
local agricultural producers, and massive As the Swiss daily Neue Zürcher Zeitung Abdullahemphasized that the troublesof
dumping, such as chicken leg quarters from noted on May 2, the UMTS revenues will the world revolve around jaundiced political
the United States; and imposing tariff barri- have a severe impact on international bond values, the widening gap between the haves
ers to prevent entry of world-class products markets. Governments, because of the reve- and the have-nots, and huge debts owed to
from developing countries. Australia, he nues, will issue lesser amounts of bonds. At the developed world by developing nations.
said, refuses to open its markets to Filipino the same time, there will be an explosive Parliamentarians, as people asked to fulfill
mangoes, bananas, and pineapple, despite growth of bond issues from the private sec- the dreams of the populace worldwide, he
“repeated and sustained efforts . . . to com- tor, in particular the big telecom companies, said, must “call on the international commu-
ply with phyto-sanitary and quarantine stan- to finance the UMTS venture. nity to offer forgiveness for debt. . . . There
dards issued by Canberra.” should be a collective action to make the

“The country should right now fight for world a better place in this millennium.”
the national interest and the survival of local
farmers and the agricultural sector,” An- Debt
gara said.

TransportationObasanjo Seeks Relief
To Boost Education New Rail Lines Discussed

Telecommunications
for Central, South AsiaNigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo,

speaking at the World Education Forum inThird Generation Mobile
Dakar, Senegal on April 27, “clamored and The April 28-May 2 conference on trade andPhone Technology Nears harped on the need for the international com- communication of the Economic Coopera-
munity to constructively address the prob- tion Organization (ECO, which includes Pa-

kistan, Turkey, Iran, and the Central AsianEuropean telecommunications firms are lem of the debt burden,” according to the
Nigerian daily, the Guardian. Obasanjo in-about to dramatically increase their debt ex- republics), in Islamabad, Pakistan, dis-

cussed expanding trade and transport infra-posure to participate in the next big “new sisted that Africa will remain stagnant as
long as ignorance, poverty, and disease per-economy” bonanza: the third-generation structure, including road and rail networks.

Participants urged completion of the Bafq-mobile phone technology Universal Mobile sist, and that the continent needs intensive
human capital formation to overcome theseTelecommunication Service (UMTS), Mashhad, Kerman-Zahedan, Chamman-

Herat-Kushka, and Bosphorus tunnel cross-which will allow users to surf the Internet or predicaments.
Obasanjo described the challenges of thewatch videos on their tiny cell-phone dis- ing projects and other rail links. Turkey and

Iran were asked to consider construction ofplays at data rates 200 times faster than to- new millennium for Africa, as daunting.
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Briefly

THAILAND and China have
agreed to speed up plans for Thai in-
vestors to tap hydroelectric resources
in Yunnan province, southwest

the Astara-Rasht-Qazvin rail line, and the Road,” the Traseca project, which is backed China. This is the first such deal,
junction of Nakhichevan-Sadarak rail link by the European Union (EU). allowing foreign investors to invest in
with the Turkish rail network via the Lake “We can not rely only on natural re- and tap hydroelectric power in China.
Van bypass rail line. sources,” but must develop labor power as Thailand can buy the first 1.5 million

Pakistan’s Minister of Transportation the foundation of production, he said. He kilowatts from the Jinghong hydro-
Eftekhar Hussein Shah said on April 28 that spoke of the need to “develop manufacturing electric plant, and another 1.5 million
once Iran’s Kerman-Zahedan rail network of competitive high-technology pro- kw by 2014.
were completed, “Pakistan would be con- duction.”

The Caspian region is becoming a majornected to Europe through Iran and Tajiki- PAKISTAN’S Chashma Nuclear
stan.” oil and gas exporter worldwide, he said, hint- Power Plant (Pakistan’s second), a

According to diplomatic sources, Paki- ing at foreign intrigues. “We must make ev- 300 megawatt plant built under a
stan Railways’ network will be extended to ery effort to elaborate a coordinated program turn-key project contract with the
Kandahar and Herat from the Chaman rail of Caspian development in order to resist China National Nuclear Corp., has
terminal on the Pakistan-Afghanistan bor- turning the region into a knot of contradic- gone critical. “This is the first major
der. A feasibility study for extending the rail tions that neither our countries nor the world step toward nuclear power plant start-
link from Pakistan to Afghanistan and the community will gain from. To the contrary, up for producing electricity,” a Paki-
Central Asian states is ready. Its immediate we must become the region of friendship and stani spokesman said.
objective is to link Pakistan and Iran to Tur- cooperation,” he said. “We want to develop

regional integration having common eco-key and Europe through Baluchistan. RICHARD GRASSO, president of
The report is expected to remain dormant nomic space that embraces the countries of the New York Stock Exchange, who

until a political arrangement is worked out, Central Asia, the Caucasus, and the Rus- has embraced the narco-terrorist
because the drug- and gun-running that have sian Federation.” leaders of the FARC, warned that the
proliferated under the Taliban regime in Af- stock market is a “Disney-esque” fan-
ghanistan are viewed with great concern in tasy, at a New York United Jewish
Central Asia. Appeal banquet on May 4, the New

York Post reported. The market “rate
Economic Policy of return was twice that of the 20th

century” in recent years, he said. “It
Central Asia Don’t Privatize, can’t continue. . . . A lot of the dot-

com world will soon be dot-gone. I’mSouth African Warns a dinosaur, but trust me, revenue andKazak President Focusses
earnings do count.”on Regional Cooperation The head of information and technology of

the Congress of South African Trade Unions GHANA President Jerry John Raw-
lings expressed anger at what heKazakstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev (Cosatu), Charley Lewis, told a technology

privatization conference that the plannedspoke of the need for the former Soviet re- called rampant discrimination against
Africa by the Western world, when itpublics to strengthen national independence sale of state enterprises would result in mas-

sive job losses. “Don’t privatize,” he said.and national economies, without impeding comes to helping the continent con-
solidate peace for the development ofthe prosperity of others, in his opening “Privatization leads to monopolies, domina-

tion by multinational corporations, and is ex-speech to the World Economic Forum, or its people. “But when it comes to sap-
ping our resources, they are experts,”Davos Forum, in Almaty, Kazakstan, on pensive, as contracting out tends to result in

short-term savings only.”April 26-28. He said that the states want to he said on May 5, in a meeting with
Singapore High Commissioner to“strengthen our own political institutions In a May 2 news wire, Reuters news

agency complained: “Cosatu, which is in a[while] simultaneously developing mecha- Ghana Foo Kok Swee.
nisms of regional cooperation.” tripartite alliance with the ANC [African Na-

tional Congress] government and the SACPThe forum showed that the British- INDIA’S Commerce and Industry
Minister Murasoli Maran, followingAmerican-Commonwealth financial oligar- [South African Communist Party], has been

blamed for delays in the privatization pro-chy is putting a priority on Central Asia and a meeting with Lu Ruihua, Governor
of Guangdong Province, China andthe Caucasus. gram which critics argue is trailing by at least

one year.”Identifying the region as a geographic leader of a business delegation, said
that it is possible in the short term tocrossroads, Nazarbayev said: “We must turn Cosatu has repeatedly rejected the con-

cept of privatization, saying that it is largelythe Great Silk Road that connected us in an- raise bilateral annual trade with China
to $5 billion, up from the current $2cient time, into a roadof moreactive contacts ideologically motivated, budget driven, and

based on unproven assumptions that the pri-with all regions of the world.” He mentioned billion.
as “one of the variants of the Great Silk vate sector is more efficient.
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Solving the Water
Shortage Is the Key
to Mideast Peace
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

When peace talks resume, between the Israeli and Syrian governments, there will
be one central issue which must be faced, if progress is to be made. That issue is
water. Similarly, as the Palestinian-Israeli track is revived, the same issue will be
decisive. There can be no viable Palestinian state, no future perspectives for hun-
dreds of thousands of returning Palestinian refugees, unless the basis is established
for a productive, growing agricultural and industrial economy; and that requires
water currently not available.

President Bill Clinton has taken up the cause of peace among Arabs and Israelis,
as a personal crusade, of sorts. All well and fine. But, the tragic irony in his well-
meaning effort is, that his own State Department is just as committed to sabotaging
the most viable approach to solving the water crisis, which is the massive applica-
tion of nuclear-powered desalination plants throughout the region. To the extent
that Clinton accepts the State Department’s policy of technological apartheid—
forbidding nuclear technology to the Arabs—and accepts the insane, free-market
alternative, which is privatization of water, there will be no peace in the region.
Instead, there will be war.

Lyndon LaRouche, who has been campaigning for peace through development
in the Middle East over decades, was the first to articulate a regional proposal
pivotted on nuclear desalination, initially applied to the Palestinian-Israeli talks,
now extended to talks between Tel Aviv and Damascus. On April 25, LaRouche
commented, “There will be no Middle East peace unless, and until, the water issue,
as I have defined this repeatedly since 1975, is finally adopted by the U.S. and
relevant other parties involved in the negotiations.” LaRouche said that he hoped
President Clinton “would develop a clear understanding of this point and its impli-
cations; in the visible aspects of the negotiations so far, there is no evidence that he
has yet come to an understanding of this problem.” As a result, “The entire, other-
wise feasible Middle East peace is going down the toilet—a waterless toilet,”
he said.
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The Focal Point of Peace Negotiations
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LaRouche characterized this matter as of “next to the ut- Land, and Water, for Peace
When Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk Shara’a met withmost urgency, inferior only to the urgency of moving toward

a New Bretton Woods as I have defined it.” Whether these Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, for talks in Shepherds-
town, West Virginia beginning on Jan. 3, negotiations brokepolices would prevail, or not, he said, was a matter of sheer

political will: “Sometimes, in history, the only obstacle to cer- off, ostensibly around the definition of the borders between
the two states. While Barak demanded that the 1947 Unitedtain measures, lies within the stubborn refusal to accept a road

to survival which happens to be contrary to one’s previously Nations mandate map be used as a basis, Shara’a demanded
that it be the cease-fire line, existing prior to the outbreak ofestablished prejudices. The role of massive desalination pro-

grams is so obvious, respecting the feasibility of Middle East the June 1967 war. The difference between the two, is a thin
strip of land, along the shoreline of Lake Tiberias. In Israel’speace, that there could be no rational excuse for failing to

situate the entire peace effort within the framework of a mass- version, that strip would be under its control, whereas Syria’s
map shows its territory extending up to and including thedesalination agreement and its prompt implementation.”

Figure 1 shows the extended area of the greater Middle eastern shoreline of the lake. Later, when President Clinton
met Syrian President Hafez al-Assad in Geneva, and tried toEast and Egypt, identifying national borders, and the few

rivers of the region—one of the most arid in the world. Figure sell him the same map as Barak’s, Assad refused, and the
talks ended abruptly.2 gives more geographic detail for the five inner-core nations,

as well as illustrating the concept of locating nuclear-powered Clearly, Syria’s demands for Israeli withdrawal from the
Golan Heights, and restoration of its entire territory, are adesalination in the trans-Jordan and surrounding areas.
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matter of national sovereignty, not to be disputed. The reason
why Israel insists on maintaining the shoreline, is, obviously,
that it thereby gains access to the waters of the lake.

The simple truth of the matter is, that virtually every war
fought in the region since 1947, has been over water, directly
or indirectly; and anyone who denies this, is a liar or a fool.
Certainly the British have played geopolitical games, exploit-
ing religious and ethnic fault-lines, but water access has al-
ways been the economic fulcrum for all such London strat-
agems.

Following the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, Israel held land,
including on the western shore of Lake Tiberias, as well as
parts of the West Bank and Gaza. Israel started to establish a
national water distribution system, taking water from Lake
Tiberias, despite Arab and international protests. In 1964,
Syria started a canal project, which would have rerouted water
from the Hasbani and Banias Rivers (both of which feed the
Jordan River in the north) around the Golan Heights, and into
the Yarmuk River, where a dam was to be built by Syria and
Jordan. This was a casus belli for clashes on the Israeli-Syrian
border in spring of 1965, and, in 1966 and 1967, before the
outbreak of the “Six Day War,” Israeli Air Force planes
bombed the construction site of the dam, as well as construc-
tion vehicles and roadways.

It was in the June 1967 war, that Israel secured its “strate-
gic reserves” of water: It occupied the Golan Heights, Gaza,
and the West Bank. This meant annexing the source of the
Banias, and controlling the flow of the Yarmuk. In the closing
hours of the war, Israel bombed the dam to smithereens. Israel
also controlled the north bank of the Yarmuk, at Hammat
Gandar, thus controlling the flow of water into Jordan’s East
Ghor Canal. (Israel destroyed large parts of this canal two
years later, by military means.)

The lands seized in the 1967 war, corresponded to water
sources, which Israel exploited. The water distribution sys-
tem of Israel, known as the National Water Carrier (see
Figure 2), which services its coastal cities and as well as its
settlements in the Occupied Territories, took 20% of its
supply from ground water from the western part of the
Occupied Territories, another 20% from Israeli coastal
groundwater, and the rest from Lake Tiberias, as well as
water from the eastern side of the Occupied Territories,
which is from the Jordan River. The water for Lake Tiberias,
Israel pumped out of the Yarmuk River. Prior to the 1967
war, Israel had taken 80% of its water through drilling and
wells. After the war, it accessed the new sources, and issued
laws preventing Arabs from drilling wells.

Finally, in 1982, Israeli invaded Lebanon and occupied
the southern part, with its proxy force, the South Lebanese
Army. Again, although the rationale was security, the reason
for the move, was to be in a position to gain access to the
waters of the Litani River, at the northern edge of the “secu-
rity zone.”

As a result of the wars in the region, and the takeover of
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water sources, there has been a continuing deterioration of
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water supplies. At the same time, population growth, the in-
TABLE 1

flux of 300,000 refugees into Jordan from the Gulf War, and Drastic Decline in Renewable Water
severe drought over the past years, have literally dried up the Resources of Mideast Countries, Per Capita,
rivers—and the wells. The Israeli, Jordanian, and Palestinian 1950-90
populations have grown from 9 million to 12 million in the

(cubic meters per capita)
last decade. Syria’s population, of 17.2 million, is growing at

Renewable water1a rate of 3.15%. In Damascus, it is reported, tap water is
Annual Water

available only 4-6 hours per day. Syria’s freshwater supplies 2025 Withdrawals
Country 1950 1990 (trend) mid-1990sare being depleted, and the construction by Turkey, of a huge

dam project in southeast Anatolia, is diverting massive
Lebanon 2,736 1,438 879 271

amounts of Euphrates River water away from Syria.
Syria 1,571 445 156 435

As Table 1 shows, there has been a drastic decline in
Jordan 1,145 354 131 173

the per-capita supply of renewable water, in all the countries
Israel — 382 (1995)* — 408

currently involved in the prospective peace process.
Gaza &

West Bank — * — 160
Nuclear-Powered Desalination

1. The hydrologic term “renewable water” is used only as an indicator of the lim-The most efficient, technologically advanced, and equita-
ited resource base. The measurements for water resources in the region (sur-ble way of solving the water crisis, is to build and install face and groundwater both) are imprecise, but the paucity is certain.
*The water resource base is here given as the same for Israel, Gaza, and thenuclear-powered water desalination plants throughout the
West Bank, though the use of water (withdrawals per capita) is highly inequita-area, to provide access to fresh water to every urban and ble, favoring Israelis.

agricultural area (see Figure 2). Along canals, between the Sources: Compiled from The Inter-Islamic Network on Water Resources Devel-
opment and Management, Amman, Jordan; World Resources 1996-1997.Mediterranean and the Dead Seas, and from the Dead Sea to

the Red Sea, as well as along the Mediterranean coast from
Syria to Gaza, nuclear plants would be placed. There have
been designs for over 40 years, for “floating” nuclear plants, people in the countries of the immediate region, based on

guidelines for nuclear-powered desalination from the head ofthat can be built, assembly-line fashion, and brought by barge
to the location, and installed on-site. the International Atomic Energy Agency.

This approach makes possible the otherwise unthinkable:In recent years, there have been proposals for an espe-
cially appropriate power technology: the high-temperature ample fresh water, for household, agricultural, and industrial

use, in quantities required for new urban centers, orgas-cooled reactors (HTRs), to produce the highest energy
yield. The modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor “nuplexes.” By producing new water, available as required,

equitably, the casus belli for future conflicts is removed. But(MHTGR), and similar HTR plants, are propsed by Califor-
nia-based General Atomics, and by the European firm, Sie- more than any other consideration, nuclear energy is neces-

sary, as a revolutionary technology, to revolutionize the entiremens/Asea Brown Boveri.
Recently, South Africa has made known its plans to pro- economic process, leapfrogging the region into a new era.

Integral to this is the crucial factor of education, ultimatelyduce and export small, standardized high-temperature gas-
cooled reactors, which would be ideally suited to the Middle the source of all wealth in an economy, which will be greatly

enhanced by the introduction of these new technologies. ToEast, as nuclear modules. With four nuclear modules, of 350
megawatts each, a dual-purpose desalination electricity plant epitomize the point: One research nuclear reactor, located in

a new research facility to be established in Gaza, for example,would be installed, to provide power for a multi-effect distilla-
tion system. (See artist’s depiction of a modern seawater dis- would become a magnet for young children, sparking in them

the enthusiasm and optimism that scientific advances gen-tillation tower.) This could provide a volume of fresh water
of 401,500 cubic meters per day, and 466 MW net electrical erate.

There are already several projects for desalination plantspower output.
Just one such “island” of four nuclear modules, would in the region, which could be implemented, using nuclear

energy to power them. Israel has plans of its own for introduc-provide 145.6 million cubic meters of fresh water per year—
which exceeds the flow of water from the Lower Jordan River ing this technology. On March 7, 1999, the government issued

a resolution, instructing the ministries of national infrastruc-into the Dead Sea, and exceeds the volume of water used by
the more than 1 million Arabs on the West Bank. Four of ture, finance, and the interior, to advance the planning of

desalination plants into the national water supply system, andthese islands, would provide 650 million cubic meters a year.
With 20 plants, half of them located at points along the new to prepare specification for bids, to be constructed and owned

by private investors. The plant proposed, was 50-55 millionseawater canals, there could be a supply of 2.92 billion cubic
meters (bcm) of “new” water made available per year. cubic meters (mcm) per year (13.2-14.5 billion gallons per

year). This would serve Israel’s needs only, as currently con-Table 2 shows the amount of “new” water resources that
could be made available, relative to the needs of the 34 million ceptualized.
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On the level of regional coopera-
TABLE 2

tion, a workshop in Amman, Jordan last Sixteen Nuclear Desalination Plants Can Provide Water
September discussed a white paper pub- Security to 34 Million People in Five Mideast Countries, as
lished in the magazine Desalination and Phase I for Economic Development and Peace
Water Reuse Vol. 9/4, on “Solving the

Net Annual First ‘New’Problem of Fresh Water Scarcity in Is-
Renewable Nuclear Waterrael, Jordan, Gaza and the West Bank.”

Population water1 Desalting Provided
The study, issued by the Center for Mid- Country (millions) (bcm)2 Plants (bcm)2

dle East Peace and Economic Coopera-
Lebanon 3.940 3.94 1 0.365tion, argues that “only seawater desali-
Syria 17.214 5.50 4 1.46nation offers a secure, long-term
Jordan 4.562 1.42 4 1.46solution.” Noting the plan of the Israeli
Israel 5.750 2.7* 4 1.46government to build a 50 mcm/year
Gaza & West Bank 2.670 * 3 1.06plant, the study also reveals that the Pal-
Totals 33.766 13.56 16 5.805estinians are considering a 50 mcm de-

salination plant for Gaza, and that Jor- 1. The hydrologic term, “renewable water” is used only as an indicator of the limited resource base. The
measurements for water resources in the region (surface and groundwater both) are imprecise, but thedan plans to desalinate the same amount
paucity is certain.

per year of brackish water, in the Hisban 2. Billion cubic meters
River (see Figure 2). The study notes *The water resource base is here given as the same for Israel, Gaza, and the West Bank, though the use of

water (withdrawals per capita) is highly inequitable, favoring Israelis.that technological advances have re-
Sources: The World Almanac 2000; World Resources 1996-1997; The Inter-Islamic Network on Waterduced the price of desalinated water, to
resources Development and Management, Amman, Jordan.

about $0.55 per cubic meter, which, it
says, is “roughly half the the retail cost
of tap water paid by an Israeli household
in Tel Aviv.” studying the possibility of installing “20 more plants, with a

daily production capacity of 2.6 million cubic meters of water,The locations proposed by the study, for desalination
plants, are not far from those illustrated by EIR: along the in addition to 12 water delivery station projects, with a total

length of 2,640 km,” according to official releases.Mediterranean coast (specifically, off Haifa, Hadera, Tel
Aviv-Ashdod-Ashkelon, and Gaza) as well as along the Medi- The Saudi example demonstrates that massive application

of desalination does function to sustain an industrializingterranean-Dead Sea and Red Sea-Dead Sea canals, to be built;
and, at Hisban in Jordan. The study focusses only on Israel, economy—albeit with conventional energy sources. But nu-

clear desalination also exists: In the former Soviet Union, athe Palestinian Authority, and Jordan, and does not deal with
Lebanon or Syria; but the proposal, as EIR has presented it, liquid-metal-cooled fast reactor was commissioned in 1973,

in Shevchanko (now Aktau) on the eastern shores of the Cas-for locating plants on the coast of Lebanon and Syria, would
dovetail with the study’s general approach. The obvious thing pian Sea, in Kazakstan. It became operational in 1977, and

provides both electricity for urban use and heat for desalina-to do, would be to take the three projects, already identified
by the three political authorities as priority projects, and plan tion. This reactor proves that nuclear desalination can func-

tion on an industrial scale. There are, in addition, 16 smallto make them nuclear desalination units.
desalination plants which the Russians have attached to nu-
clear ice-breakers and other nuclear-powered ships.Technology and Technological Apartheid

The obvious question that arises in this context, is: Why In 1999, it was announced that China and Morocco had
signed an agreement, whereby China would supply a nuclearnot? Indeed, why have such nuclear desalination plants not

already populating the region? The technologies have existed reactor to Morocco, for purposes of powering a desalination
plant. The 10 MW reactor is to provide drinking water forfor decades. Desalination is the major means for producing

fresh water in desert countries, like Saudi Arabia. In fact, the 70,000 people, near the city of Tan-Tan, in the south. And,
according to reports in 1995, Russia and Iran started discuss-Saudis are the world’s biggest producer of desalinated water,

producing 520 million gallons per day (1.97 million cubic ing the possibility of building a nuclear desalination plant at
the port of Bushehr on the Persian Gulf. The plant would bemeters), from 25 stations, which covers 70% of the potable

water in the kingdom. part of the agreement for Russia to help complete the
1,200 MW power station at Bushehr, build an 880 MW sta-Last November, the governor of the Saline Water Conver-

sion Corp., Dr. Fahad Balghunem, announced that three new tion there, and provide research reactors to universities in Iran.
desalination plants were under construction, in al-Khobar,
Jubail, and al-Shoaia, and five delivery systems, which will Massive Opposition from Anti-Peace Factions

The opposition to these plans has been massive. The radi-bring the total length of water pipelines up to 4,155 kilome-
ters, serviced by 29 pumping stations. His corporation is cal environmentalist gang, Greenpeace, widely identified as
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As Kupitz notes, “practically any type of nuclear reac-
tor could provide the energy needed for desalination.” TheA Nuclear-Powered
IAEA conducted a series of feasibility studies, includingDesalination Plant one in response to a request for assistance submitted by
five North African states—Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mo-for Use in the Mideast
rocco, and Tunisia. This 1996 study identified a series of
locations that required seawater desalination in the range

For rough and ready calculations on nuclear-powered sea- of 20,000 to 720,000 cubic meters per day, by the year
water desalination plants, the specifications made use of 2005. At present, there is a regional capacity of 1 million
in Table 2 are based on an article by Jürgen Kupitz, head cubic meters per day, and in Saudi Arabia, the currently
of the Section on Nuclear Power Technology Develop- installed capacity for seawater desalination is about 4 mil-
ment, of the International Atomic Energy Agency. The lion cubic meters per day.
following excerpt is from Kupitz’s article, “Nuclear En- The IAEA estimates that it would take $200-300 mil-
ergy for Seawater Desalination: Updating the Record,” lion for a multi-effect distillation system to be built, includ-
which appeared in the IAEA Bulletin: ing the cost of the reactor.

“A desalination plant with a capacity of 1 million cubic
meters per day could supply an urban concentration of 3 to Nuclear Desalination Today
4 million people with sufficient potable water for domestic The only industrial-scale nuclear reactor that supplies
use. Such a desalination plant, using the RO [reverse osmo- electricity as well as heat for desalination was built by the
sis] process, would require a nuclear plant having an in- former Soviet Union, a BN-350 liquid-metal-cooled fast
stalled capacity of about 300 MW-electric (MWe). The reactor, which went into operation in 1973. It is located in
same urban concentration of people also would require Aktau, Kazakstan (formerly Shevchanko, U.S.S.R.).
between 4,000 to 6,000 MWe of installed capacity to pro- Aktau has been operated since 1989 at a reduced thermal
vide their corresponding electricity needs. Hence, nuclear power level of 520 MW(th) with a maximum electric pow-
power plants in the upper end of the small and medium-size er production capability of 80 MWe, plus heat for the pro-
power range, and certainly the large-size nuclear power duction of about 80,000 cubic meters per day of potable
plants, would only constitute suitable choices when they water.
are intended to supply electricity to consumers in addition There are several small nuclear-powered desalting
to energy for seawater desalination. Thus, there is no rea- plants that serve the in-plant needs of nuclear power sta-
son why nuclear reactors could not supply both require- tions in Japan, and Russia has about 16 small plants in-
ments simultaneously, and take advantage of the economic stalled on nuclear ice-breakers and other nuclear-powered
benefits accruing to large-size nuclear plants.” ships.—Marcia Merry Baker

a branch of British intelligence, immediately raised a hue record in an interview with EIR, enthusiastically supporting
the concept. In early 1994, then-Crown Prince Hassan of Jor-and cry about the Moroccan project, alleging that the nuclear

reactor cooling water would be contaminated with radioactive dan, who was responsible for matters concerning technologi-
cal development, also endorsed the idea in an interview withtritium. Instead, it proposed solar energy. The opposition to

the Bushehr plant has been more blatantly political, and EIR. At the same time, independently, Shimon Peres, then
Israeli Foreign Minister, elaborated the idea of “nuclear is-broadcast loudly from Washington. Immense pressure has

been put on Russia, not to collaborate at all with Iran, on lands,” in an article in an Italian publication, “islands,” in the
sense that they should, in his view, be put under interna-nuclear technology, on grounds that Iran is considered a

“rogue state,” capable of developing nuclear weapons, for use tional control.
Regardless of the significant differences in detail, all threeagainst Europe, and so forth.

The “rogue state” argument is palpably absurd, and is used agreed in fact to the appropriateness of the nuclear desalina-
tion concept to solving the region’s underlying problem. Butas a cover for denying advanced technologies to countries in

the developing sector. The fraud of the rogue state thesis is it was never to progress any further.
By December 1993, the World Bank had already issuedeasily dismantled, when one considers what happened to the

project for nuclear desalination, in the countries of the Middle its definitive report on what could and what could not be
allowed, in the economic agreements attached to the OsloEast, following the 1993 Oslo Accords. The idea of nuclear

desalination was introduced into the negotiating process, by peace treaty. Nuclear energy was not even mentioned as an
option, and desalination was at the bottom of the list, if at all.LaRouche associates and EIR. In late 1993, Palestinian Fi-

nance Minister Mohammad Nashashibi, an engineer, went on This became public knowledge, in 1995, during the Middle
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East-North Africa economic summit, hosted by the Jordanian Thus, anyone seeking an explanation for why the concept
of nuclear desalination has not been promoted by the Unitedgovernment in Amman. Jordan had in 1994 signed its own

peace treaty with Israel, in which water projects were in- States in Clinton’s peacemaking efforts, need look no further.
Unless this problem at the State Department is eliminated,cluded. But when the issue of nuclear desalination was raised,

in the relevant workshops and press conferences, it was de- there will be continuing sabotage of the only technologically
and economically viable solution to the water crisis.nounced as ludicrous, outrageous, and so forth, not only by

the World Bank types, but also by Jordanian water experts.
Although no one at the U.S. State Department would ar-

gue that the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is a “rogue state,”
the policy here, too, is denial of nuclear technology. The
widely advertised fact that Israel possesses nuclear technol- Generating Water, Power:
ogy, does not perturb anyone. The fact is, the liberal free-
market fanatics, who have politically pushed through the Beautiful, and Necessary
World Bank’s hijacking of the economic policymaking in the
regional peace process, are committed to denying advanced by Marcia Merry Baker
technologies, including nuclear, which could render nations
truly independent and sovereign. As for water policy in partic-

The accompanying artist’s depiction of a modern seawaterular, the name of the game is “privatization,” and this comes
from the very top. desalination tower, is proposed for location on the Pacific

Coast of Southern California, a region very similar to theNone other than Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
outlined the policy on April 10 in remarks regarding this eastern Mediterranean littoral. The structure houses a multi-

effect distillation process (vertically stacked evaporators), foryear’s Earth Day. Identifying the water shortage problem as
an international phenomenon, Albright proposed three ways large-scale output (284,000 cubic meters daily). The artwork

was done for the frontispiece of “Seawater Desalination Plantto handle it: through technical means (to improve water-use
efficiency), through eliminating waste, and through diplo- For Southern California” (Preliminary Design Report No.

1084), of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern Califor-macy. On the matter of waste, Albright said, “In many socie-
ties, water is wasted because it is underpriced.” She explained, nia, Los Angeles, October 1993.

The tower, and Figure 2 and Table 2, illustrate the idea of“Direct and indirect subsidies are common in both developed
and developing countries.” Paying lip service to the need to locating a number of large-scale nuclear-powered desalina-

tion installations on advantageous sites—mostly the sea-consider social considerations, as well, in pricing policymak-
ing, she went on to assert, “But a system that reflects the full coasts in the Mideast, as part of a “Phase I” program to create

new water resources and, at the same time, inexpensive, plen-cost of treating and delivering water—and that enforces the
collection of bills and requires polluters to pay—will get far tiful energy supplies for economic development throughout

the region.more value from the resources than a system riddled with sub-
sidies.” Where should plants be located? The symbol of the

atom/drop of water, is located at 16 points on the map, toAlbright continued to elaborate how the third means, di-
plomacy, should be used to achieve this shift away from sub- identify some favorable locations. Ten are shown on the Med-

iterranean coast (Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and Gaza); one onsidies, i.e., state control over policy. The United States, she
said, should intervene diplomatically, to solve water prob- the Gulf of Aqaba (Jordan); one on a proposed Red-Dead Sea

Canal (Jordan); and three on a proposed Med-Dead Canal,lems regionally. Not coincidentally, Albright chose the Mid-
dle East as the area where the United States, which “chairs a whose Mediterranean starting point might be in Gaza. The

three plants on the canal are shown inland, illustrating thatworking group on water resources,” can establish a precedent,
for cooperation. Specifically, she proposed a “global alliance one facility might produce water for Gaza and the West Bank,

and the other facility along the canal, for Israel. The thirdfor water security in the twenty-first century,” in the “spirit
of last month’s World Water Forum” held in The Hague, a plant is shown at the terminus of this Med-Dead Canal route,

representing an installation to provide water for Jordan.forum which also promoted the privatization of water. The
goals of the alliance, she said, “must be to dramatically im- In the north, a proposed seawater conveyance route is

shown, to signify a potential tunnel from the Mediterraneanprove the management of transboundary water resources.”
Finally, Albright announced that the United States would be to the Jordan Valley, where the conduit could supply seawater

feedstock to a desalination facility for Jordan. (The route washosting a conference of donor countries in early summer to
“help others deal cooperatively with water issues,” and reiter- shown in the October 1994 Government of Israel report, “De-

velopment Options for Regional Cooperation,” submitted toated, in the same breath, that the government “strongly sup-
ports efforts by the World Bank and private foundations to the Economic Summit for the Middle East and North Africa.

The report proposed such a seawater tunnel, running south ofsee that investments in water-related projects reflect and en-
courage sound management practices.” Haifa and north of Mt. Carmel, to feed a desalination facility
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near Bet She-an, using the potential of the pressure of falling
water at the steep drop into the Jordan ravine, to desalt water
by using advanced membrane technology.)

How much water? How big should the plants be? These
questions, including location, are for the engineers and hy-
drologists to answer, and governments to decide. There is the
additional consideration involved of how best to guarantee
security of operation, through regional cooperation and inter-

An artist’snational institutional participation. (See the discussion of this
rendition of ain the feature article.) modern seawater

Apart from political questions, the physical geography of desalination tower.
the Mideast presents especially challenging conveyance and The structure

houses a multi-materials questions posed by the prospect of undertaking
effect distillationlarge-scale water generation and management projects. For
process (verticallyexample, there is a 400 meter difference between the Mediter- stacked

ranean and Red Seas and the Dead Sea. A particular challenge evaporators), for
is the question of underground hydrostatic pressure, among large-scale output

(284,000 cubicother conditions. The Jordan Rift Valley region is very com-
meters daily).plicated.

Table 2 presents what seems to be a fabulous prospect
of “new” water volumes to be added to the region. But the
calculations are in line with technology, population needs, own water resource base! (See Table 1, for per capita “with-

drawal” water use comparisons.)and the fact that the existing water resource base right now is
being depleted. It is urgent that “water-manufacturing” be undertaken

elsewhere in the Mideast, and in other parts of the world.Using the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
proposal (see box) of a per-plant output level of 1 million Except for Lebanon and parts of Syria, where precipitation

rates, run-off, and underground sources make water availablecubic meters a day, 16 facilities could provide 5.8 billion
cubic meters a year to the region, where 34 millions of people in localized areas, at present, the water supplies for the region

can and must be manufactured.reside. It is a seemingly fabulous amount, but it represents the
range needed to guarantee meeting all domestic needs for 34 What’s the cost? The electricity from nuclear-generated

power is the most economical way to desalinate salt water onmillion people, plus plentiful supplies over and above that for
select agricultural and manufacturing priorities, and potential a large scale. The key cost element of all of the various types of

modern desalination methods (distillation, reverse osmosis,for future water security.
A smaller number of these large-scale nuclear desalina- membrane, etc.) is the expense of electricity. The point is

made by looking at Saudi Arabia, home to the largest output oftion plants, e.g., ten IAEA-guideline facilities, could produce
3.65 billion cubic meters—enough for the residential needs desalinated seawater in the world. Some of the most advanced

desalination technology is in use in Saudi Arabia, but all pow-of the area with little overage.
If the 16 facilities shown on the map make use of a smaller- ered, of course, by conventional fossil-fuel-generating

plants—a circumstance limited to the Persian Gulf states,scale design than the IAEA implies, then the water production
is accordingly smaller. Consider the modular high-tempera- where such fuels are plentiful and cheaper.

In Saudi Arabia, to make the current annual desalinatedture gas-cooled reactor design (MHTGR), coupled with an
advanced desalination technology. The combined output of water output of 1.97 billion cubic meters, 25 desalination

plants are in operation. There are three new plants under con-16 such plants would add up to around 2.35 billion cubic
meters a year. There are safety and “manageability” features struction; long-term plans are under study to build 20 more

plants, that would add close to another 1 billion cubic metersof the MHTGR design proposals that are especially desirable
for the Mideast. a year water production capacity.

Thus, if the total desalinated water output of Saudi ArabiaThe point is that, whatever the specific dimensions and
designs, technology can provide a whole new resource base. were to increase to the projected 2.97 billions of cubic meters

a year, it would be done by 45 to 50 conventional-poweredThink about this in comparison to Saudi Arabia, the large
desert country where more than 21 million people live. There, desalination plants. Saudi Arabia at present has the fossil fuel

riches to do it.desalinated seawater provides 70% of the country’s water
consumption. Another way to say this, is that the annual Saudi The same amount of annual water output can be produced

by nuclear-powered desalination—anywhere in the world“withdrawal” (use of water for all purposes in the country) of
497 cubic meters per capita a year, is 165% of its water re- there is saltwater feedstock, with only eight large-scale facili-

ties. Why not do it?source base! In other words, the nation is manufacturing its
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Who Was
Charles Babbage?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

of the Analytical Engine that was under construction at
the time of Babbage’s death, all he ever built of that

The Cogwheel Brain revolutionary machine. Its modest size gives little clue
by Doron Swade to the monumental intellectual accomplishment of its
London: Little, Brown, 2000 conception and its much publicized role as the symbolic
342 pages, hardbound, £14.99

antecedent of the modern computer.”

That part of Swade’s account, covering the period from
the launching of the Science Museum’s Babbage project,May 11, 2000
from May 20, 1985 through the public demonstration of No-
vember 29, 1991, occupies the concluding, third section of hisThe specific merit in Doron Swade’s new assessment of

Charles Babbage’s role in the development of modern mathe- book, which is subtitled: “A Modern Sequel.” For qualified
specialists familiar with earlier standard sources on Bab-matical computing machines, lies in Swade’s notable part in

the actual construction of a machine according to Babbage’s bage’s life and work, the useful contribution of Swade’s book,
lies almost entirely in the content of that third section.own designs. Swade describes the circumstances leading into

the first public demonstration, which was made in London, The misleading elements in the earlier part of Swade’s
book as a whole, lie in his fallacy of composition. Instead ofon Friday, November 29, 1991, three days after inventor Bab-

bage’s 200th birthday. proceeding from what Babbage represented in science, from
his days at Cambridge, on, Swade pushes those issues to theOn background, Swade reports: “Charles Babbage came

into my life in May 1985 when I was appointed curator of side. He attempts to explain Babbage as a whole, from a nar-
rower standpoint of the computing-machine projects as such,computing at the Science Museum in London.” He describes

his own role, in that capacity, leading to the launching of the rather than defining the computing-machine projects from the
standpoint of the issues of the collaboration with Herschel, theproject culminating in both the 1991 public demonstration,

and the writing of his biographical account of Babbage’s role issues which made Babbage the target of an enraged English
academic establishment at that time.in this particular matter. He describes the collection of calcu-

lating machines which that appointment placed into his cus- Swade pushes aside the matters which he declines to ex-
amine; as a result, Swade presents a systemic misrepresenta-tody. So, he encountered Charles Babbage:
tion of Babbage’s significance as among the central figures
of the early Nineteenth-Century internal history of science in“. . . there was an incomparable prize which stood apart

from everything else. This was the largest collection of England. Babbage was not the principal hero of British sci-
ence as a whole, during the period of the adult life of astrono-physical relics of Babbage’s efforts to construct his vast

and intricate machines. This collection of trophies, all mer John Herschel, but is among the leading such figures.
Babbage, for a time, played a leading political role inon public display, includes the experimental assembly
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shaping the history of British science. This began during his Swade, might benefit from my summary reminders on these
matters of the history of science and economy.student days at Cambridge, and continued for a few decades

after that. Notable, on this account, is Swade’s misreading of Swade should have taken the first development of a mod-
ern computing machine, by Johannes Kepler, as his point ofthe related political issues of British science and economic

policy during the period from the Congress of Vienna to the departure for locating the significance of the collaboration of
Babbage and fellow-student John Herschel. As Kepler em-early days of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science (BAAS). It is in the last section of the book, after phasizes, in his The New Astronomy, in his attack on the lack
of competence of the theoretical side of the work of ClaudiusSwade has dropped further attempt to interpret the issues re-

flecting that early Nineteenth-Century controversy and its af- Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe, it was the practical
problems posed by the study of the implications of the ellip-termath, that he is able to attack the more narrowly specialized

area of his account in a clear-headed and relatively faultless tical orbit of Mars, which continued to supply the impetus
for the development of computing machinery, from Kepler,way.
through Pascal, Leibniz, and the circles of such collaborators
of Gauss as England’s William and John Herschel.Who Was Charles Babbage?

The issues posed by that, Swade’s fallacy of composition, There is nothing in Swade’s book which reflects the titanic
quarrel over both scientific method in general, and mathemat-are by no means merely academic ones; but, are, again, today,

a life and death issue for the economy of the United Kingdom. ics in particular, which enveloped, and was expressed by
young Herschel’s and Babbage’s devastating, pro-Leibniz at-The implications of the peril to one of the U.K.’s last remain-

ing keystone industries, Rover, is one which Charles Bab- tack on the mind-dulling methods of Isaac Newton, during
their attendance at Cambridge.bage, in his time would have taken up most heartily. Would

the threatened death of imperilled Rover mean, today, the end To understand with even minimal competence, the prob-
lems and related controversies surrounding the developmentof technological competence in the U.K.? That same kind of

strategic issue was posed in a somewhat different, but not and applications of modern computing machinery, it is indis-
pensable to start from the most essential controversy withindissimilar historical setting, during the first years of John

Herschel’s and Babbage’s youthful collaboration on related modern physical science. That issue is: whether physical sci-
ence should be appreciated from the standpoint of the “ivoryissues of science.

To be fair, in the Preface to the book, Swade did forewarn tower” outlook typified by such empiricist followers of neo-
Ockhamite Paolo Sarpi, as both Bertrand Russell and suchthe reader of the crucial element of risk in his undertaking an

appreciation of a subject-matter as historically and scientifi- among Russell’s devotees as Norbert Wiener and John von
Neumann, or from the contrary standpoint, of viewing mathe-cally sophisticated as Babbage’s life and work actually repre-

sents. matics as rooted in, and to be understood from the standpoint
of experimental physics?

From the beginning of the development of modern com-“At that time [May 1985] I was an electronics engineer
on the [Science] Museum’s staff, designing interactive puting machines, this was the crucially underlying issue to be

addressed. This begins with the Kepler machine reconstructedcomputer-based displays for the galleries which occupy
some seven acres of public exhibition space. Engineers by Pascal, and the revolutionary advances contributed by

Leibniz, the last respecting both the principles of constructionand scientists are trained largely without the civilising
influences of history or philosophy, and I was no excep- and application of computing machines, and the nature and

function of binary numbers.tion. The two years I spent at Cambridge in the early
1970s was a rewarding counterbalance, though it There are some secondary features of the history of com-

puting machines, which admittedly do not involve that issuebrought me no closer to the nineteenth century, to Bab-
bage or to his work.” of scientific method. Nonetheless, the point may be fairly put,

that, in the broad sweep of the matter, a modern secondary
and university instruction, both in law and economics, as inAlthough I see no specific harm done, within Swade’s,

somewhat oversimplified, concluding appreciation of Bab- mathematics and physical science, seems to prefer to promote
the obsession, that the function of mathematics is to degradebage’s contributions to the development of modern comput-

ing machine, he does miss the key point about the history physical science to a mere describing of nature, that according
to the modern positivist’s ivory-tower geometries, or digital-of computing machinery considered as a whole. The tulip-

bubble-style catastrophe now in progress within the finan- keyboard algebras, rather than the contrary view, of learning
the universal principles we have yet to discover at the presentcially bloated speculation in “information economy” stock-

holdings, should provide Swade the opportunity to devote his boundaries of experimental physical science. It is only from
the contrary standpoint of such opponents of ivory-tower for-next book on computing machinery, to such relevant matters

which he overlooked in the present one. malism as Kepler, Leibniz, Kästner, Gauss, and Riemann,
that the crucial issues for the continuing development of com-I now summarize that case, for those readers who, like
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puting machines can be properly appreciated. lytechnique at that time. I begin with quoting two successive
paragraphs, from Swade’s opening chapter in full, and thenThe latter standpoint, was that of modern science, from

Nicholas of Cusa’s seminal De docta ignorantia, through juxtapose that to most of a paragraph from earlier in the same
chapter. Both must be cited in full to present the issue fairly.Cusa’s self-proclaimed followers Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da

Vinci, and Kepler, and, after Kepler, of Pascal, Huyghens,
Leibniz, Gauss’s teacher Abraham Kästner, Gauss, Wilhelm “Babbage’s interest in mathematics was evident early

on. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in AprilWeber, and Riemann. It is the bottomless font of formal
anomalies, which experimental physics repeatedly forces 1810, aged eighteen, already a precociously accom-

plished mathematician, and as a new undergraduate heupon the attention of pre-existing mathematical assumptions,
which is the key to the modern history of computing machines looked forward to having his curiosity and mathemati-

cal puzzlement illuminated by his tutors. To his disap-since Kepler. This was the point of view of Kepler’s founding
of modern astronomy, the point of view emphasized by the pointment he found his teachers a staid lot, stuck in

an unchanging curriculum and uninterested in the newcrucial work of Fermat, of Pascal, Huyghens, Leibniz, and,
most emphatically the Herschels’ contemporary Gauss. Continental theories which excited him. Disaffected,

independent-minded and even rebellious, he pursued aGauss’s solution for the orbit of the asteroid Ceres,
Gauss’s related development of geodesy, and Gauss’s famous programme of study of his own which favoured the

work of French mathematicians. Babbage was a radical:essay on the principles of curved surfaces, typify the kinds of
issues which occupied the attention of Babbage and John he admired Napoleonic France (with which Britain was

at war), decried the unquestioned acceptance of reli-Herschel. As Gauss’s Ceres project typifies the case: How,
from measuring relatively tiny samples of action within a gious doctrine reflected in the inflexible regulation of

university life by the Church [of England], and la-regular system, can we adduce the measurably characteristic
action which defines the curvature of that system as a whole? mented the stagnant state of mathematics in England.

Active and spirited, he became one of the instigators ofRiemann’s 1954 habilitation dissertation summarizes and
typifies the work of Gauss and Gauss’s predecessors to this the Analytical Society, which was dedicated to reform

of English mathematics.effect.
From that standpoint, modern mathematical physical sci- “At Cambridge he enjoyed student life to the full.

He formed an enduring friendship with John Herschelence, has but begun to scratch the surface, both in discovery
of new physical principles, and in the revolutionary changes [the son of the leading scientist of England], who had

entered St. John’s College in 1809, and relished thewhich those discoveries will impose upon the continued revo-
lutionary transformations in the proper, current definition of company of wide circle of friends. He played chess,

took part in all-night sixpenny whist sessions, andthe principles of mathematics itself. From this, flows the end-
less task of freshly redefining mathematics: not only with bunked lectures and chapel to sailing on the river with

his chums.”increasing precision in experimental measurements, but also
in entirely new kinds of non-linear methods. There, we meet
the crucial function which the continued, revolutionary devel- Before commenting on this excerpt, turn to the second.
opment of computing machinery must contribute to the prog-
ress of civilization. “. . . The heroes of the age laid much of the foundation

for modern scientific and industrial life—Michael Fara-Babbage, especially in his collaboration with John Her-
schel, reflected their shared, accurate, and openly expressed day, Charles Wheatstone, Humphrey Davy, John

Dalton, Isambard Kingdom Brunel, Joseph Whitworthconcern, that, at that time, the United Kingdom was being left
strategically behind both continental Europe and the United and Charles Darwin. It was also an age of quantification

in which science and engineering set about reducingStates, by the progress of science and mathematics in those
latter nations, which was ongoing during the early Nineteenth the world to number. With the rise of science and the

burgeoning Industrial Revolution, the need for accurateCentury. This is where Swade’s book has missed the point.
Two paragraphs from early pages of his book, brought to- and convenient numerical calculations mushroomed.”
gether, demonstrate that point.

All but the concluding sentence of that latter excerpt, is
pretty much standard empiricist’s mythological fustian, withScience in Post-Vienna-Congress England

It is most notable, that, nowhere does Swade take up the no better than a few, almost accidental connections to the
comparative developments in North American, Continentalcontent of the way in which the Cambridge “manifesto” of

Herschel’s and Babbage’s Cambridge book, on the subject of Europe, and England during the first quarter of the Nine-
teenth Century. The fact of the matter is, that, during that“D-ism and Dot-age,” shook up the academic life of England

at that time. Instead, Swade makes an oblique, tendentious, period, but for the work of John’s father, William Herschel,
the state of science and technology in England and its univer-and extremely misleading reference to the interest of Babbage

and Herschel in the developments within France’s Ecole Po- sities, represented a stagnant backwater in the development
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of science and technology. During the period from 1789 through 1827, history wit-
nessed the transfer of leadership in science from the FranceIndeed, that was the point which William’s son, John Her-

schel, Babbage, and their friends made, in translating a mod- of Monge, Legendre, and Lazare Carnot, into the Germany
of Gauss and Alexander von Humboldt. Ecole Polytechniqueern French calculus text into English, in their efforts to intro-

duce competence into the moribund mathematics training in member Alexander von Humboldt served as the key figure in
moving scientific leadership from under the decadent influ-England at that time. Moreover, within the ebullient wit of

their student-years publication, “D-ism and Dot-age,” they ence of the Restoration monarchy and its Augustin Cauchy,
into Germany. Gauss served, together with Ecole Polytech-presented shocking proof that this was the state of science and

mathematics in England at that time. nique veteran Lejeune Dirichlet, as Humboldt’s key figures
in the emerging supremacy of German science. Charles Bab-Moreover, the historical significance of the work of Her-

schel, Babbage, et al., from the beginning of their collabora- bage, not accidentally, was a participant in the extended cir-
cles of Humboldt.tion in this matter, was that they succeeded in provoking rele-

vant English reformers to bring about the revival of science It was during the pre-Vienna Congress period, while the
Napoleonic wars were still ongoing, that Gauss’s work inand technological progress in England during the second

quarter of that century. The establishment of the British Asso- astronomy electrified all Europe’s scientific circles. Astrono-
mer William Herschel, the father of astronomer John, wasciation for the Advancement of Science (BAAS), whose colo-

nial branch became the American Association for the Ad- part of the circles of Gauss at that time.
Thus, the material from the three paragraphs quotedvancement of Science (AAAS), was an outgrowth of the

success of Herschel, Babbage, et al., to expose, and remedy above, shows that Swade’s studies had made him aware of
the setting and significance of Herschel’s and Babbage’s at-somewhat the virtually bankrupt condition of English science

during the period of, and immediately following the Napole- tacks on the bankruptcy of English science at the time of
Babbage’s Cambridge years; it shows, that, for whatever rea-onic wars.

The relevant fact is, that from the accession to power in son, Swade elected to attempt to divert the reader’s attention
from such matters, by the relevant sort of what today’s Ameri-France, by the networks of Cardinal Mazarin and his protégé

Jean-Baptiste Colbert, until the increasing decadence of can vernacular terms euphemistically, “spin.”
Otherwise, we should be pleased that Swade and his insti-France’s Ecole Polytechnique under the Restoration monar-

chy, France was, beyond reasonable objections, the center of tution have done the sort of work which is described in the
concluding section of that book. The account is useful as wellthe progress of science and technology for the world as a

whole. The work of Desargues, Fermat, Pascal, Huyghens, as pleasant reading. However, if the economy of the United
Kingdom is to be rescued from the disaster so aptly summa-Leibniz, and the Swiss Jean Bernouilli, typified this Paris-

centered network, which came, by the close of the Seven- rized in recent statements by Michael Heseltine and Anthony
Wedgwood Benn, much thought and effort will be needed, toteenth Century, to be a world-wide leadership in science, cen-

tered around Leibniz’s Acta Eruditorum. The role of En- develop the young scientific and industrial cadres needed to
effect a viable sort of modern reindustrialization of En-gland’s Royal Society merely sat at the table of continental

science in this respect. gland’s economy.
In that connection, two points which I have stressed here,Later, during the middle of the Eighteenth Century, all of

the leading currents in European culture, including science, ought to be leading concerns of those, of author Swade’s
generation, who are either coming into senior positions ofwere embroiled in a virtual war, a contest between two oppos-

ing currents. On the one side, there was the Classical faction, responsibility at this time, or have already arrived there.
First, the aspect of the Babbage case which I have stressedgathered around suchfigures as the scientist Abraham Kästner

at Göttingen University, Kästner’s Gotthold Lessing, and here, should be studied in comparing the ruined situation of
British science and technology, during the period of the Napo-Moses Mendelssohn. On the opposing side, was the anti-Clas-

sical, Romantic school, typified by the empiricists and the leonic wars and immediately following, to the ruinous situa-
tion to which Wedgwood Benn, Heseltine, and Ken Living-Cartesians, of the Eighteenth-Century British and French En-

lightenment. The former, typified by Kästner, Lessing, and stone, among many others, have made reference recently.
Second, relevant parties in the U.K. must recognize, thatMendelssohn, were openly avowed defenders of the legacy

of Leibniz and J.S. Bach. Thus, until the emergence of the the new leading issues of science and technology, under the
emerging “post-information society” epoch now erupting, re-leading influence of Kästner’s former student Gauss, with the

success of Gauss’s Ceres project, the center of development quires a ridding of science and economic policy of the curse
of “ivory tower” mathematics. The frontiers of science andof physical science and mathematics, was in the Leibniz tradi-

tion of France’s Gaspard Monge and his associates Lazare technology today, lie in the domain of the non-linear properly
defined, in respect of living processes, microphysics gener-Carnot and A.M. Legendre, while leadership in Classical ar-

tistic culture was centered in the Germany of poets and think- ally, and elsewhere. To master those frontiers, requires both
the scientific cadres and skilled industrial labor and farmers,ers, that of Kästner, Lessing, Mendelssohn, Haydn, Goethe,

Mozart, Schiller, and Beethoven. qualified for that sort of job.
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Sri Lanka in Turmoil as
Tamil Tigers Gain Ground
by Ramtanu Maitra

On April 23, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), with Israel, and it is almost certain that it will be providing
Colombo with arms, if not counterinsurgency training as well.better known as the Tamil Tigers, scored a decisive victory

over the Sri Lankan Army and gained control over the strate- If Jaffna falls, that will be a telling blow to Colombo.
Jaffna has a large Tamil population, who will be coerced togic Elephant Pass Army base. The victory paved the way for

the Tigers to once more threaten to gain possession of the support the Tigers. The Jaffna coast is also the off-loading
point for the Tigers’ arms and narcotics smuggling. Narcoticsnorthern Sri Lankan peninsula of Jaffna, an area under control

of the Tigers until 1996. from Myanmar, Afghanistan, and Pakistan fetch the Tigers
huge amounts of cash, which is used to buy sophisticatedSubsequent to the April 23 routing of the Sri Lankan

Army, which left about 300 soldiers dead and a huge arsenal arms. Latest reports indicate that the LTTE is now in posses-
sion of heavy artillery pieces and multi-barrel rocket launch-in possession of the Tigers, LTTE cadre have notched a few

more victories, moving inside the peninsula, and virtually ers. The Tigers have also procured SAM-7s from under-
ground channels in Cambodia, posing a threat to the tiny Sritrapping 20-25,000 Sri Lankan soldiers there. With 5,000

well-armed Tigers advancing toward Air Force, Army, and Lankan Air Force.
The fall of Jaffna would not only provide the Tigers withNavy bases, the government in Colombo is looking desperate.

The Sri Lankan Army’s morale is at its lowest ever, and the logistical advantages, it would strengthen them politically as
well. Last year, Norway—where a large number of Tamilsdanger that control of the peninsula could slip back into the

hands of the Tigers, who have been engaged for almost two live, and where the political leadership has developed ties to
the LTTE—proposed negotiations between the Tigers anddecades in attempting to set up a Tamil nation (Eelam) within

Sri Lanka by force, is very real. the Sri Lankan government. With the advent of a new govern-
ment in Oslo, talks, which were ready to begin, did not take
off. It is certain that if the Sri Lankan Army loses the JaffnaColombo’s Concerns

The government of President Chandrika Kumaratunga is peninsula to the Tigers, the LTTE will up the ante, and the
situation will get even more complicated for Colombo.under attack from both within and without. Having won a

decisive battle, the Tigers are cock-a-hoop, and have offered
a temporary truce to Colombo, to allow it to get its troops The Background

In a sense, the genesis of the ethnic strife in Sri Lanka canout of Jaffna. The Sri Lankan Army, humiliated and in total
disarray, has rejected the offer, but reports of large-scale de- be traced to British colonial rule. Sri Lanka had undergone

colonial conquest by the Portuguese (1580-1658), the Dutchsertions from the Army point to the seriousness of the situa-
tion. President Kumaratunga, who is up for re-election this (1658-1796), and the British (1796-1948). It was the British,

using their traditional “divide and rule” policy, who institutedsummer, has been blamed for the debacle, and she has sent
distress signals to a number of countries, seeking military the formal separation of two ethnic groups—Hindu Tamils

and Buddhist Sinhalas. Tamils constitute only 15% of thehelp. She has also hastily established full diplomatic relations
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at effectively ending
Tamil dominance in
the bureaucracy;
sanctions were im-
posed on Tamil can-
didates seeking
school admissions,
and Tamil was re-
moved from its sta-
tus as one of the of-
ficial languages of
the state.

On June 5, 1956,
the first riot took
place when hundreds
of organized Sinhala
musclemen were un-
leashed to beat up
Tamil demonstrators
protesting peace-
fully against the Act.
Since then, the
Sinhala leadership in
Colombo has imple-
mented half-hearted
measures to assuage
Tamil sentiment, but
Sinhala chauvinism,
orchestrated by the
Buddhist Sangha,
continued to alienate
the Tamil popula-
tion. A large number
of Tamils left for In-
dia during the years
that followed.

These betrayals,
tinged with the overt
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Tamil Tigers Theater of Operations

racism of the Sinha-
las, slowly killed off
the moderate Tamil

organizations, and gave rise to various militant Tamil groups.population, and yet in the British days they had a dispropor-
tionate share of government jobs. Unlike the majority Sin- In 1972, the LTTE was formed, and its objective from its

inception was to establish a Tamil Eelam. The LTTE sethalas and minority Muslims in the island-state, the Tamils
widely adopted English education. about to eliminate all Tamil political groups which were

willing to negotiate with Colombo for a more acceptableAs soon the British colonialists left the island on Feb. 4,
1948, the Sinhala majority began to redress the imbalance. In social situation for the Tamils. The process of elimination,

which primarily involved assassinations, became the hall-1951, the first stone was cast when the government of
S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike, father of President Chandrika mark of the LTTE, which were called the “Tigers,” and also

the “boys.” The process had a serious effect on the TamilKumaratunga, took an unequivocal stand on the issues of
language and the status of Buddhism as the official religion. population as a whole. Except for those Tamils who were

brought in by the British from India to work in the CentralDespite negotiated opposition from the Tamil elite, the resolu-
tion of “Sinhala Only” was adopted in 1956 with the passing Sri Lankan tea plantations, the Tamils began to identify with

the LTTE.of the Official Language Act No. 33. The Act was aimed
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July 1983: The Turning Point have included SEAL Team One, the Sixth Special Operations
Squadron of the U.S. Air Force, and the Army’s Psychologi-The July 1983 Colombo riot, organized by the Sinhala

chauvinists, with the tacit approval of the late President Junius cal Operations Group, according to Jane’s Intelligence
Review.Jayewardene, saw systematic destruction of Tamil properties

in the Sri Lankan capital. This riot hardened the situation Washington, however, is not the only one with interest in
Sri Lanka. India and China are both building up their navies,quickly, and began what is now labelled as the “17-year-long

civil war.” During this period, many battles have been fought, and Sri Lanka is located right next to them. In 1987, when
Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi signed an accord withthousands have been killed, negotiations have been started

and halted, and many Tamils have moved out of Sri Lanka. President Jayewardene to place the Indian Peace Keeping
Force (IPKF) in Sri Lanka to disarm the Tigers, there was aThey went to India, Europe, and North America, particularly

Canada. A large number of them also went to Jaffna, where tacit agreement between New Delhi and Colombo that the
Indian Navy would control the coastal waters east of Srithey feel less insecure.

With the cause of “Eelam” up front, the LTTE set about Lanka. The plan did not work, and Gandhi was assassinated,
in part, because of the attempt.becoming an international terrorist organization by raising

money from abroad. One London Times report showed that This time around, when Foreign Minister Kadirgamar re-
quested that India help the Army militarily, India was hauntedthe LTTE raises close to $3 million annually worldwide from

self-exiled Tamils. Some of this money goes to humanitarian by “Banquo’s ghost.” What happened in 1987 is a sordid
affair: Indian soldiers, who were sent in to restore peace be-causes, but most of it gets plowed into maiming and killing

people. tween the Tigers and the Sri Lankan Army, were pitted against
the Tigers, and had to stay there for three years. Besides criti-Since 1987, the LTTE has committed about 200 assassina-

tions, all within the country, except in 1991, when a suicide cism within India and from abroad, the Indian Army came
back virtually defeated, with nothing to show for the effortsquad killed former Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in

the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. They have also attacked gov- except about 1,200 dead soldiers. There were reliable reports
that Colombo was sending trucks full of arms to the Tigers toernment institutions, Buddhist temples, the Central Bank, and

the World Trade Center, among others. The killings and at- kill Indian soldiers.
So, when Colombo sent its most recent distress signal,tacks were carried out using suicide squads carrying cyanide

capsules. New Delhi balked. To begin with, India does have an interest
in controlling the waters around Sri Lanka, and sympathizesEqually significant is the Tigers’ encroachment and tak-

ing over of the narcotics trade in a big way. Today, the LTTE with the Tamil cause. There is also a large Tamil population
in southern India, a stone’s throw away from Jaffna (see map).is the single largest narcotics-trafficking organization. It picks

up narcotics from Myanmar, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. It India does not want to project itself as the annihilator of Tam-
ils on behalf of the Sinhalas. Commander A.S. Kalkat, whoshares its booty with secessionist groups elsewhere, and buys

and sells arms. Foreign intelligence reports have documented led the IPKF, said in early May that India very much values
the importance of the port of Trincomalee, on Sri Lanka’sthe LTTE’s acquisition of a large shipping fleet, owned by

expatriate Tamils and registered in Ibero-American countries, east coast.
India, however, has made it clear that it will not let Sribringing into Sri Lanka’s east and northern coast narcotics

and arms from Myanmar, southern Thailand, and Pakistan. Lanka be divided, and will do everything to protect its unity
and integrity. Indian military experts consider that the situa-They have allegedly bought SAM-7 missiles, which cost al-

most $1 million apiece, on the black market, from renegade tion in Jaffna is not hopeless, and believe that the Sri Lankan
Army, enjoying the advantage of numbers, can extricate itselfCambodian generals. They also ship in large amounts of small

arms from Singapore, although the Singapore government from trouble. New Delhi has made it plain that it believes the
civil war is based on political problems, and that it cannot bedenies such allegations.
resolved through force of arms. New Delhi also does not
believe that the Tamil-Sinhala negotiation can be mediatedThe Geopolitics of Eelam

Located between the Pacific Rim and the Middle East,
Sri Lanka remains, even after the Cold War, important for
geostrategic reasons. During the 1991 Persian Gulf War, Sri
Lanka provided U.S. warplanes with refuelling facilities, and Background to the News
right now, according to intelligence sources, approximately See “Terrorism in South Asia:
20 U.S. Army troops are engaged in a Joint Combined Exer-

London’s Assault on the Nation-State,”cise and Training program in Sri Lanka. According to military
EIR, Oct. 13, 1995.spokesmen, they are training local troops in reconnaisance

and maritime operations. The United States has sent troops to Back issues $12, postpaid.
Sri Lanka since 1994 under Operation Balanced Style. Forces
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by Norway or any other country, except India. All these views
have been conveyed to Colombo by New Delhi, officially
and through unofficial channels as well. In fact, a Norwegian
delegation has landed in New Delhi to discuss these issues
with India. Thailand: Transparency
Britain and Israel International Attacks

Besides India, there are two other countries with distinct
interests in the civil war. Britain had built up the Tamil com- the Institutions
munity and pitted it against the Sinhalas, and continues to do
so. The foreign headquarters of the LTTE is in London, where by Michael O. Billington
it raises money by openly promoting Tamil terrorism. White-
hall, the Foreign Office, wrings its hands and says it can do

The economy of Thailand has never recovered from the spec-nothing about it. But, there is more.
The Tigers’ master planner, Anton Balasingham, is based ulative attack of 1997, the first round of the global financial

breakdown which is now reaching its terminal stage. Underin London and is fully aware of of the developments on the
ground. When the Elephant Pass battle was over, BBC picked International Monetary Fund (IMF) dictates, Thailand’s gov-

ernment bailed out the foreign debt held by corporations andup the Tamil version of the battle and said that more than
1,000 Sri Lankan soldiers had been slaughtered. This was banks, using taxpayers’ money, while the real economy and

the standard of living plummetted. Now, while the British-done obviously to further boost the Tigers’ morale.
Canada, a British outpost in North America, is also ex- American-Commonwealth (BAC) banking oligarchy is pick-

ing over the bones of the collapsed banks and industries, thetremely active in pushing the Tigers’ way of conducting the
civil war. Recently, two Cabinet ministers, Finance Minister institutions of state are disintegrating, helped on by the same

BAC operatives.Paul Martin and International Cooperation Minister Maria
Mina, were attending a function hosted by the Federation of With national elections coming up at year’s end, both the

government party (the Democrats) and the main oppositionAssociations of Canadian Tamils (FACT), a front organiza-
tion of the Tigers. In its latest report, the Canadian Security party (New Aspiration Party, NAP), as well as the smaller

traditional parties, have, over the past two months, beenIntelligence Service has identified the World Tamil Move-
ment, FACT, and the Tamil Eelam Society of Canada as lead- wracked by scandals, arrests, or indictments of leading mem-

bers (including even a politically motivated sting by the U.S.ing LTTE organizations raising money within Canada and
hobnobbing with political figures. Department of Justice!), and defections of various leaders and

their factions.The fourth interested party is Israel. Israel was kicked out
of Sri Lanka twice: once in 1971, when it was suspected of These events are not coincidental. The dead giveaway

that these actions are being orchestrated by the internationalinvolvement in an uprising by the right-wing JVP, a Sinhala
group, against the left-leaning government of Sirimavo Ban- financial oligarchy, was the establishment in March of a Thai

branch of Transparency International (TI), headed by thedaranaike, mother of President Kumaratunga. It was kicked
out again in 1989, when it was discovered that the Mossad BAC’s leading operative in Thailand, Anand Panyarachun,

who has played a leading role in the destruction of Thailand’sintelligence agency, besides training the Sri Lankan Army in
counterinsurgency, had hosted a number of Tigers in Israel economy and institutions over the past decade. Each of the

scandals and internal conflicts (some of which are describedfor training with grenades and belt-bombs for suicide bomb-
ers. At this time of crisis, President Kumaratunga has again below), can be traced to Anand and his international allies,

who have formalized their presence with the founding of TI-called upon Israel, and Israel, no doubt, will respond. The
Israeli interest section, which used to operate from within the Thailand.

TI is a project of the World Bank, established in the earlyU.S. Embassy, may have designs which do not coincide with
those of the United States. 1990s under the direction of a World Bank official, Peter

Eigen. It later went private, but Eigen remained, and is stillBy bringing in outsiders, Colombo is getting mired in
geopolitics. There is no question that Colombo must bring the today, its director. TI’s assignment was to masquerade as

an “independent, impartial” non-governmental organizationsituation back on an even keel, and then start negotiations
immediately. For years, Colombo has ignored the danger (NGO), passing judgment on both government and corporate

sectors, which resisted the free trade, privatization, deregula-posed by the British involvement with the Tigers. The Sinhala
nobility, or the powerful families, are essentially Anglophiles tion dictates of the IMF-World Bank globalization predators.

This has been applied not only to the Third World “recoloniza-who look up to London for justice and even-handedness. It is
time that they look at the other Britain, whose colonial in- tion” effort, but was also at the center of the “Clean Hands”

apparatus which destroyed the national institutions in Italy,stincts are very much alive.
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Children in Bangkok.
The international
financier oligarchy is
picking over the bones of
Thailand’s banks and
industries, while the
nation’s traditional
parties are being
destabilized.

and has played a central role in the looting and destruction of still operating at less than 60% of capacity, with 38% of out-
standing debt still considered non-performing, with the ag-Russia and the former Soviet republics.

TI-Thailand chief Anand’s career demonstrates the char- ricultural sector so depressed that peasant revolts are spread-
ing across the country, and with bank lending falling by moreacter of TI. In 1992, a “popular uprising” against the legiti-

mate government of Gen. Suchinda Kraprayoon, an uprising than 10% in the first quarter of 2000, the glow of the Chuan
government has rapidly faded within Thailand.openly promoted and directed by the AFL-CIO and various

Anglo-American NGOs (see “U.S. AID Runs Overthrow of The first sign that the BAC had decided that the Demo-
crats’ usefulness had reached an end was the emergence of anThailand’s Government,” EIR, June 12, 1992), resulted in the

un-constitutional appointment of Anand as Prime Minister. open conflict between Finance Minister Tarrin and the head
of the Bank of Thailand (BOT, the Thai central bank), Chatu-Anand proceeded to dismantle the military’s role in key strate-

gic industries, began the privatization of the state sector, and, mongol Sonakul, over who should carry out the IMF order to
bail out the banks—the BOT or the Treasury. When a sizablemost damaging, initiated the Bangkok Internatonal Banking

Facility, the offshore, unregulated banking center, which be- sum of funds became available to the BOT due to certain
foreign-exchange changes, Finance Minister Tarrin wanted tocame the headquarters for the creation of the hot-money bub-

ble of the 1990s, and for the subsequent speculative assault on use the funds to reduce the government debt from the bailout.
Chatumongol, who represents the most extreme free-marketthe Thai economy in 1996-97 by George Soros and similar ilk.

Then, with the Thai economy in free fall, Anand took on ideology promoted by his friends in London (reportedly his
“second home”), insisted on the “independence of the BOT,”the job of drafting a new Constitution, which was rammed

through the Parliament despite strenuous opposition. The new and told the government to further indebt the taxpayer,
through issuance of new government bonds, to meet the bail-Constitution, under the name of “democracy,” directly and

indirectly established a phalanx of “Clean Hands”-style over- out costs. Chatumongol skipped the April IMF meeting in
Washington to address a Merrill Lynch Investor Conferencesight bodies to seek out corruption in government, business,

elections, and so on. The stage was set to dismantle any resis- in London, where he publicly attacked his own government
on this issue, to the cheers of his London backers. Then, in atance to the effective financial colonization of Thailand.
move which revealed his TI credentials, Chatumongol used
the powers of the BOT to initiate an indictment against Fi-The Process

The current government of Prime Minister Chuan nance Minister Tarrin’s brother, Sirin Nimmanahaeminda,
the former CEO at the state-owned Krung Thai Bank.Leekpai and Finance Minister Tarrin Nimmanahaeminda,

has, generally, imposed every dictate demanded of it by the The indictment, supposedly over a failure to properly col-
lateralize an emergency loan to a leading corporation duringIMF, although stiff opposition (even within the government)

has slowed the process somewhat. However, with industry the financial crisis, has been widely condemned as a political
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hatchet job aimed as much at Tarrin as at his brother. As of tionally characterized Thai elections, they virtually outlawed
any campaigning whatsoever. When the results came in forearly May, Chatumongol has partially relented on the issue

of the BOT funds, but he may soon lose his position nonethe- the 200 Senate seats, the EC ruled, on the basis of reports of
illegal campaign activities, that 78 of the elected candidatesless. In any case, the damage to the government’s credibility

has been accomplished. were disqualified, and set up new elections, for the same can-
didates! The disqualified candidates, including prominentThe Democrats, and Prime Minister Chuan, in particular,

are also reeling from another attack, this one against Chuan’s members from all leading parties, were given no hearing to
defend themselves against the charges. The EC has even ad-oldest and closest political ally and adviser, Deputy Prime

Minister Sanan Kachornprasart. The National Counter Cor- mitted that, with three exceptions, no civil charges will be
brought against the rejected winners, because there was insuf-ruption Commission, one of the many new “Clean Hands”-

style bodies, indicted Sanan over an improper accounting of ficient evidence.
In the April repeat elections, with only 30% voter turnouta personal loan, deemed to have been “designed to mislead

the commission.” While Sanan may win his case in court, (compared to 71% in the first election), 45 of the 78 winning
candidates who had been rejected by the EC in the first elec-he was forced to resign his office, further discrediting and

weakening the ruling party. tion were re-elected, although the EC is now proposing a third
election to deal with illegalities in the re-election. The Senate,It is not only the ruling Democrats who are under attack,

however. The opposition party, former Prime Minister Gen. in the meantime, cannot meet until all seats are filled.
Chavalit Yongchaiyudh’s NAP, was hit with a similar opera-
tion, only in this case the U.S. Department of Justice itself Thaksin Untouched

Numerous other scandals and factional crises are destabi-was in charge.
Chavalit’s chief adviser, Surasak Nananukul, was the tar- lizing these and the other traditional parties in Thailand, with

a large number of defections in the run-up to parliamentaryget of a sting by U.S. Customs, which arranged a phony deal
to sell (non-existent) Iraqi oil outside of the UN quota on Iraqi elections, expected in November or soon thereafter. What

is most interesting about this process, is that nearly all theoil sales. The sting, targetting Asian leaders who are facing
both internal economic decay and exploding market prices defections are gravitating to a new party, the Thai Rak Thai

(Thais Love Thailand), formed just last year by the billionairefor oil, lured Surasak and two business associates from Thai-
land and Singapore to San Diego to close a deal. According telecommunications tycoon, Thaksin Shinawatra. Thaksin

emerged as a political gadfly in the early 1990s, in the after-to Surasak’s lawyer, they believed they were dealing with a
legitimate representative of the U.S. government. Surasak is math of the 1992 destabilization. He jumped about from one

party to another, using his enormous wealth and equally enor-now sitting in jail in San Diego.
General Chavalit, meanwhile, is learning a lesson about mous support from the Western press and his many friends in

New York and London, to establish his name in politics.his long-standing friends in the United States. He somewhat
naively complained that the sting itself was clearly illegal, By offering lucrative positions to those who would defect

from the established parties to join Thai Rak Thai, Thaksin’soutside of U.S. Constitutional law, and would certainly be
thrown out. Had the General been reading his EIR more party has, perhaps not coincidentally, been totally free of the

TI-style corruption scandals plaguing all the others. Already,closely, he’d have known that the U.S. Department of Justice
no longer believes itself to be restrained by the U.S. Consti- 92 Members of Parliament have deserted their former parties

to join Thaksin, and the media are now predicting that Thaitution.
More realistically, another NAP leader, Chalerm You- Rak Thai will win the upcoming elections, in its first year

in existence.bamrung, insinuated that the U.S. government was trying to
get back at Surasak for strongly criticizing the U.S. role in the Thaksin has released a populist program, promising a

three-year debt moratorium for farmers, tax cuts, and eradica-IMF destruction of the Thai economy.
tion of unemployment—but all supposedly within the restruc-
turing dictates of the IMF, a contradiction in terms. At anElection Watchdogs

One aspect of the Transparency International operations American-style Thai Rak Thai convention in March, Thaksin
announced the party’s executive board—nearly all veteranin Thailand approaches the absurd: the multiple election

watchdog committees, both government and private, which politicians from other parties, many with far from “Mr.
Clean” records.now oversee Thai elections. Under Anand’s new Constitu-

tion, the Thai Senate will no longer be appointed, but is chosen There are also reports that Central Bank chief Chatu-
mongol, fresh from his wrecking operation against the gov-by election, with the first such election held in March.

An Election Commission (EC) was established to approve ernment, will be offered the position of Minister of Finance
in a Thaksin government. It appears likely that the BAC,or disapprove elected candidates, based on their adherence to

new stringent election laws. Although the new laws were the IMF, and Transparency International are consolidating
control over yet another once-sovereign nation.aimed at curbing the notorious vote-buying which has tradi-
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Momentum Builds in Congress
To Change U.S. Iraq Policy
by Carl Osgood

White House National Security Adviser Sandy Berger, in an than nine years, the embargo has failed to remove Saddam
from power, nor “even ensured his compliance with his inter-article in the May 4 London Financial Times, reiterated the

tired assertion that all of Iraq’s problems can be laid at the national obligations, while the economy and people of Iraq
continue to suffer.”feet of Saddam Hussein. He listed the usual stories about how

Hussein and other top leaders of the country are living it up While the Clinton Administration continues to argue that
the sanctions are necessary to prevent Iraq from threateningin luxury while the population starves. He asserted that the

oil-for-food program is allowing Iraq to export oil and import its neighbors, the letter says, “The goal of these sanctions
seems to have changed. The original UN resolutions imposedfood at “pre-war levels.” “With oil prices rising,” he claimed,

“revenues are surging, and Iraq has record resources for the sanctions to pressure Iraq to eliminate its weapons of mass
destruction programs. Statements by U.S. officials, includingpurchase of food and medicine”—which is a strange thing to

say, given that the oil-for-food program is based on dollar Secretary [of State Madeleine] Albright and Sandy Berger,
rather, suggest that sanctions will remain in place until Sad-amounts of exports every six months, not barrels of oil. He

claimed that if the sanctions were lifted, “there would be no dam Hussein is removed, or even beyond. This policy clearly
undermines the original intention of the sanctions, aroundimprovement in Iraq’s ability to export oil,” because it can

now export all it wants. “There would be no improvement in which the international consensus against Iraq was originally
based, and makes the children and families of Iraq into virtualIraq’s ability to import food and medicine; it can now import

all it needs.” Berger concluded that the best way to help Iraqis, hostages in the political deadlock between the U.S. and the
government of Iraq. Morally, it is wrong to hold the Iraqi“is to encourage change within Iraq.” In other words, as the

subtitle to the article says, “A Change of Government, Not people responsible for the actions of a brutal and reckless
government. Politically, this policy deprives the Iraqi regimethe Ending of Sanctions, Is the Only Way To Alleviate the

Suffering of the Nation.” of any incentive to comply with UN resolutions and interna-
tional norms.”Berger’s article appeared only a day after a forum on

Capitol Hill, sponsored by Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio),
exposed the outright falsehoods of Berger’s argument. The Hall Visits Iraq

In April, Rep. Tony Hall (D-Ohio) became the first mem-panel assembled by Kucinich included former UN officials
Denis Halliday, Hans von Sponek, and former senior UN ber of Congress to visit Iraq since long before the 1991 Gulf

War. He was the first member of the U.S. Congress to see forweapons inspector Scott Ritter. All three resigned from their
UN posts to protest ongoing policies, and all three are more himself the devastation that exists there, today. While Hall

didn’t go so far as to call for the lifting of sanctions, and whilethan qualified to speak on the effects of the sanctions, the
impact of the oil-for-food program, and the actual nature of he included the obligatory language against Saddam as being

largely responsible for the suffering in his country, he did callthe threat represented by Saddam Hussein. Rounding out the
panel were Kucinich’s colleagues, Reps. John Conyers (D- on the UN sanctions committee, in an April 24 statement, to

“use much better judgment” in its work. He reported thatMich.) and Cynthia McKinney (D-Ga.).
Kucinich’s forum was only the latest development in a American officials told him that only a small number of items

raise security concerns, yet, entire shipments are held up bygrowing movement in the U.S. Congress against the sanc-
tions. Last January, Reps. Tom Campbell (R-Calif.) and Con- the sanctions committee because of these concerns. He called

on the UN to use a “line-item veto” approach to evaluatingyers circulated a letter to President Bill Clinton, that was
signed by 70 members of the House, calling on the President humanitarian shipments, so that needed goods could be

shipped to Iraq much more quickly.to “de-link” the economic sanctions from the military sanc-
tions in place against Iraq. The letter notes that, after more Hall said, “I fear that no matter how quickly sanctions are
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lifted, the future of most of the people I met in Iraq will be
bleak. That is because its children are in bad shape, with a
quarter of them underweight and one in ten wasting away
because of hunger and disease.” Diarrhea is the leading cause
of childhood death, and polio, which has been wiped out in
most of the Middle East, “has returned to plague Iraq’s peo-
ple.” He called for an end to the “stalemate” between Iraq and
the United States so that a way can be found out of the impasse.

The Kucinich forum focussed, in part, on refuting the
claims made by the Administration, in a letter by President
Clinton in response to the Campbell letter, and repeated by
Berger in his Financial Times piece.

In his opening remarks, Kucinich noted that the humani-
tarian situation in Iraq has been worsening since the oil-for-
food program began in 1996, and, according to various UN
reports, several thousand children die every month due to
disease and malnutrition. Kucinich added that access to fresh
water in urban areas is 50% of 1990 levels, and 35% in rural
areas. He called this “clearly unacceptable.” He said that “le-
gitimate concern about Iraq’s military capacity does not allow
us to punish 22 million Iraqi civilians. The sanctions have
brought devastation and death to a country that used to be the
center of knowledge, prosperity, medical progress, and most
importantly, a normal way of life.”

A Bipartisan Delegation Proposed
Conyers proposed that a bipartisan Congressional delega-

tion travel to Iraq to see for itself the devastation that has been
wrought there. He then addressed the Clinton Administra-
tion’s response to the Campbell letter, especially refuting the

A sick baby at Saddam’s Children’s Hospital in Baghdad. Thenotion that the oil-for-food program has had any substantial
sanctions against Iraq are punishing the civilian population,effect on the population. “The food and medicine is one in-
including hundreds of thousands of children who have died fromcredibly important step toward helping, but until we deal with
lack of adequate nutrition, clean water, and health care and

the infrastructure,” that is, the physical economic infrastruc- medical supplies.
ture, very little progress can be made in bringing the Iraqi
population back up to an acceptable level of health, he said.

Conyers noted that a delegation of about 15 of his constit-
uents, led by Archbishop Thomas Gumbleton of the Roman Von Sponek, who resigned as head of the UN humanitar-

ian program in Iraq last February, documented the destructiveCatholic Archdiocese of Detroit, were present in the audience.
Conyers reported that Gumbleton and leaders of the Muslim effects of the sanctions on the population of Iraq, from both a

physical health and an intellectual standpoint. He took partic-community of Detroit have been waging a tireless campaign
to lift the economic sanctions so that the suffering of the Iraqi ular issue with the assertion in Clinton’s reply to the Campbell

letter, that the oil-for-food program “has made a major differ-population can be brought to an end.
McKinney called on more people to become involved in ence in the lives of ordinary Iraqis.” In 1996, when it began,

the amount of oil Iraq was allowed to sell every six monthsU.S. foreign policy. Foreign policy has been “the preserve of
the rich of this country, and ordinary folks like us were not amounted to an annual average of $113 per year per person,

hardly enough to make a difference. In 1999, the programsupposed to play in that playground. That was a ball we
couldn’t have, and that’s why the foreign policy of this coun- was up to $252 per year per person. That money, von Sponek

pointed out, has to finance everything. “Don’t tell me,” hetry has been so bad, particularly for people of color,” she said.
She expressed particular outrage at a statement Secretary of said, “that $252 guarantees a nice, dignified life.”

Von Sponek documented the increased susceptibility ofState Albright made on CBS’s “60 Minutes” in 1996, that
the deaths of thousands of children in Iraq because of the the population to diseases that were once on the verge of being

wiped out, and the collapse in literacy, from the 90% thatsanctions “is a price worth paying.”
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prevailed in 1990, to perhaps 60% today. He especially de- the discussion.
After expressing awe and admiration for the moral integ-cried what he termed the “intellectual embargo,” which pre-

vents scholarly materials, even sheet music, from being rity of both von Sponek and Halliday, Ritter admitted that he
was “an unlikely ally” in their cause. However, he said thatmailed into Iraq.

“Economic sanctions,” von Sponek said, “have led to the issue of Iraq policy and the effects of the sanctions was
not a partisan issue, but rather “an American issue,” and thatnothing except suffering. They have failed. They’ve kept the

regime in place. . . . They’ve led to a social transformation he was sitting before the audience, not as a Republican and a
former Marine, “but as an American with a unique per-because, gradually, the middle class, an educated, strong ap-

preciative middle class in the Middle East, has been forced spective.”
Ritter centered his remarks around the “mythology” ofout . . . has emigrated, has been deprofessionalized.” Replac-

ing the destroyed middle class are black marketeers and simi- the threat that Iraq represents. “We have to overcome the
concern about what will happen if the sanctions are lifted,” helar types of operators who prefer to see the sanctions remain

in place, because the embargo serves their own interests. argued, criticizing in particular the demonization of Saddam.
Saddam is very easy to demonize, but “he’s not the MiddleIn calling for a new policy, von Sponek said, “We must

look at America as a country that has the magnanimity and East equivalent of Hitler,” nor is he capable of “dominating
the region,” Ritter said.the statesmanship to turn around and say we have tried. We

have failed with this policy. We must adopt a new policy Ritter defended his role in the demonization of Saddam in
1998 by saying that he was speaking as a weapons inspector,in order to give people that dignity and the right, under the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, under the UN Char- mandated to uphold international law. “It was not my busi-
ness,” he said, when he spoke before committees of the U.S.ter, and under your own Constitution, the right to live a life

as fully as possible.” Congress, “to put forward a solution on how to solve the Iraqi
problem.” He added that he resigned from UNSCOM because
the U.S. government was manipulating the process of weap-A New Policy

Halliday, who had also resigned from his UN post in pro- ons inspections “as mandated by the Security Council.” He
claimed that this manipulation threatened the inspection re-test against sanctions policy in November 1998, called for a

new kind of policy. The sanctions policy was ostensibly put gime, and that this is what he was warning the Congress about
in the late summer and fall of 1998. The culmination of thisin place in an attempt to force cooperation from the Iraqi

government in the destruction of its weapons of mass destruc- process was operation Desert Fox and the total collapse of the
inspection regime, as he had warned would happen.tion, and then became an instrument to force the overthrow

of the Saddam Hussein regime. “Sanctions are not likely to Ritter said that the question today, is what kind of a threat
Iraq actually represents. He said that Iraq has no weapons ofbring down a government,” he said, “and they’re even less

likely to generate cooperation.” Instead, Halliday proposed mass destruction, no missiles with a range greater than 150
kilometers, and no missile or chemical weapons productionan entirely different policy approach, made up of a number

of steps. These include reestablishing the weapons inspection capabilities. He said that if the UN Security Council were to
re-evaluate Iraq’s compliance “qualitatively, it would be easyregime, with selective sanctions that only target weapons de-

velopment, and re-opening a dialogue with Baghdad, because to find Iraq in compliance.” He added, “If sanctions were
lifted, with effective monitoring, Iraq would not be able to re-only a dialogue can lead to influence and positive change.

Other steps include lifting the economic sanctions and allow- constitute its weapons of mass destruction programs.” Ritter
concluded that Halliday’s proposals “must be looked at seri-ing U.S. industry to participate in the rebuilding of the infra-

structure of the country. He admitted that such an approach ously.”
In summing up the formal presentations, Kucinich saidentails risks, but “it is difficult to make progress without

risks.” that because of what had been presented, “you can come to
understand how wrong the direction of our current policy is,
and unless we change directions, there is no way that weThe ‘Mythology’ of the Iraqi Threat

The participant who made the most surprising comments, can ever hope to see Iraq brought back to the community of
nations, and there is no way we can ever hope to see otherhowever, was Scott Ritter. Ritter became a lightning rod for

criticism during his tenure on the UN weapons inspection nations which we might have some difficulties with, be ready
to talk to us, if they feel they’re facing total annihilation andteam, because of the cozy relationship he had with U.S.

and Israeli intelligence agencies. He was at the center of destruction. They may take whatever is the most aggressive
action they can. So, that’s why the sanctions are inevitablyprovocations that led to the December 1998 Desert Fox

bombing campaign of Iraq (see EIR, Nov. 27, 1998), after self-defeating.” He said that the “combined testimony” of von
Sponek, Halliday, and Ritter “casts a new light on this weaponresigning from the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) in

August 1998. In his remarks, he exonerated himself in this of foreign policy,” and raises the question, “Where do we go
from here?”process, but otherwise introduced rarely heard realities into
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was speaking of the March 1964 developments, the general’s
words were in fact interpreted by all as a commentary on the
present situation. He declared:

“The streets turned to the Brazilian families. They ap-‘Brazil Is Melting Like
pealed to their children, their armed representatives, to put an
end to the somber perspective of a combination of politicalIce Cream in the Sun’
instability, of economic crisis, and deterioration of cultural
and religious values. To put an end to exacerbated socialby Silvia Palacios and Lorenzo Carrasco
tensions, to the environment of disorder and insecurity in
the cities. To put an end to the danger of armed struggle in

It’s time “to dump” Brazilian President Fernando Henrique the countryside.”
The Order of the Day stressed the role of the Armed ForcesCardoso. “The process has to be interrupted immediately, if

possible by convincing those in power that they are taking the in the country’s economic development: “Extinguishing irra-
tionality and establishing conditions favorable to Brazil’s de-wrong path. But since this is about as likely as seeing an

elephant fly, one must think in other directions. It’s now nec- velopment motivated the Democratic Revolution of March
31, 1964. . . . Despite the environment of conflict, the govern-essary to go from ‘We’ve had enough!’ to ‘Get out!’ Not all

situations demand orthodox solutions. . . . Brazil is melting ments of the Revolution broaded and modernized Brazil’s
industrial infrastructure, perfecting systems of energy, com-like ice cream in the sun. . . . Either the nation rises up, or

soon there will be no nation.” munications, and transportation. The nation’s interior experi-
enced prosperity, and regions outside the major centers wereAre these the words of an isolated dissident? Not at all.

This is the published commentary of the respected and influ- developed. Education and teaching was expanded and democ-
ratized. Illiteracy was efficiently reduced. Brazil joined theential journalist Carlos Chagas, in his regular column in the

daily Tribuna da Imprensa, of April 19. respectable group of the world’s largest economies, by obtain-
ing high rates of economic growth” (see below for the fullChagas’s red alert reflects the growing awareness among

various sectors of Brazil’s institutions, including its Armed text).
∑ Another prominent military official stressed the directForces, that the national crisis has reached alarming propor-

tions, and that if the current direction is not altered, the nation- connection between the economy (unemployment, in particu-
lar) and national security. Air Force Club president Brigadierstate will soon disintegrate. A drastic change is required, both

in the economic and political arena, before Brazil disappears. Ercio Braga issued a powerful statement against the policy of
globalization, before a conference of young Air Force offi-The crisis has led some to think—and even say—what

was previously unthinkable. cials. He detailed what he called the “Capitalist Assault,”
which seeks the disintegration of the country, of its families,∑ Antônio Delfim Netto, the once all-powerful Finance

Minister in several military governments during the 1980s, of its religious traditions, and of its hope of remaining a sover-
eign nation (see excerpts below).upon which he impressed his strongly monetarist orientation,

published a surprising article in the March 29 edition of the
magazine Carta Capital. In it, he stressed the importance Confrontation in Sight

The Establishment’s hysterical counterattack was notof the protectionist policies of first U.S. Treasury Secretary
Alexander Hamilton, policies feared by both Wall Street and long in coming. U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

said at a May 1 meeting of David Rockefeller’s Council ofthe International Monetary Fund (IMF). Delfim Netto stated
that “most perverse of all is how we were kept away from a the Americas, that “the democratic tide in the Americas may

begin to recede. Countries may begin to be lured again downconvergence with the United States, precisely by the eco-
nomic policy implemented by our neo-colonized bureaucrats the dead-end roads of protectionist policies and authoritarian

rule. And, in fact, it is already starting to happen.”(educated by them), who keep selling as ‘good science’ the
ideologically deformed concept that history has no impor- Brazilian President Cardoso has also warned that “democ-

racy” is in danger in Brazil. In comments to journalist Doratance. For them, Alexander Hamilton and his (1791) Report
on Manufactures never existed.” Kramer, published as the lead news item of the April 30 Jornal

do Brasil, Cardoso acknowledged the imminence of an insti-Hamilton’s Report of Manufactures has been the subject
of heated controversy in Brazil, since the Ibero-American tutional crisis, and announced that there would be firm action

by the state, “since there is a danger of the weakening of theSolidarity Movement (MSIA), associated with Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr., issued the only extant Portuguese translation political system, with the discrediting of the institutions and

the opening of space for non-democratic solutions.”of the work in 1995, with a preface by LaRouche.
∑ Army Commander Gen. Gleuber Viera used the 36th What Cardoso did not say, but what everyone in Brazil is

asking, is: Where will the Presidentfind the means to exerciseanniversary of the 1964 revolution in Brazil, to issue an Order
of the Day, read in barracks across the nation. Although he his authority, when his policy has been the deliberate weaken-
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prosperity, and regions outside the major centers were de-
veloped. Education and teaching was expanded and de-
mocratized. Illiteracy was efficiently reduced. BrazilBrazilian Army: ‘We Remain
joined the respectable group of the world’s largest econo-

Dedicated to the Defense mies, by obtaining high rates of economic growth. Demo-
cratic normalcy was restored through a rational policy ofof the Fatherland’
political engineering, that ended with the promulgation of
the Amnesty Law—irrefutable proof of reconciliation and

The following is the “Order of the Day,” issued by Brazil- disarming of the spirit.
ian Army Commander Gen. Glauber Viera on March 31, We remain today united as always, military and civil-
and read in every military institution in the country on the ian—Brazilian society. Together, we shall learn from both
occasion of the 36th anniversary of the 1964 revolution. the truths and mistakes of the past. We are prepared to face

the scenarios of the next century. Patient, persevering, and
We had the moral courage to restore democracy, despite in solidarity, we dedicate ourselves today, to the building
having been subjected to the erosion of a prolonged and of a future that we can leave to coming generations.
unwanted internal conflict. Nor was it always possible to Time and history, wise and exempt from the passions,
prevent the opening of inevitable wounds. In truth, the say that nothing was in vain. We did our part with the
duration and intensity of the measures taken were intended same pacifying spirit of Caxias who, in the last century,
as a response to the unreasonableness of those who rejected prevented the fragmentation of our land and promoted the
dialogue, opted for radicalism, and took up arms. They unity of Brazilians separated by profound political differ-
wanted, at any price, a regime contrary to the Christian ences. In the same way, we pacified the nation. Once more,
and peaceful nature of our people. we brought about reconciliation and reflection. Mission

Despite the conflict, the governments of the revolution accomplished!
expanded and modernized Brazil’s industrial infrastruc- We remain dedicated to preparing our cadre to carry
ture. They perfected the energy, communications, and out their primary mission well, which shall always be the
transportation systems. The nation’s interior experienced defense of the Fatherland!

ing of the state, especially the Armed Forces and military the same time, the government’s economic policy not only
loots the public patrimony, but it is also devastating millionspolice? And how far will these humiliated forces go to defend

a government which is rapidly sinking in the polls, as a result of families through unemployment, something which the gov-
ernment views as a necessary evil of globalization and “mod-of generalized discontent with the government’s cruel eco-

nomic policy? ernization.”
The breaking point was reached when President Cardoso,The roots of the imminent institutional rupture lie with

Cardoso’s own policies. For example, the Presidential couple, with the support of the Anglo-American oligarchy, decided
that the time had come for the final dismantling of the Armedfrom the very first day of Cardoso’s administration, encour-

aged the leaders of the Landless Movement (MST) to use Forces. Thus, he not only created a docile, single civilian
Defense Ministry (which undermines the role of the military),their violent tactics to push for so-called “agrarian reform,”

while at the same time, the usurious banking sector was al- but tried to fatally wound the military command hierarchy,
with the summary firing of Air Force Commander Brig. Wal-lowed to punish agricultural production with exorbitant inter-

est rates and below-parity prices for their products, which ter Brauer, late last year.
It was at this point that much of the military finally sawbankrupted thousands of farmers throughout the country.

In the area of public security, the Cardoso government that President Cardoso is personally committed to the destruc-
tion of the Armed Forces, with no concern for the evidentpremises its policies on the idea, concocted by the Washing-

ton-based anglophile bankers’ think-tank, the Inter-American threat of uncontrollable social explosions that could lead to
the nation’s disintegration.Dialogue, that the country should replace its traditional doc-

trine of security through development (i.e., that national secu- The clearest expression of this sudden realization was the
Order of the Day, which had immediate repercussions, bothrity should be sustained by the prosperity of the citizenry),

with a doctrine dubbed “citizen security,” based on a defense domestic and foreign. For example, the Argentine daily
Cları́n published alarming headlines in its edition the follow-of human rights as Madeleine Albright understands them: the

“human rights” of those living in a concentration camp. At ing day: “Brazil: Army’s Defiant Message.”
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The military manifesto also had immediate repercussions 500th anniversary of the discovery of Brazil.
This picture explains the singular importance of journalistwithin the Brazilian government, leading to the ouster of Jus-

tice Minister Jose Carlos Dı́as—a veteran ally of President Chagas’s dramatic words, which we cited at the opening of
this article. In another article on April 29, Chagas demandedCardoso and his wife—using as a pretext the fact that he

opposed the anti-narcotics strategy led by Gen. Alberto that, given the national calamity threatening Brazil, “it were
better to call in the firemen,” a reference to the need for theCardoso, the ministerial-level head of the Presidency’s Cabi-

net of Institutional Security, and by his protégé, Judge Walter Armed Forces to put an end to the crisis. “There is no way to
hide. The Fernando Henrique Cardoso government is respon-Maierovitch. The latter had earlier played a crucial role in

defeating a Presidential plan, backed by a faction in Itamaraty sible for the worst castastrophe of our history, since in very
little time, it has demolished what it took our predecessors(the Foreign Ministry), to grant “belligerent status” to the

narco-terrorist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia more than six decades to erect. It has given away our national
sovereignty, suffocated the pride we had in hard-won accom-(FARC), a policy agreed upon—under U.S. State Department

guidance—with Colombian President Andrés Pastrana at the plishments. Strategic sectors like energy and telecommunica-
tions were swallowed up by the multinationals. . . . They only1998 Rio Summit.

It was Dı́as himself who revealed the origin of the crisis want profit, coming from ever greater profit remittances to
their home offices, from the abusive increase in tariffs, loans,that led to his ouster: a power showdown with the military. In

afit of rage, he told the press, “It would be truly mind-boggling and interest rates subsidized by our financial institutions, of
mass unemployment, and the squandering of our public pat-for the President, who had the courage to create a Defense

Ministry and put a civilian in charge of the military, to now rimony.”
come along and put a military officer in control of the coun-
try’s internal security.”

Dı́as had been forging a Jacobin insurgency from within Documentationthe government. It was Dı́as who began to put non-govern-
mental organizations in charge of public security and Indian
and environmental policy. His final act as minister was to Braga: Unemployment Isconclude a pact with the NGO Transparency International,
through which he granted TI power to oversee the deployment a National Security Problem
of public resources, in a total affront to the country’s duly
constituted legislative and judicial powers.

The following are excerpts from a speech given by BrigadierBeyond the government’s plans and illusions, in reality
what is in the works is a Jacobin insurrection inspired by the Ercio Braga (ret.), president of the Brazilian Air Force Club,

before young Air Force officials in São Paulo. The presenta-Zapatista movement in Mexico, and scheduled to explode
during celebrations of the 500th anniversary of the discovery tion was published by Tribuna da Imprensa, in the form of a

series of columns by Carlos Chagas, on April 20-22. Theof Brazil. The government turned this grand celebration of the
advance of civilization in the Americas, into an “indigenist” speech’s title, “Capitalist Assault,” draws an ironic parallel

to the Communist Third International’s assault and attemptedevent. In this context, the government sought to ratify the
demarcation of vast Indian reserves, in which a huge chunk coup against Brazil, in 1935.
of the national territory is handed over to indigenist groups
controlled from London. As EIR has documented, this demar- To weaken or destroy a nation without a war, the most effi-

cient strategy in the short term is to destroy its families, radi-cation is part of President Cardoso’s long-standing pact with
the British Crown, which uses “environmentalist” and “indi- calize religious positions, and eliminate its defenses, acting

upon its Armed Forces, weakening and demoralizing them.genist rights” pretexts to destroy Brazil’s national sover-
eignty. And how do you destroy a family? First of all, by taking

away the authority of its head, placing him in the humiliatingThis scenario for national disintegration was neutralized
by an enormous political mobilization in the Amazon state situation of being unemployed. Work is the link of respect

that exists between the father and his family. There may beof Roraima, whose population in its entirety—including an
enormous number of Brazilian Indians—rose up against the humility in the social behavior of the individual, but never in

work. Work generates pride. Work justifies the place of thegovernment’s policy. Among other things, they demanded
the ouster of Justice Minister Dı́as and his counterpart in the citizen in society.

Employment gives peace and stability to families. Unem-National Indian Foundation, Federico Mariesida, who was
fired after he had marched alongside hot-headed Indians in a ployment is a national security problem, and should be dealt

with as such. To allege that the worker is unemployed becauseconfrontation with the military policy in the state of Bahia on
April 21, the day of the official ceremony celebrating the of technological evolution and because he was not properly
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trained for the new times, thereby transferring the blame for Industry Is Also Devastated
What is the capitalist assault doing with regard to Brazil-unemployment to the worker, is a cowardly and unjust act for

which neither the worker nor the union have arguments to ian industry? The industrialists, from so much obeisance to
lucre, have become slaves of those who possess it. By under-defend themselves.

Nothing is more humiliating than for a parent who wants valuing the currency, they devalue labor and their primary
mission is seriously compromised.to work, who looks where he feels he will be useful, and to

be rejected. Add to this the fact that unemployment directly The most important mission of the businessman is to pro-
vide work, and dignity for the families. The simple existenceaffects the youth, because it leads to desperation about their

future. A youth without hope is a citizen without direction, of lucre, which is the main objective of the owner of the
company, but not of the businessman, does not transform thatan individual incapable of taking responsibility. Insecurity in

youth only finds solace in drugs. Nothing is more conducive lucre or profit into a social benefit. Its application is what
defines its social value. If it is applied to expanding the com-to the dismantling of a family and of a nation than unemploy-

ment. . . . pany, or remains as a reserve to cover unforeseen costs toward
maintaining operations during a crisis of consumption, then
profit is the most important social product. But to replaceUndermining the Armed Forces

The budget of our Armed Forces has been shrinking for a worker with imported equipment shows insensitivity and
social cowardice.some time, and causing a restriction in their training and in

their use. What’s happening today? If a product is made in Brazil,
they don’t know where to sell it. The decision is made outsideThese difficulties are not enough to change the posture

and stubbornness with which our soldiers judge and fulfill the country. Whether the maker of a product is Brazilian,
Korean, or Chinese, Brazilians do not participate in that deci-their mission. [Those who would destroy the nation] will have

to do more, and so the salaries of the Armed Forces have been sion. Brazilian industry and businessmen are totally sur-
rounded with uncertainty. How to generate jobs? The hugebadly cut back. . . . The explanation for the creation of the

Defense Ministry formalizes and clarifies a line of action de- mergers create threatening and destructive giants.
What is the strategy of the capitalist assault with regardfined abroad and carried out without reaction. With its cre-

ation, the military is withdrawn from playing a major role in to the media? They become their owners, or envelop the own-
ers in a packet of debts. With easy and available money togovernment. . . .
spend on publicity, the press and public opinion are carried
in a convenient direction. A strong press directed against theAgriculture Is Devastated

The capitalist assault also acts on agriculture. Without a nation, intimidates trade, immobilizes industry, and silences
the National Congress. . . .strong agricultural sector, the country is vulnerable, a nation

under threat. We already know that agriculture is linked to With its campaign debts, the National Congress has be-
come an organization that is economically mute, which isthe structure of the family and to its survival. The strategy of

the capitalist assault is to destroy agriculture, and that is why fighting to keep some credibility with the nation. The global-
ization of the markets is a farce that is widely circulated andviolence is being deliberately fomented in the countryside,

and why there is no security provided for the sale of products. conveniently accepted by the fellow travellers of the capitalist
assault. . . .The rural landholder, in many cases an old farmer, feels

threatened and fears for his loved ones, since his property can
be invaded, and an unclear justice system also calls his rights A Difficult Path To Tolerate

Why is it, that all the foreign authorities that visit Riointo question. As the landholder gives up, land values fall,
and the land can be bought up, and kept unproductive. They de Janeiro, have to know and praise our slums? Why is it,

that all the state companies were incompetent, and had towon’t be invaded any more, for will not the new owners be
those financing the invasions? be privatized, to generate work for foreigners and unemploy-

ment for Brazilians? Why is it that research funds in theWith agriculture destroyed, they will control, through
hunger, a legion of miserable people, willing to do anything country are reduced each year? Why are there so many non-

governmental organizations? Who finances them? What arefor a plate of food. In the end, they will control genetics,
chemical supplies, and seed production, so that those who their true objectives, and how do they gain such easy access

to the media?continue to farm will do so on their knees, not praying to God,
but to those with money. . . .

Also, trade, which makes the functioning of a city viable, Time Has Run Out
At this stage, many are upset and convinced that the onlyas well as that section of the nation which is most sensitive to

the suffering of the families, suffers from this. To witness the way to change the path of things and to save the nation is the
immediate departure of all members of the current govern-desperation of a father who sees his child hungry, and feels

incapable of helping, is devastating. . . . ment; either by fair means or by violence. I can assure you
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that this will not be necessary, and that the government’s clearly make their demands known. To be silent is to approve,
and to approve is to destroy the Brazilian nation. All thesestrategy will change. In the first place, we are all going to

agree that from now on, we will act like Brazilian citizens. demands should be addressed, but without violence. This
would end up hurting our brother patriots.. . . As citizens, we must inform the government that we de-

mand an immediate halt to the liquidation of our national The deadline for the government to respond will be May
1, when we must then shout in a single voice, so that everyonepatrimony. As Brazilian citizens, we must demand that the

media free itself from the economic censorship so ostenta- can hear our final warning: “I am proud of being a Brazilian
citizen, and I will not permit my nation to be destroyed!”tiously imposed by the government. The other sectors should

Hugo Chávez’s Venezuela:
Little Bread, But Many Circuses
by David Ramonet

In the fourteen months of Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez matically, to the point that the daily newspapers say that more
people die from some kind of crime each weekend in Vene-Frı́as’s government, poverty levels have reached 86% of the

total population, such that the only real buying power that zuela, than in Kosovo.
exists today is concentrated in the top 14% of Venezuelans.
The draconian austerity program dictated by the International A Man of the Mob

In the face of all this, how, then, does Chávez manageMonetary Fund (IMF) and enforced by the Chávez govern-
ment, has drastically restricted public investment, and the to retain some support among the population? Polls are

still giving Chávez a 20-point advantage over his opponent,constant threats against Venezuela’s business class have led
to a virtual freeze on private investment and theflight of some Francisco Arias Cárdenas, in the next Presidential elec-

tions.$5 billion out of the country.
According to the polling firm Cifras Encuestadora, C.A. In his speeches, and in his long televised harangues, Chá-

vez mercilessly abuses, insults, and humiliates all the tradi-(CECA), only 14% of the population—a little more than 3
million people—have an income of more than $750 a month, tional institutions, and the individuals who represent them, in

order to give the mob a concrete “image of the enemy,” soenough to cover the cost of the basic market basket of food and
sevices. The rest, some 20 million Venezuelans, are forced that they will know, without the shadow of a doubt, who

are to be the targets of attack: the unions, the bishops of themonth to month to do without some basic service (electricity,
telephone, rent, transportation) in order to guarantee food for Catholic Church, the business class, the media which criticize

him, the journalists who do not praise him. All of these aretheir families. Nine million Venezuelans, some 38% of the
population, have a monthly income of between $300 (the cost “guilty” of creating misery for the ragged ones; they are all

“accomplices, or guilty of having remained silent,” accordingof a monthly food basket for a family of four) and $750. The
other 11 million Venezuelans, 48% of the population, lack to Chávez.

According to Chávez, the measures of the IMF, of thethe income to fully cover their food needs.
Unemployment affects one-fifth of the workforce, and of institutionalized usury which has been taking over the world

for the past quarter-century, have nothing to do with Vene-the rest, 51% survive through the so-called “informal econ-
omy,” without any social security protection. Of the 49% who zuelans’ growing misery. To be sure, he periodically

launches verbal attacks on “savage neo-liberalism” or “sav-are regularly employed, those in the public sector suffer the
worst, because President Chávez refuses to negotiate with the age globalization,” to distinguish these from “neo-liberal-

ism” and “globalization,” which latter, according to Chávez,unions, and to date, has not signed a single one of the various
collective bargaining contracts that have expired. are not “savage.” He never mentions the globalist financial

oligarchy which, under the leadership of George Soros, of-With this disastrous picture of the national economy, it
should come as no surprise that the crime rate has risen dra- fers “foreign investment” to those governments drooling
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after the predatory speculative capital to which Chávez so sponsible,” and were the simple result of the fact that Bishop
Porras “belongs to the past regime,” and is therefore an “ac-often refers.

Rather, Chávez instills in Venezuela’s lumpenproletariat complice” of the theft and corruption of previous govern-
ments.(German for “proletariat in rags”)—the real audience to

whom he directs all of his speeches—a sense of moral impu- Chávez’s outburst prompted the leadership of the CEV to
issue an Open Letter, in which they simply reiterated whatnity regarding the daily abuses they suffer, and he leads

them to believe with a zealots’ rage, that their anti-social everyone in Venezuela knows, and what the press summarizes
daily. Above all, the Open Letter tried to explain to Chávezactions have the merit of heroism. From the first day of his

inauguration, in February 1999, Chávez has told the mob that if he wishes to maintain an institutional relationship with
the Church, then as head of state, he must do so through histhat anyone is permitted to steal in order to satiate their

hunger. Later, Chávez justified invasions on the part of those representatives, and with mutual respect.
In his first response to that letter, Chávez made it clearwho don’t have their own homes. Then, Chávez also justified

the peasants who invaded cultivated lands and threatened to that, for him, his church is “the people”—which as we see,
means for Chávez a lumpenized mob, which rebels againstexpropriate the landowners.

Chávez bases his political power on the lumpenized poor, the society which marginalizes it, under the impunity granted
it by the Chávez regime. His religious conception is sociologi-on the sense of impunity which he provides the petty crimi-

nals who have come to dominate the giant slums which cal and pagan, inspired by the “ideas” of the Nazi-Communist
Argentine ideologue and anti-Semite Norberto Ceresole,make up Venezuela’s cities, whose ranks have been swollen

by ten years of IMF policies. This identity is what Chávez Chávez’s mentor in many “intellectual disciplines.”
According to Chávez, “Jesus thought and believed, likenow wants to transform into the national culture. The lives

of the majority of the people in the slums are shaped by all revolutionaries, that the assembly of men was a great
power. What we are talking about here, is unity, the collec-these criminals: circuses without bread, but not the modern

circus of clowns and tightrope walkers; rather, the infamous tive force, that is the force of Jesus. He came for men, for
everyone; He was not important, He was the least, so muchCircus Maximus, to which the pagan Roman proletariat

flocked to see the lions eat the Christians. This is Chá- so, that I remember from my high school studies that religion
means assembly, the gathering of we who believe in Jesús,vez’s “culture.”
in Christ.

“So, I have no doubt that the Venezuelan Catholic ChurchChávez’s ‘Church’
It is in this pagan Roman sense, that Chávez is a total is with the revolution, because the Church is the people, the

ecclesia, which is the gathering of everyone,” he insisted.Romantic, perhaps without knowing, in the same way that he
follows Hobbes’s Leviathan, perhaps without having ever At a May 1 meeting where he launched his electoral cam-

paign, Chávez reiterated, “Christ was resurrected from theread it. He constantly repeats the slogan of the Roman impe-
rial looters: Vox populi, Vox Dei—i.e., “the voice of the peo- dead, to become the People, and rose to sit at the right hand

of the Father to help the People.” And if Monsignor Porrasple is the voice of God: The people are with the Bolivarian
revolution, so therefore God is with the revolution.” This doesn’t believe this, it is because “he is an adeco—that is, a

partisan of the old discredited Democratic Action party.”reflects a completely pagan notion of God, and a completely
bestial notion of man. In other words, the lumpenized mob, elevated by Chávez

into a “Church,” with Chávez as its head priest, is preparingChávez has no comprehension, either theological or secu-
lar, of what the Catholic Church represents as an institution to trample down the majority of Venezuelans, under the pre-

text that “Christ is with the revolution.”that spans the millennium. Chávez has a syncretic understand-
ing of religion, as the president of the Venezuelan Bishops
Conference (CEV), Msgr. Baltazar Porras, has pointed out. The Clamor Against Chávez

On May 28, general elections will be held to elect newPorras’s incisive and penetrating criticisms have, in fact,
made him a special target of Chávez’s personal animosity. national and local officials, in accordance with the new Boli-

varian constitution drafted and rubber-stamped by ChávezMonsignor Porras has been described as a Church “pro-
gressive,” which lends his criticisms of Chávez even more loyalists in 1999. Chávez’s re-election depends on whether

he can impose upon the electorate his concept of vox populi,authority. Porras recently stated that “there is among us a
great concern over the deterioration of the economic situation, which he identifies as “the sovereignty,” with the assistance

of a National Electoral Council completely dominated andand we see how citizens’ insecurity, unemployment, social
conflict, are part of everyday life,” and, also that “we are controlled by the Chávez government.

Chávez is being challenged for the post of President byconcerned over the juridical deterioration in the country; there
is a questioning of constitutional legality.” Chávez answered one of his former companions from the Feb. 4, 1992 coup

attempt led by Chávez, the former Governor of the state offrom Havana, Cuba, that Porras’s statements were “very irre-
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Zulia and supposed ideologue of the Revolutionary Bolivar- litical proselytizing.” In any case, Defense Minister Gen.
Ismael Hurtado has already stated, in the company of theian Movement 200 (MBR-200), ex-Commander Francisco

Arias Cárdenas. entire military command, that the National Armed Force (as
the new Bolivarian constitution calls it), will adhere to what-Chávez broke with his old MBR-200 comrades after ex-

Commander Jesús Urdaneta Hernández, the former head of ever results the upcoming vote produces.
However, the broad-based opposition coalition has littlethe political police, the Disip, accused Luis Miquilena, one

of Chávez’s mentors and the strongman of his government, chance of standing up to Chávez’s mobs, and to the Chávez-
dominated electoral apparatus. Further, an Arias governmentof corruption and influence-trafficking. Miquilena, a veteran

ex-Communist, was also leader of the Fifth Republic Move- is no guarantee of change, from a strategic and economic
perspective. It is a pragmatic coalition, formed around thement, Chávez’s electoral movement. Chávez defended his

mentor, and forced Urdaneta’s resignation. In that context, urgent necessity of “getting that madman out of Miraflores,
and later we will see what to do,” as one coordinator of theArias Cárdenas launched his Presidential candidacy, backed

by the majority of the military officers who had been involved Arias campaign stated. All of the backing that Arias has re-
ceived has, in effect, been given him by Chávez himself, whoin the 1992 rebellion.

Arias’s candidacy was immediately accepted by the polit- has drawn all of this ill-will upon himself because of his
inability to govern, his arrogance, and the generalized percep-ical opposition, which views Arias as the best option for “get-

ting that madman out of Miraflores,” the Presidential palace. tion that his government “is as, or more corrupt, than any
other.”Until then, the only other contender against Chávez was for-

mer Presidential candidate of the Democratic Action party in
1993, Claudio Fermin. However, Fermin is closely identified ‘Public Virtue, Private Vice’

Using the pretext of the need for a “provisional regime”with the hated ex-President Carlos Andrés Pérez, and has zero
chance of winning. Thus, the great majority of the population to rule between the time of the proclamation of the novel

Bolivarian Constitution and the election of new authoritieshave embraced Arias’s candidacy as providential, with a
sense of relief, and the hope that “now we will be able to under that Constitution, Chávez and Miquilena constructed

a carefully selected bureaucracy out of what had been thedefeat Chávez.”
By repeating the criticisms of Chávez from all the differ- National Constituent Assembly (ANC), which carries out the

functions of the legislative, judicial, and electoral branches.ent social sectors, Arias has pulled together a wide variety of
political currents, ranging from Social Democratic and Social Every one of its members were handpicked by the divine

prophet of lumpenism from among the hard core of the Chá-Christian trade unions, to the independent trade unions of the
Causa R party; from the groups who put forward Henrique vez movement. Miquilena, who had presided over the ANC,

became the head of its replacement, the so-called “Little Con-Salas Romer’s candidacy in 1998, to the leftists of Bandera
Roja; and above all, to all the groups which have abandoned gress,” the grouplet which functions as the provisional legisla-

tive body.Chávez’s “Patriotic Pole” coalition, charging that it has be-
come a “clearly fascist” government. Thus, Urdaneta’s corruption charges fell under the prov-

ince of the Prosecutor General, Javier Elechigerra, elected byIt is estimated that this sector of disillusioned former
Chávez supporters represents some 25-30% of the hard- Miquilena and Chávez’s ANC, who had previously served

as Chávez’s Attorney General, that is, as the government’score vote that Chávez won in 1998. Furthermore, Arias’s
candidacy has awakened the spirit of many youth, who are lawyer. As a result, it was the accuser, Urdaneta, who ended

up being charged with unexplained enrichment, along withcoming out in droves to register to vote for the first time.
This phenomenon has begun to worry Chávez’s people on the head of the campaign of Chávez’s opponent, Arias, Col.

(ret.) Jorge Garrido, who was charged with embezzlement ofthe National Electoral Council, who have contrived to sabo-
tage the registration process, forcing new voters to wait on funds when he was the president of the Urban Transport Fund.

As for Miquilena, the Prosecutor’s office passed his caselines for up to eight hours—something they have thus far
stoically tolerated. on to the Supreme Court of Justice, without a formal charge,

instead requesting that the court decide if the case had suffi-Members of the Venezuelan military will also be voting
for the first time. Although the military vote is not decisive cient merit to be brought to trial. Thus, the Prosecutor’s office

protected both the regime and its strongman. For his part,quantitatively (some 70,000 votes, out of an electorate of 11
million), the institution has important political influence. The Urdaneta’s successor in the Disip, Eliezer Otayza Castillo

(who was only a lieutenant when he retired from the Army,only poll that has been taken of this sector, yielded a result of
70% in Arias’s favor, and 30% for Chávez. After that, polls but was given the rank of captain by Chávez when he began his

government and put in charge of security at the Presidentialof the military have been prohibited. According to some
newspaper reports, some of the cadets who were polled have Palace), suspended the investigations begun by his prede-

cessor.been disciplined, because their opinions are considered “po-
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According to El Universal, the fact that Otayza “was not pregnant. Chávez put his former priest on his Sunday radio
program, “Hello, President,” to rant against the hierarchy ofvery long ago a night-club stripper, is, judging by the reaction,

of little concern to the masses.” For his part, the director of the Catholic Church on Palm Sunday, in one of Chávez’s
many attempts to provoke a split within the Catholic Church,the national political police argues that “my personal life is

my personal life. What I do in it interests, simply, the author the which today is more united than ever in the face of system-
atic attacks against it by President Chávez.and the protagonist of it. I know how to differentiate my

private and my public lives. What is important, is that one The current National Electoral Council (CNE)—suppos-
edly “impartial” because no representative of the oppositiondoes not involve the other. There is a concept, going back to

the Greeks: ‘Public virtue and private vices.’ I very much parties serves on it, but whose five principal members and
their alternates all come from Chávez’s coalition—was alsobelieve in this.”

Perhaps this is a “principle,” but not exactly tracing its handpicked by the National Assembly. But besides control-
ling the leadership, Chávez’s Fifth Republic Movement alsoheritage to the Greeks, but rather to pure British liberalism,

something he should have learned better in his post-graduate installed 32 “technical” officials in the central headquarters
of electoral board, and 150 in the rest of the country, whostudies of sociology and philosophy. But Otayza is not the

only one in the Disip who practices this “principle.” Otayza’s constitute the “technical infrastructure” which will run the
automated voting system. And as if that were not sufficient,director of investigations at the Disip, who should have con-

tinued the investigations into Miquilena, is Commissioner the directors of the National Electoral Board fired the state
coordinators in Zulia and Nueva Esparta, two of the statesEnoé Vasquez, against whom there is a whole other file for

sexual harassment of officers of the women’s division of the which Chávez’s movement, the MVR, is more likely to lose,
and they are about to fire another ten state coordinators, in-Municipal Police of Salias when he was deputy director of

that institution, from which he was dishonorably discharged. cluding that of Carabobo, another of the difficult states for
the MVR.Another follower of this “principle,” is the new president

of the People’s Bank, a former priest who ran a house for poor All these irregularities, it should be noted, have been ig-
nored by the Carter Center and other “international observers”children, the which he had to leave at the point when his

ecclesiastical retirement was requested, after he got a lady of the upcoming elections.
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The Terminal Phase of the Bankrupt
System: What Nations Must Do Now
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

On April 20, U.S. Democratic Presidential pre-candidate of that time, 1971, that the old monetary system disintegrated,
the old Bretton Woods System, and a new, foolish, floating-Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. addressed the founding conference

of Australia’s new political party, the Curtin Labor Alliance, exchange-rate system was installed. And then, shortly after
that, from ’76, ’77 on, we had a disaster called the Carterby videotape. A half-hour version of the video was aired on

public television stations in the U.S. primary states. Administration, which did more to destroy the world econ-
omy, to destroy everything; everything that had made theHere is the full address.
U.S. economy and the European economy successful in the
postwar period, was essentially destroyed by the Carter Ad-Well, I’m delighted to be able to be with you, at least in this

form, today. I hope in the future we’ll be able to do something ministration, or shall we say, puppet President Carter, puppet
of the Trilateral Commission.better. But, I thought what would be useful today, in this

circumstance, is to summarize, first of all, what the situation And during that period, up to 1981, more was done to
destroy the U.S. and world economy, than at any other timeis, and how the world got to the point of disaster we’re at now.

What has recently occurred, in terms of the collapse of in this period.
Now, back in those days, back in 1966-1973, while I wasthe Nasdaq stock index, which has cost a great deal, is that

uncounted amounts of money have been taken out of the pock- still giving the lecture series—before someone in the FBI
decided to have the Communist Party kill me (it didn’t hap-ets of people who had hoped they were becoming rich, who

now find themselves extremely impoverished, and will find pen, as you will notice, but they planned to do it, and we
have the documents to prove they fully intended to bring thatthemselves more so. For example, we know that about 75%,

about three-quarters of these companies which are associated about). So, I wasn’t able to do that lecturing the same way
I had before at various universities. So, that’s why I pickwith the Nasdaq index now, will essentially disappear in the

course of the short term, actually, ahead. that period.
What happened is this. As I said then, in that lecture series,We’ve gone through a very dramatic drop, which is com-

parable to 1987, 1929, in terms of market experiences here in I said, “What is happening to the world economy, is, you have
to imagine a building, a factory building, back in the timethe United States. There’s been a temporary rebate. A lot of

people lost money, other people came in and made money on before 1966, when we still believed in industry and agricul-
ture. And you would have a factory building which mightthe money other people had lost.

This was the biggest bail-out in history, the most hyperin- have on the top floor, or a side part of the building, would
have some offices. And in the offices, would be a few peopleflationary bail-out of markets which has ever occurred in

world history, at least in known history. from management, the sales office, the clerical department,
the payroll department, and so forth.So we’re going to head, very soon, toward more bumps—

which will be the final bump, and when the final bump will “But most of the rest of the facility, was occupied by
production, industrial floor space, machinery, active withoccur, is not certain. But the bumps will keep coming, and

they will get worse, particularly as more and more money is people busy at work, some extremely skilled, some less
skilled. That was the way we operated.poured into a constantly shrinking world physical economy.

Unemployment will increase, the rate of inflation is going to “Now imagine that this building, pre-1966 vintage, a
building in the days of Franklin Roosevelt or a building in theincrease, until it suddenly collapses, as in 1929-31; and so on.

So, what I shall address, is to try to give you a lapsed-time days of John Kennedy, is now beginning to be transformed.
The old building is disappearing, and a new skyscraper ispicture, in a sense, of what has happened to bring about today,

the kind of terminal phase of a world financial and monetary growing, becoming taller and taller and taller.
“Now, why is the skyscraper becoming taller and taller,system, which I was already talking about in my lecture series,

back between 1966 and 1973. Remember, it was in the middle while it becomes narrower at the base? The big factory space,
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A worker washes the
grill on the last cars on
the assembly line before
this Ford plant closed in
1980. Imagine what will
happen, says LaRouche,
when the last little old
man who is still skilled
enough to actually
produce a product,
retires, or dies. Then,
“the whole industry is
finished.”

two or three stories of factory space, with a few offices sites and effectively increased the national debt, which had
really been built and created by Carter; caused it to increaseattached to it back then, it shrunk at its base, and it grew taller.

“Why? Well, because there were more offices. You had while cutting the taxes on the parasites who were ruining
the economy.at the top floor, you had the executive suite, where those

parasites called ‘chief executive officers’ resided. Then you And during this period, the industry became smaller, the
investment in industry became less, that sort of process, untilhad below there, the middle management crowd, in great

numbers. The accounting department, other clerical func- finally we reached the point, especially after the collapse of
the Soviet Union, under George Bush, between 1989 andtions; the sales functions—all kinds of functions.

“And meanwhile, the factory area of the building, was 1992 into 1993, the Russian economy began to be destroyed,
and the world economy as well.shrinking, and shrinking, and shrinking, till it finally came

down to the point, that there was a little old man—eventually, The worst damage to the U.S. and world economy since
Carter on a world scale, has been done during the periodone little old man—sitting in the basement, working at an

anvil with a hammer, plink, plink, plink. And the day that that that, unfortunately, well-meaning Bill Clinton was in charge.
So, what has happened, then, is we’ve been approachingman retired,” I said, “the whole economy would disintegrate.”

Now that describes essentially what’s happened over the the point—more and more people who used to be farmers are
out of business. We get our food now from slave labor inperiod from 1966-1971 to the present time. Large corpora-

tions, especially since 1987, have closed down production in foreign countries, or virtual slave labor. More and more of
our industries are being shut down, the workplaces. We buythe United States. From 1977, under Carter, they began to

loot and destroy the farm system. 1979-1982: Under Carter’s our goods from foreign countries, in which the labor is very
cheap.appointment of Paul Volcker as Federal Reserve Chairman,

the savings and loan industry was bankrupted by Carter’s What do we do with our employees? Well, we send them
out of the factories, to make a living by taking in each other’sactions, through Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker.

This went on. laundry, or in other words, to be employed in financial and
personal services, which are nothing but make-work. They1982: You had Garn-St Germain [banking deregulation

legislation], in which George Bush’s friends went in to loot don’t contribute much of anything to the wealth of the
economy.the carcasses of the ruined, bankrupted savings and loan in-

dustry. You had Kemp-Roth, which cut the taxes on the para- For example, you don’t really contribute a thing to the
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The dot.com set of
aspiring millionaires,
sunning themselves at
lunchtime, at the foot of
George Washington’s
statue on Wall Street.

economy, when you shut down the family kitchen, and go out There is a variable rate as you go from country to country,
different kinds of effects. But the overall trend is the same. Inand eat hamburgers at McDonald’s. Now you have a guy

who’s being paid to cook a hamburger for you as your meal; countries which were once the industrialized or agro-industri-
alized nations of the world, leaders in this area, these countriesyou don’t cook at home, and your cost of living essentially,

effectively, goes up. are being destroyed. And the characteristic is a shift away
from employment in technologically advanced or relativelySo this is trading somebody working at home to prepare

their own family meals, for some guy now, or a bunch of guys, advanced employment in production of goods, physical distri-
bution of goods, and in agriculture, and in improving basicworking in a joint, a fast-food joint, serving it for you. Some

called this “increased employment,” but this is just increasing economic infrastructure. The change has been in this di-
rection.the inefficiency of the economy.

In the meantime, to make matters worse, the average real The direction headed toward the office employment gets
bigger, as the skyscraper goes up. The percentage of peopleincome, as measured in physical market-basket consumption,

the average real income of families per hour, of family life, employed to produce the products sold by these corporations,
becomes less and less, until we’re reaching the point that allper capita of family household, and per hour of employed

work, is going down. that’s left, is the only man who is still skilled to produce a
product, a little old man on the verge of retirement, sittingAnd thus you have a situation in which, over this period,

especially since the Carter Administration, there’s been a shift down in a basement underneath this tall skyscraper, plinking
away with a hammer on an anvil and making something,in the composition of income, such that today, the lower 80%

of the family-income brackets of the population, now accu- which is the total real product produced by that whole edifice.
And the day that little old man retires, or dies, the wholemulates, in total, less than half the total national family in-

come. And that’s the process we’ve been through. industry is finished. That is the direction we’re headed in.
So we’re getting to the point, by eliminating jobs, produc-

tive jobs, eliminating farmers, eliminating investment in in- We’ve Survived by Stealing
What has happened recently, is we’ve entered what I’vefrastructure, and these things, we are destroying, systemati-

cally, the U.S. economy, the economy of Europe, the called the terminal phase of this process of self-disintegration
of the world economy. I’ve addressed this in a number ofeconomy of Australia, New Zealand, and so forth. This is

the process. reports, written reports, which are published in EIR or other-
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wise represented on my Presidential campaign website, de- predominantly a Japan crisis.
The Japan yen trade area went down, because Japan isscribing this—the kind of new accounting principles which

are required to get us out of this mess, and that sort of thing, bankrupt. And Japan is told to keep getting bankrupt, because
the United States says to Japan: “You print new money atidentifying why a New Bretton Woods is urgently needed as

the only remedy for avoiding the kind of catastrophe that that zero percent, loan it at close to zero percent to speculators,
who will buy the yen, by borrowing money to buy this yen.”trend I just described represents.

We’re now at the point, where one day, soon, you will see They then use the yen they’ve borrowed, to buy dollars and
western European and other currencies. Most of thisflow thenon a world scale, perhaps in one country at a time, perhaps

in several countries at first, a phenomenon which engineers comes in to the United States, directly or indirectly.
Thus, Japan is driving itself into totalfinancial bankruptcywould recognize as the phenomenon of an earth dam begin-

ning to disintegrate, and then suddenly disintegrating, flood- by a hyperinflationary explosion. And Japan’s printing of cur-
rency—which it’s loaning, at close to zero percent—thising the entire area. That’s what’s going to happen to the fi-

nancial system. flood of cash from Japan, as from Europe and from elsewhere,
is coming into the United States. We’re living on it. In otherWhy? What happened is, that up until 1997-1998, the way

the system was functioning, was by stealing—looting Russia, words, we’re living on borrowed money. The incomes that
people think they have, in the upper 20% of income brackets,looting developing countries, looting Mexico, looting South

America, continuing to loot Africa; these were the ways in are not profits of a healthy economy. They’re the loot taken
by a very sick economy, becoming sicker.which the economies of the United States, Japan, and western

Europe were surviving—by stealing, in this form. It was Now, how did the United States government respond to
this phenomenon of 1997 and the following year’s breakoutcalled the “new economy.” It was called free trade. It was

called globalization. Really, the simple word for all of these of the Russian GKO bonds, in August and September of 1998?
The reaction of the U.S. government to what was called thecomplicated phenomena, is stealing.

We had the power. The United States believed that we Asian crisis, was just plain insane. The reaction to the GKO
bond crisis of August-September 1998, was even worse.were the only superpower left. Britain was our partner. And

you had an Anglo-American alliance to loot the world, Now for a moment, President Clinton threatened to do
the right thing. In a speech he gave in New York City, rightthroughfinancial looting, through control of the monetary and

financial system: setting prices on other people’s currencies, in the lion’s den—here’s a Christian going into the lion’s den
and making a speech proposing to reorganize the structuresetting the conditions of their production, dictating their inter-

nal economic policies. of the world financial system, or saying that it has to be
reorganized. Well, before the next month began and theAll that amounts to, is just good, old, plain, old-fashioned

stealing. So the United States has been living by stealing, Washington conference occurred, President Clinton had
abandoned that idea.on the presumption that we are the only superpower, and

therefore, we had the power to steal. What happened between the beginning of October 1998,
through February of 1999, was that the Wall Street and Lon-Look at, for example, the growth of the current-account

deficit of the United States. That’s the deficit, in terms of don crowd, ran, through the IMF and through the U.S. govern-
ment, and other central banks, a policy of generating a flood,physical product and services, which the United States is im-

porting, as against what it’s exporting. The difference, the a wall of money, to overwhelm crises by going to the printing
press, looting everything, looting the mortgage system, loot-shortfall, or the loss on trade account, is called the current-

account deficit. ing everything else, to generate a vast wall of money, to buy
up the financial values, to keep them from collapsing.Now, the current-account deficit is zooming to rates of

over $400 billion a year. This would be worse, but for the fact
that foreigners are investing up to three-quarters of a trillion Weimar-Style Hyperinflation

In other words, what the United States and other govern-dollars a year, in money flowing into the U.S. economy. So,
in other words, we are operating currently, on a deficit, an ments did, was unleash a hyperinflationary process, compara-

ble to what the Germans did in 1923 in Germany, whichannual deficit, substantially in excess of 1 trillion U.S. dollars
a year. And this is called the biggest, most prosperous, best resulted in the Weimar hyperinflation.

Now, what happened, for complicated reasons, is the fol-economy in world history—complete bunk. No truth to it.
So, what happened then in 1997-1998, was that the United lowing. The Weimar hyperinflation was put into place when

French troops occupied the Rhineland in Germany, for theStates government was panicked by the emergence of what
was called an “Asia crisis.” It wasn’t an Asia crisis. It was a purpose of stealing everything in sight, in payment of war-

reparations debt imposed upon Germany by Woodrow Wil-crisis of the world financial system. It wasn’t a “Japan crisis,”
it wasn’t an “Indonesia crisis,” it wasn’t a “Thailand crisis,” son and Company at the end of World War I, after the so-

called Versailles conditions.it wasn’t a “Malaysia crisis,” it wasn’t a “Korea crisis.” It was
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Germany made an agreement, under which the French wiped out, exactly as what happened to large sections of the
German population, which had relied upon cash investments,troops would leave Germany, and stop stealing German food

and industry, under which the German government was print- cash holdings in financial investments, in 1923.
In that period, the rage of this white-collar class, whiching currency, in order to pay, in reichsmarks, the reparations

debt, primarily to Britain and France, and indirectly to the was wiped out by the Weimar hyperinflation, turned their
white shirts into brown. And you began to see the explosion ofchief creditor of Britain and France, the United States: the

New York bankers. the Hitler movement, and what became the Hitler movement
later on.What happened in the spring of 1923, as this printing

press process continued, under the Social Democratic gov- This led into conditions where foreign bankers intervened
in 1932, and again in 1933, including the Harriman companyernment, is that this resulted in a bursting-out of inflation,

hyperinflation. A slow rate of inflation up to that point, in New York, intervened, together with the British, to dictate
the overthrow of the existing government of Germany, and tocaused by these conditions. But then, in the spring and

summer of 1923, this hyperinflation accelerated. It took off put Adolf Hitler in as Chancellor, at the end of January 1933.
So, even though it was not this crisis which caused Hitlerlike a rocket. And you see it on the logarithmic scale; it’s

the best way to look at it. By October-November of 1923, to come to power, the crisis created the conditions, the social
and political conditions, under which Germany, following thethe reichsmark printing presses could no longer keep up

with the rate of inflation, and you had a virtual collapse of rules imposed upon it by the occupying powers, the Versailles
occupying powers, was able, through its bankers, the Harri-the reichsmark as a currency.

Now the reichsmark was bailed out by an agreement man firm in New York City, the clearinghouse banks in Lon-
don, to dictate to Germany the overthrow of the existing gov-which had been reached in that period, early in the following

year. The so-called Dawes Plan came in, and there was U.S. ernment and put Hitler into power.
We are faced with that kind of world situation today. Yougold backing for a new issue of German currency, under

which Germany was somewhat stabilized, for a while, until see it, for example, in the Blair phenomenon in Britain. Tony
Blair: If you want to see a Mussolini of England today, thereit began to disintegrate finally again, in 1928-1929.

These were the conditions under which Hitler came to you have Blair, the perfect imitation, or a highly imperfect
imitation of Mussolini. He’s more stupid than Mussolini, andpower. This did not cause Hitler to come to power. But you

see, in the fall of 1923, the moment in which the Hitler move- nastier, perhaps.
But it’s typical. Just as you had Ramsey Macdonald inment first became a significant political factor in Germany:

the time of the collapse of the reichsmark in 1923. England in 1931. The 1931 crash of the British pound sterling,
resulted in Ramsey Macdonald, a Labour minister—or shallWhy? Because what happened then, is what’s going to

happen to the people in the Nasdaq area now. What’s going we say, became “New Labour,” like Blair today; he became
the fascistic dictator, as Prime Minister of England, after thatto happen to people who are heavily involved in mutual funds,

with money-manager accounts, and so forth, in the United event. That kind of process is going on today. That’s the
world situation.States, but especially those who are in this so-called Internet

industry, at least 75% of the so-called Internet industries to- Now, what’s happening right now, comparable now? Re-
member, there is nobody to bail out the world system. Thereday, of the Nasdaq now. These are going to collapse. They’re

going to disintegrate. is no United States with a vast gold reserve, to step in and bail
out a bankrupt world system. In the meantime, the system isThe savings, the money in the hands of this class of people,

heavily concentrated within the upper 20% of the family- doing the same thing to itself as a whole, especially from the
top, that the German government did to itself, in 1923, underincome brackets in the United States, is going to be wiped

out. Margin calls, similar kinds of things: They’ll be wiped orders from the occupying powers. We are hyperinflating at
a rate which is far more rapid, on a global scale, than occur-out. People who are living in glorified tarpaper shacks in the

outer suburbia of the United States these days, the shacks that red in Germany in 1923. That is, the rate of the rate of hyperin-
flation, is higher, relative to the actual production base, thanprice at U.S. dollars of $300,000 to a million or more in price.

And in some areas of the United States, $2 million for a mort- it was in Germany in 1923.
Well, the result is inevitable. What happened, for exam-gage on a shack. It’s a glorified tarpaper shack, like what we

used to call tarpaper shacks. Made with different material, ple, in this past period? You had a Nasdaq collapse on the
stock market, a really impressive one, 1987-, 1929-scale.with chipboard, with a new kind of tarpaper substitute. And

they stick on the outside a glorified Hollywood exterior, and What happened? A so-called “Plunge Committee” stepped
in. The United States and other governments, banks, centralsomewhere they put in, for fancy touches, gold-plated or ac-

tual gold faucets in the bathrooms, things like that. bankers, stepped in, to pour in a new wall of money, to loot a
lot of the poorer people, who had invested in the day-trading,The people who have gone into hock, way over their

heads, in this bubble of speculation, are going to be suddenly or invested in this Nasdaq type of stock speculation. Wipe
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’em out. We don’t know how much is wiped out—maybe since 1971 in particular, all of these have been wrong.
They’ve been even evil. And that’s what the problem is.trillions were wiped out in this process. Then to pour in a wall

of money, to buy up those foreclosed assets, put ’em back on
the market at slightly elevated prices, and to create the illusion ‘The Pearl Harbor Effect’

Now, thus, we come to what I’ve described as a period inof a “dead cat bounce,” that is, of a temporary recovery of the
financial system. which the only thing that’s likely to save us, is what I’ve

referred to repeatedly as a “Pearl Harbor effect,” as some ofMeanwhile, at the bottom, it’s rotting away. A trickle of
rot going out, like an earth dam in the process of disintegrat- you who are old enough may remember this. But up until the

beginning of December 1941, the general mood within theing. And that’s what’s happening now.
So, we are faced, very soon, by a skyrocketting rate of U.S. population, was, “There’s a terrible war going on in

Europe, but we are not going to be directly involved. We don’tfundamental financial inflation—hyperinflationary. This hy-
perinflationary rate is absolutely indispensable to keep the have to go there. We’re not going there again.”

Well, Dec. 7, 1941, and the following day, Dec. 8, whenpresent world system from collapsing. In other words, if they
slow down the rate of inflation, the system is finished. If they the President of the United States, Franklin Roosevelt, de-

clared war before the Congress and before the cameras of thecontinue the rate of hyperinflation, then the system blows up,
as it did in Germany in October-November of 1923. world, there was a sudden change in the attitude of the U.S.

population, which I saw firsthand. I saw it right on the streets.
I saw it in the faces of people I knew, who had undergone aEstablish a New Bretton Woods

So, therefore, there is a time-scale to this. The more they fundamental transformation from one day to the next. It’s
called a “Pearl Harbor Effect.”do to cure the crisis, the worse they make it.

The rule would have been, all along, 1997, 1998, to do We are now headed for a Pearl Harbor Effect, in the terms
of this inevitable, onrushing collapse of the present financialexactly what I said had to be done: to establish a New Bretton

Woods system, put the whole system into bankruptcy reorga- system. This will come soon, in one way or the other. It will
come either because governments and central bankers decidenization, wipe off this crazy debt, speculative debt, of junk

bonds and so-called derivatives. Just wipe it off the books. they’re not going to put any more money into the system, as
Robert Rubin proposed in 1997, but he was overruled byReorganize the rest of the debt. Keep the economy mov-

ing. Take emergency measures, such as those that Franklin Larry Summers and company; or, it will simply blow out in a
hyperinflationary explosion, which nobody can stop.Roosevelt took of that same type, in the early to middle 1930s.

Keep the communities functioning, keep the businesses func- So, either way, a near-term collapse of the system, is inevi-
table. No one can say what day it’s going to occur, becausetioning, keep the farms functioning, keep the industries pro-

ducing, keep people employed, keep municipal tax bases they can still make a decision: At any time, central bankers
can decide to put the brakes on, in which case the system willalive, so communities don’t disintegrate. Keep the schools

open, keep the hospitals open. Keep things functioning, and collapse. And they’ll try to orchestrate the collapse so they
survive, but the ordinary little people won’t.rebuild.

We should have done that when I proposed it earlier, and Or, they have a sense of fear, that they’re not going to let
it collapse. The way it’s being run now, there’s an effort,we wouldn’t have gotten into the present mess. Now, the mess

is tremendous. By any ordinary standard, it would take us a knowing that if this happens before the election, that the politi-
cal ambitions of U.S. candidate Al Gore are finished—per-quarter of a century to build our way out of the mess we’re

now in. If we keep going, it’s going to get worse. haps they’re already finished. But there are powerful influ-
ences in the United States, who are trying to postpone thisSo the sooner the crash comes, the better. The worst thing

that could happen to you, or could happen to many people, is crash until after the November election in the United States.
Well, I don’t think they’ll make it. The system won’tif this economy does not crash sooner, than later. Because

when it does crash, the catastrophe will be only bigger, stand the strain of trying to do that. And the political strains
are tremendous.maybe impossible.

We have finally reached the point, in the entire history of Or somebody, like the Bush side, decides to pull the string
on poor idiot Larry Summers, and says, we’re not going tomodern European civilization since the 15th Century, that

once again, civilization as a whole, especially the European do another round of this, that what happened in the recent
Washington conference of the IMF, is the last time we’remodel of civilization, is at the point that the whole civilization

could go into a New Dark Age for a period of decades, a going to do this kind of bail-out. This is the end. If they
decide that, the system will collapse then, into a big spiral ofgeneration or more, as happened in the 14th Century in Eu-

rope, the last time a general effort to globalize European civili- deflationary collapse. I mean, 60, 70% of stock market and
related financial index values, suddenly collapse in a veryzation had been attempted.

This business of speculation, globalization, these changes short time period—a day, or two weeks. Any time they decide
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to do that. of the share of total national income, by the lower 80% of
family-income brackets.Otherwise, if they don’t decide to do that, if they decide

to keep trying to bail the system out, the way the Clinton It’s precisely what I forecast as the end result of this pro-
cess, as either a deflationary collapse, the worst in modernAdministration has been trying to do recently, then the system

will simply explode in a hyperinflationary explosion, and it’s history, or the worst hyperinflationary explosion in modern
history.all over.

That’s where we are now. So I think it’s very useful for
you to try to understand what is happening now, to realizeLaRouche’s Economic Forecasts

So, those are generally the guidelines with which to under- that nothing has happened, which was not forecast. And it
was not forecast on the basis of a crystal ball, but on the basisstand what this process is. I think it’s useful—it is to me—

looking in the minds of many people, trying to understand of an analysis of the way economies work.
And this was well known. It was widely circulated in allthis process. I say, “Well, look, I was talking about this kind

of problem back in 1959 and 1960, when I first made a long- influential circles in the world. But the policy-makers still
kept clinging, to continuing those mistakes. They knew whatrange forecast, in which I laid out some of the alternatives,

trends, which seemed to be in conflict at that time. When I was wrong. Others could have known what was wrong. But
they continued to do it.forecast then, that if the policies of the Eisenhower period

were continued, we’d see the eruption in the second half of And what happened to them, is exactly what I expected
would happen to them. The only thing that was uncertain, wasthe ’60s, of a major series of monetary crises, leading toward

a breakup of the existing Bretton Woods system.” the exact time-scale on which these alternatives would be
presented. You can not predict an economy, because there’sThat break-up happened. The monetary crisis of this type

exploded in November of 1967, and the pound sterling crisis, a human factor, in which people will make decisions which
it’s in their power to make, choices of decisions. And whatexploded in the dollar crisis of March 1968, and a couple of

other crises along the way. In 1970, for example, the Penn date they will make those choices, is uncertain.
So therefore, you can not simply, statistically, predict theCentral debacle, here in the United States.

1971: It collapsed. The Bretton Woods system was liqui- patterns of an economy in that way, not the breaking points.
What you can forecast, are the principal features of a func-dated, and this newfangled system, the so-called floating-

exchange-rate system, which has ruined us all, was put into tional process, like a scientific process. You can forecast the
functional process, under which the sequence of events willeffect. At that point, I said we’re headed for a variety of fascist

economy, that is, a Schachtian model, modelled on the same occur.
For example, if you heat ice, you’ll get water. If you heatkind of policies that Schacht represented for Germany in the

1920s and through the early days of Hitler. And Schacht, of water, you’ll get steam. If you continue to heat it, you get a
plasma, a highly heated plasma. That process is predictable,course, was a Hitler backer.

That is exactly what’s happened. It’s what’s happened in that sense. But the rate at which this occurs, depends upon
the conditions under which these breaking points are ap-throughout the Americas, it’s what’s happened in Europe, it’s

what’s happened around the world: that the Schachtian model proached, at certain so-called critical values.
All you can predict in an economy, are the critical choiceswhich I prescribed as likely then, as something that had to be

stopped, was inevitable, the inevitable consequence of what which will have to be made. And you can predict also, what
the consequences, in terms of the next critical choices to beNixon had done in August of 1971.

It happened that way. It unfolded. I warned against what made, will be, as a result of making the right or wrong choice
at that point.would happen if Carter were elected. It happened. I warned

about what George Bush represented, in my election cam- So if you understand it in that sense—see, the problem
today is not to predict when something is going to happen,paign for the Democratic nomination in 1979 and 1980. It

happened. The measures taken under Bush’s friends, under even though I can assure you that what I’ve indicated as the
terminal state will unfold very rapidly now. What we canthe Reagan Administration, 1982. The Thatcherite measures

taken when the Soviet system began to crumble, 1989 through understand, what is comprehensible, what is rational, is to
understand why and how such processes unfold, and from1992, these were all the things which I warned against.

The 1987 crash of October, which I actually forecast, understanding how they unfold, and why they unfold the way
they do, to intervene with the human will, to change the rulespredicted, at that time as most likely, occurred. The biggest

crash up until the present time. of the game to define a new kind of process, one which works,
as the alternative to continuing down this road to doom.Then the unfolding, which I warned against in 1992 in an

election campaign, I warned of the “Great Mudslide,” which So, I hope that does what I intend it should do: to give
you, perhaps, a somewhat better comprehension of what thisis precisely what you can see, if you see the shift in composi-

tion of total national income—the shrinking of the percentile process is, which is coming to an end now.
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International Intelligence

The Sunday Telegraph recounted some gotá on May 6, after riots the week before
Abalaka To Speak on HIV of the racist outpourings from the Duke of between “common criminals” and impris-

oned members of paramilitary forces left 32Edinburgh, including when he told BritishVaccine at Conference
youths who were studying in China, in 1986: dead and nearly 20 wounded.

During the police raid, it was discovered“If you stay here much longer, you’ll all beNigerian surgeon Dr. Jeremiah Abalaka will
slitty-eyed.” that FARC boss Yesid Arteta, who has beengive the first scientific presentation on his

Murshid told the Telegraph: “Nobody in jail for three years on charges of rebellion,new vaccine, which he says can cure human
has any God-given right, no birthright, to had knocked out the interior walls betweenimmunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection
rule. And this is true of the royal family. Just his cell and two others, and established aand can also prevent it, at an international
because you happen to be born in a family, “five-star” suite, complete with gym andconference in Lagos. Dr. Abalaka has been
is not sufficient qualification by anyone’s sauna, library, fine paintings on the walls,emphatic that he makes no claim that the
standards.” computers, large-screen television, VCRs,vaccine can cure AIDS, which is caused by

and cellular phones. His cell door wasHIV. The U.S.-based Fund for International
equipped with a special alarm system, andAIDS Research and Education has invited
the surrounding 25 cells were filled withAustralian Subwayshim to deliver a scientific paper on his treat-
FARC prisoners, who constituted his secu-ment procedure during an international con- Playing Classical Music rity guard. Arteta operated a radio communi-ference on HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis at
cation system linking him with FARC lead-its Lagos conference. The event, which be- The West Australian capital of Perth is ers on the outside.gins on June 8, is meant to provide a forum fighting gang violence and vandalism in its Arteta has since been moved to a militaryfor discussions about new prevention strate- transit system by playing Classical music barracks. The police remarked on the simi-gies and treatment modalities for TB and over the public address system. larity to the “five-star prison” that Medellı́nAIDS, from clinical trials in Africa. According to the April 30 issue of the cocaine cartel boss Pablo Escobar hadAccording to the Lagos daily Vanguard, West Australian daily, “Westrail is planning briefly occupied, before his “escape.” ThatDr. Abalaka’s paper, “Effective and Safe to pipe [the music of Bach, Beethoven, Mo- “prison,” however, had been built to Esco-Vaccines; Our Approach and Experience,” zart, and Brahms] through loudspeakers and bar’s specifications, as part of his agreementwas provided to the Fund’s headquarters in soothe troublemakers’ minds. The plan is to turn himself in, including being staffed bySan Antonio, Texas. It was unanimously based on a Sydney trial through which van- his own guards.approved for presentation by its 27 board dalism dropped by 75% at stations where The FARC, despite its “political” patina,members, made up of Fellows of the Ameri- Classical music was played. The six-week has become known as the Third Cartel, re-can College of Physicians, and researchers experiment at five randomly selected sta- placing the defunct Cali Cartel and Me-at the University of Texas Health Center. tions led to drastically reduced repair bills dellı́n Cartel.

for vandalism for Sydney’s CityRail. Van-
dalism was eliminated at two stations. . . .
Repair bills across the five stations whereLivingstone Aide Blasts
Classical music was played fell from just Officer To Testify onPrince Philip’s Racism over $8,000 last year to under $2,000. They Dirty War in Irelandwere stunned at the success of the plan and

The chief adviser on race relations to Lon- now rail authorities in Queensland and
don’s new Mayor Ken Livingstone de- Former British Army intelligence officerSouth Australia, as well as Western Austra-
nounced Prince Philip as an “unrecon- Colin Wallace will be allowed to testify forlia, are looking at copying the idea. [New
structed racist,” and called for the British the defense in the Washington, D.C. libelSouth Wales] is also considering playing
monarchy to be abolished, in an interview trial against Irish author Sean McPhilemy,Classical music on trains to cut on-board
with the Sunday Telegraph, which ran as its for his book The Committee: Political As-vandalism and graffiti.”
lead article on May 7. Kumar Murshid, de- sassination in Northern Ireland, a judge
scribed as one of Livingstone’s closest ruled in early May. Wallace, one of McPhi-

lemy’s sources, was framed up and houndedfriends and a key figure in the new adminis- Colombian Police Raid
tration, told the paper: “Prince Philip is a out of the British Army after he had taken

part in black operations in Northern Ireland.waste of time. I have never heard him say FARC Luxury Prison
anything particularly useful on any subject. Wallace was also a key source for

charges made in 1987 by then Member ofAnd he says things which indicate that he is, One of the imprisoned leaders of the narco-
terrorist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Co-frankly, an unreconstructed racist. He gives Parliament Ken Livingstone—now the first

elected Mayor of London—that British in-the image of being very arrogant and also lombia (FARC) maintained a luxury suite
inside his prison, Colombian police havefairly ignorant, which is worrying if you are telligence had “conspired to wreck the

cease-fire” negotiated between Harold Wil-talking about the father, or perhaps grandfa- discovered. Nearly 2,000 specially trained
police raided the La Modelo prison in Bo-ther, of the future king.” son’s Labour government and the Irish Re-
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Briefly

THE CANADIAN Security Intelli-
gence Service (CSIS) released a re-
port on May 3, on terrorist groups us-
ing Canada as a base of operations:

publican Army in 1975. Livingstone was in- With callous disregard for the British eti- “Over the past 15 years, we have wit-
stantly scored by the press, with The Sun ology of the genocidal wars in Africa, Lon- nessed a disturbing trend as terrorists
blaring: “Red Ken Smears Heroes.” The don Daily Telegraph commentator Graham move from significant support roles,
slanderous nickname “Red Ken” has stuck Boynton wrote on May 8, that African elites such as fundraising and procurement,
ever since, wrote Livingstone in the May 26, are too corrupt and incompetent for the West to actually planning and preparing
1999 issue of the Independent. to continue “pouring in aid.” Although his terrorist acts.” Among the groups

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher went racist attack began with Zimbabwe’s Presi- named were Algerians, the Tamil Ti-
beserk, he wrote. She denounced him in the dent Robert Mugabe, Boynton even blasted gers, and Punjabi separatists, who call
House of Commons, and demanded others Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, a themselves the Khalistanis.
do likewise. Livingstone continued: “Mak- bloody dictator, and the British-created

model “new African leader” (see “Theing such allegations brought down upon my LEE TENG-HUI, Taiwan’s outgo-
head a wave of condemnation, not just from Ugandan Hell behind London’s Museveni ing President, presented awards like
the Tories and the press, but also from the Myth,” EIR, Aug. 8, 1997). candy before leaving office on May
Labour leadership. In the years that fol- Boynton recommended: “Perhaps the 20, including bestowing the “Order
lowed, I submitted more than 300 questions time has come for the West to call the Afri- of the Brilliant Star with the Grand
about the ‘dirty’ war in Ireland and after can leaders’ bluff and withdraw. Put a stop Cordon” to billionaire Steve Forbes,
years of denial, the government was forced to aid and debt relief initiatives. Walk away the wife of George Bush’s Ambassa-
to admit that the intelligence services had and wait for the people of Africa to over- dor to Beijing Betty Bao Lord, and
engaged in a covert black propaganda cam- throw this generation of corrupt politi- Ross Munro, author of The Coming
paign, code-named Clockwork-Orange.” cians.” Conflict with China.
Colin Wallace, then a young officer, was
among those used to spread the disinforma- PALESTINIAN Authority Presi-
tion which blew apart the 1975 peace deal, dent Yasser Arafat sought Indian co-Swedes Look at Politicsplunging Northern Ireland into 25 years of operation in infrastructure and tech-
bloodshed. behind Lockerbie Trial nology when Indian Commerce

Minister Raman Singh called on him
As the trial of two Libyans for the Dec. 20, at Ramallah in early May. Raman

Singh met with PA Trade Minister1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 overWFP Suspends Emergency
Lockerbie, Scotland began, the Swedish Maher Al Masri, and assured him that

New Delhi would deepen economicAid in Sierra Leone daily Dagens Nyheter on May 2 wrote that
“who is to blame for the Lockerbie drama and commercial ties, and was “sup-

portive of the legitimate right of theThe UN’s World Food Program (WFP) an- has been influenced by Anglo-Saxon power
interests.” Blame was first put on Iran andnounced on May 8 that it was suspending Palestinians for a homeland.”

emergency humanitarian assistance in most Syria, writes Per Joensson, but, when Lon-
don and Washington needed their supportparts of Sierra Leone, after the Revolution- IRAN’S Interior Ministry denied

claims of widespread vote fraud dur-ary United Front of Foday Sankoh killed for Desert Storm against Iraq, they were
scratched off the suspect list.several UN peacekeepers and took several ing the February parliamentary elec-

tions that were swept by the reformershundred more prisoner. An accompanying article by Anders
Hellberg reflects on Lockerbie victim, for-The WFP said that it has halted food de- tied to President Mohammed Seyyed

Khatami. The claims are comingliveries and distributions to more than mer Prime Minister Bernt Carlsson. In 1988,
Carlsson was the UN Commissioner to43,000 internally displaced people, orphans, from the conservative Council of

Guardians.and hospital patients in the capital, Free- Namibia, preparing for its independence
from Britain. Says Hellberg, “Shortly beforetown. It has also suspended food deliveries

to 26,000 schoolchildren and some 40,000 his violent death, Carlsson ended up having THE IRISH Republican Army
made a breakthrough in the peacehungry people in Kambia, Lunsar, Makeni, an open dispute” with South African mining

giant De Beers, “on how diamond produc-and Magburake. The agency has also post- process on May 6, stating that it
would “initiate a process that willponed food distributions to farmers in the tion in Namibia should be run.”

Hellberg also reports that Carlsson, wasdistricts of Bombali, Tokolili, and Kaila- completely and verifiably put IRA
arms beyond use.” The statement,hum. The food was destined to feed 110,000 a longtime friend of Prime Minister Olof

Palme, who was shot outside a Stockholmpeople during the rainy season—known as committing the IRA to “a just and
lasting peace,” was characterized bythe “hunger season”—which is just about theater on Feb. 28, 1986. “Briefly before his

death, Carlsson told his American girlfriend:to start. Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams as
“unprecedented in the history ofMeanwhile, the British are deploying ‘I am one among the four or five people who

really know what happened to Oloffive warships and 1,600 troops to evacuate Irish republicanism.”
British nationals. Palme.’ ”
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LaRouche Continues Drive
as Gore Self-Destructs
by Debra Hanania Freeman

When John McCain and George W. Bush appeared at a joint bloody fingerprints, yet there’s no penalty.”
Bradley’s name continues to appear on many state pri-press conference to announce that McCain had agreed to en-

dorse Bush, even though there was clearly little warmth be- mary ballots and he continues to amass even more delegates.
In fact, in every primary where Bradley’s name has appearedtween the two, it raised the obvious question: Would there be

a similar “rapprochement” on the Democratic side between on the ballot, even though he announced the cessation of
his campaign in late March, he has garnered 20-27% of theGore and Bradley?

Since former New Jersey Senator Bill Bradley suspended popular vote—no more, no less than his average vote when
he was campaigning actively.his bid for the Democratic Presidential nomination, there have

been no joint public appearances, nor has any private meeting Under Gore’s direction, the Democratic Party has orches-
trated its own disintegration, in an attempt to squash any oppo-between the two occurred. It is no secret that the two men

have always disliked each other, but that dislike intensified sition to Gore’s nomination. But there is sure to be a brawl at
the Democratic Convention in August, and the fight mayinto hatred when Bradley became the victim of Gore’s well-

known thuggery in the early round of Democratic primaries. break out way before then. Unless a “dark horse” candidate
emerges as the party’s nominee, the Democratic Party is head-Even the Washington Times reports, “There has been no pub-

lic purging of the bad blood he [Bradley] has harbored toward ing for disaster in November. Various people are making it
clear that they would be available to fill a dark horse role, butthe Vice President, whom he characterized throughout the

primaries as a lying, craven political opportunist who cannot all of them are seriously compromised, because they have,
thus far, publicly succumbed to Gore’s “Third Way” insanity,be trusted with the Presidency.”

In the wake of McCain’s endorsement of his former oppo- and aren’t prepared to deal with the crises facing the nation.
That leaves Lyndon LaRouche as the only qualified candi-nent, Gore’s campaign rushed out a press release saying that

no such event was necessary on the Democratic side, since date, and he continues to campaign actively, with a commit-
ment to mobilize that 80% of the U.S. population that willBradley had made it clear, when he dropped out of the race,

that he was supporting the Vice President. Nothing could be otherwise sit out this election.
further from the truth.

Eric Hauser, Bradley’s national spokesman, confirmed Thug Tactics
After driving Bradley out of the race, the Gore apparatusthat Bradley has refused to release the 500 delegates he won

prior to suspending his campaign, and noted that Bradley has moved to cancel primaries in several states, despite the fact
that his nomination is still being challenged by LaRouche.refrained from urging those who voted for him to switch their

allegiance to Gore. Another top Bradley strategist, media con- In cancelling primaries, the Democratic Party has not only
denied Democratic voters the right to cast their votes forsultant Mike Murphy, said, “Bradley still has enough national

stature to create huge and horrific problems for Gore. Bill LaRouche, it has even ruled out the traditional option offered
Democrats of going to the national nominating convention asBradley is important and is being ignored by Gore. And, if

Bradley wants to, he could make a lot of trouble. I’m person- “uncommitted.”
In Virginia, state party officials happily acquiesced toally shocked that there has not been a lot more attention paid

to Gore’s snubbing of Bradley. Gore murdered Bradley, with Gore’s demand, that Democrats seeking to go to the National
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Convention pledged to LaRouche, be barred from participat- Democratic Platform Hearings prior to the August Conven-
tion. Traditionally, in any Presidential election year, the DNCing in that state’s delegate selection caucuses. When

LaRouche’s supporters decided to participate in the caucuses, appoints a Temporary Platform Committee that hosts hear-
ings in major cities in June. Those are usually followed by aand seek status as “uncommitted” delegates, the Gore cam-

paign went nuts. In several locales, voters were told that cau- round of regional hearings just prior to the National Conven-
tion. So far, however, Andrew has failed to even appoint acuses were cancelled, only to find later that caucuses were

convened “in secret.” This occurred in Virginia Beach, where Temporary Platform Committee!
the uncommitted slate would have won not only delegates to
the State Convention, but to the National Convention. In other Gore Fears Debate

One Democratic Party operative in the nation’s capitalplaces, Gore’s goons employed a different tactic. In Hampton,
the uncommitted slatefiled more delegate candidates than the spoke on the condition of anonymity. “Traditionally,” he said,

“the platform hearings don’t mean all that much in reality.Gore slate, but neither had a full slate. According to state
Democratic Party rules, when there are more delegate seats But, they are a vehicle by which you can mobilize the base,

the traditional constituencies, and give them an opportunityavailable than candidates filed to fill them, the local chair
may, if he wishes, cancel the caucus. But, when the Hampton to let off some steam. They say what they need to say, and the

higher ups sit there and nod sympathetically. Sure, most ofDemocratic Party tried to do this, the state party and the Gore
campaign intervened, pushing the local officials aside, and the time they don’t deliver much, but it serves to rally the

troops. But this year, platform hearings aren’t in Gore’s inter-conducting the caucus themselves. Despite these flagrant vio-
lations, the uncommitted slates won significant numbers of est. His view is that these people will vote for him anyway.

What choice do they have? Bush? The guy will kill them anddelegate seats in both Loudoun County in northern Virginia,
and in the Tidewater area. they know it. Gore is the lesser evil. But, platform hearings

will only serve to accentuate how far away Gore is from repre-Gore’s minions responded by scheduling an “Emergency
Credentials” hearing in Richmond. After a very heated ex- senting the interests of those people. Nobody wants to put a

spotlight on that. There won’t be any hearings, because thosechange, state party officials, with an arrogant disregard for
both the Constitution and their own rules, nullified the results, kind of hearings are a liability to the Crown Prince.”

Perhaps so. But the fact is that the tactic is destroying thebooted out the “uncommitted” delegates, and replaced them
with Gore delegates. ability of state Democratic parties to mobilize voters, and is

producing panic among Democrats who are seeking electionSimilar tactics have been employed elsewhere. In Kansas,
first the state-sponsored primary was cancelled. Then the or re-election themselves.

The phenomenon was starkly evident in Alabama on MayDemocratic Party-run primary was cancelled. By the time
the Kansas Democratic Party got around to holding delegate 6-7, when the Alabama New South Coalition hosted its En-

dorsement Convention in Birmingham. The group’s endorse-selection caucuses, fewer than 600 people participated! In
Washington, D.C., few voters were even aware that there was ment is normally a highly coveted one in Alabama, among

the last states to hold primary elections on June 6. But thisa primary election, resulting in the lowest voter participation
in District history. year, with the sole exception of a hotly contested race in the

state’s 7th Congressional District, where racist Dixiecrats andIn an effort to squelch all opposition to Gore, the Demo-
cratic National Committee (DNC) apparatus in Washington the GOP have formed a dirty alliance in an attempt to unseat

incumbent Rep. Earl Hilliard, who has a long history in thehas demoralized voters, but it hasn’t done much to help the
unelectable Gore. While polls show that the idiot son of for- state’s civil rights struggle, and who has been an unflinching

ally of President Clinton, as well as an emerging leader ofmer President Bush had the support of 91% of all Republicans,
and that number has probably increased somewhat since he the Congressional Black Caucus, no congressional candidates

even put in an appearance.received McCain’s endorsement, only 71% of Democrats say
they will vote for Gore. Although the organization extended an invitation to Presi-

dential candidates in both parties, only LaRouche sent anGore’s obsession with locking LaRouche and his sup-
porters out of the Democratic Convention stems not only official representative (a position the author was happy to

serve in). And, while Gore did obtain the official endorsementfrom Gore’s personal hatred of LaRouche, but from Gore’s
abandonment of the Democratic Party’s traditional base. It of the group, no one seemed willing to defend him. Instead,

conference participants milled around LaRouche’s literatureis precisely that base—the 80% of American families who
make up the nation’s lower income brackets—that LaRouche table, asking questions, and leaving with large stacks of litera-

ture to distribute before the June 6 primary, where LaRouchehas the unique ability to bring into the electoral process,
and without which the Democrats will not only lose the is Gore’s sole opponent. The Alabama State Legislature has

already become the first in the nation to pass a LaRouche-White House, but be dealt a crushing defeat in both houses
of the Congress. initiated resolution calling for the convening of a New Bretton

Woods Conference to address the collapse of the global fi-Further evidence of the DNC’s drive to destroy the party
comes with the DNC Chairman Joe Andrew’s failure to host nancial and economic system.
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Al Gore and George W. Bush:
Wall Street’s Two-Headed Freak
by Scott Thompson and Michele Steinberg

On Feb. 15, on the eve of the Michigan Democratic Caucuses, polls are showing what Democrats with at least half a brain
have known all along: Albert Gore, Jr. is so hated that he isDemocratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche,

Jr. laid out to the American voters how the 2000 elections are unelectable. Wall Street’s strategy is to install Gore as the
Democrats’ candidate, so that Bush will get elected! Demo-rigged. From the very outset of the primary campaign, the

Wall Street establishment excluded LaRouche from every cratic insiders report that Gore is leading the election polls in
only 10 states, against 40 states for Bush; a Los Angeles Timesmajor debate, town meeting, and media-sponsored candi-

dates’ forum, as a precondition for keeping the rigging firmly article is about to come out showing that Bush is leading Gore
by 53% to 41%, and Gore is continuing to fall.in place. LaRouche, the only candidate to challenge the disas-

trous policies of globalization, the “free market,” and the “big In the face of Gore’s Nazi-like tactics of intimidation and
threats against LaRouche’s campaign, Democrats must stoplie” of the State Department’s “Project Democracy,”

warned voters: deluding themselves that if both Gore and Bush have fascist
policies, at least Al Gore is “our” fascist. There is still time to“The election is not among these figures . . . Gore, Bush,

McCain. It’s a question of how the politics are being orches- build momentum against both Gore and Bush, and open up
the election process to the 80% of the population whom Walltrated to prevent the independent vote, and the American peo-

ple, from intervening to change the name of the game. Street and the Gore/Bush freaks want to exclude from politics.
The Aug. 14-17 convention of the Democratic Party could“Who’s doing it? Wall Street. The big financial inter-

ests that control the mass media, and control both party be the time to dump Gore, and win back the government of
the Republic.machines from the top down, with money! It’s the mass

media, it’s Wall Street, against the American people, and With this article, EIR initiates a score-card on Wall
Street’s “two-headed freak,” showing that Gore’s and Bush’sagainst the world.”

As a result of this rigging, the two most corrupt and inept policies of genocide and corruption are essentially the same.
In this report, we present schematically, material documentedcandidates in U.S. history are the “anointed” front-runners.

But Wall Street’s choice is George W. Bush. As of May 10, in greater detail in previous issues of EIR.

CORRUPTION

Al Gore George ‘Dubya’ Bush

George Soros

Backed by George Soros. Soros, the derivatives George Soros and Harken Energy.
trader and banker to the Queen of England, who raided Like Gore, Soros has supported the “young
and destroyed the economies of several Southeast prince” George “Dubya” Bush. When
Asian countries, is a Gore backer. Soros uses his profits Dubya’s oil business was in deep trouble
to finance campaigns for drug legalization, as one of in 1985, he was bailed out by Soros, who
Wall Street’s top guns, who tapped Gore to try to bail used his newly acquired Harken Energy
out the bankers and brokers who lost billions in the company to invest in a foundering oil firm
August 1998 Russia debt default. When Soros was un- in which Dubya was the managing director.
der investigation for financial fraud in Croatia, Gore Soros’s help wascrucial for getting Bush—
personally made phone calls to get the pressure off his who had been a total failure in every busi-
buddy. When Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir ness venture he undertook—on the road to
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Al Gore continued George Bush continued

bin Mohamad defended his country’s economy against Soros millions, by whatever means necessary.
and the speculator pirates, by imposing currency controls, and On June 22, 1990, Dubya unloaded 212,140 shares of his
by naming Soros as a criminal, Gore rushed to Kuala Lumpur holdings in Harken Energy, immediately prior to a dramatic
in November 1998, and threatened in a speech to topple Dr. drop in the value of Persian Gulf oil stock because of the war
Mahathir from power. against Iraq. It was also later revealed that Harken had lost

Campaign Chairman Coehlo under multiple investi- $20 million exploring for oil off the coast of Bahrain, a deal
gations. On April 8, the New York Times corroborated earlier that involved the dirty money-laundering Bank of Credit and
EIR reports that there are multiple investigations against Commerce International (BCCI).
Gore’s campaign chairman, Tony Coelho. First, the State De- Dubya’s fortuitous sale of the Harken stock at its peak
partment Office of the Inspector General is carrying out a value brought about an SEC investigation, but SEC ap-
criminal investigation of Coelho’s abuse of U.S. government pointees of his father, President George Bush, cleared him,
funds, when Coelho managed the U.S. Pavillion at the 1998 just in time to run for Texas governor in 1994.
World Expo in Lisbon, Portugal. Russian corruption and the Bank of New York. Dub-

The Times also reported two open Securities Exchange ya’s entire foreign policy team, from Condoleeza Rice to
Commission (SEC) probes of Coelho’s financial dealings: Brent Scowcroft, was deeply involved in the International
One involves his activities as a director of the International Monetary Fund’s setting up Russia for looting by the “re-
Thoroughbred Breeders, Inc., and the second involves Auto- form” group of Chernomyrdin, Chubais, and other intimate
Lend Group, Inc. Both companies were associated with legal- friends of Al Gore. In September 1999, it was revealed that
ized gambling. In addition, according to the May 15 issue of operatives of these reformers were using the Bank of New
Time magazine, the General Accounting Office is investigat- York to launder billions of Russian government funds, ille-
ing whether Coelho abused the funds of the Census Monitor- gally taking them out of the country. One of the key opera-
ing Board, when he was co-chairman, in writing a final report tives, BONY Vice President Natasha Kagalovsky, had been
on the Lisbon Expo ’98. Coelho’s attorney on the Lisbon case, installed on recommendation from the Texas “prince of
Stanley Brand, claims that all these investigations are thieves,” Robert Strauss, the Ambassador to Russia under
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politically motivated to get at Gore through his client. President Bush. Her husband, Konstantin, was Russia’s first
Dirty Wall Street money. In August 1998, David E. representative to the IMF, a post he got with the enthusiastic

Shaw of D.E. Shaw investment was one of a “Who’s Who of backing of Strauss. Strauss’s ties to the Bush family and
Wall Street” that met with Gore, to get his intervention to bail Dubya’s team continue today, through a Washington think-
them out in the wake of the Aug. 17, 1998 Russian default on tank, the Forum for International Policy.
its GKO bonds. Just weeks before this meeting, Shaw, a big The case of Richard Rainwater. Megaspeculator Rich-
supporter of the “liberal economic reform” thieves in Russia, ard Rainwater helped Dubya make his first $14 million
and seven members of his firm poured $40,000 into Gore’s through a dubious deal centered around the Texas Rangers
campaign war chest, and the figure has now risen to more baseball team. While Dubya could only afford to buy a 2%
than $100,000. stake, the other members of the franchise gave Dubya a

Molten Metal Technology, Inc. One of Gore’s chief 14.8% stake for “services rendered” (i.e., for having the
campaign fundraisers, Peter Knight, had earlier profited from Bush name, which helped with such projects as getting the
an apparent insider-trading operation involving Gore and UN city of Arlington to pay most of the bill for a new stadium).
ecology guru Maurice Strong, through the New England firm With the 1998 sale of the Rangers to billionaire Tom
Molten Metal Technology, Inc. (MMT), of which both Knight Hicks, Bush’s initial $500,000 investment in the team turned
and Strong were major stockholders and officials. On Earth into a $14 million profit. Today, Rainwater runs Dubya’s
Day, April 17, 1995, Gore gave a speech praising MMT to private Lone Star Trust, and it is notable that Rainwater
the skies. MMT’s only source of funds was some $33 million turned Dubya’s initial investment of $100,000 in Rainwa-
from the Department of Energy. After Gore’s speech, Knight ter’s Crescent Real Estate, Inc., into $1 million.
and Strong dumped their stock at its all-time high, grossing One of Crescent’s big deals was to loot Charter Behav-
$15.3 million; but by October, the stock had plunged from ioral Health Systems, the nation’s largest chain of psychiatric
$30 to $5 a share, on news that the DOE had cut funding hospitals, closing 33 psychiatric facilities and firing 4,800
because of the firm’s environmental inefficiencies. employees—some 13% of the U.S. psychiatric hospital ca-

The 1996 Lai Temple fundraising event. Questioned by pacity. Rainwater also damaged the General Welfare through
Justice Department officials for the first time in April 2000 his asset-stripping operations with the for-profit hospital
on the $140,000 Democratic fundraiser at the Buddhist Lai chain Columbia/HCA. Columbia/HCA is under investiga-
Temple in California, Gore reportedly went into a rage, tion by numerous U.S. government agencies for Medicaid
screaming at DOJ investigators. Maria Hsia, the chief orga- and Medicare fraud. With Rainwater running his “blind
nizer for the event, has been convicted on illegal fundraising trust,” Dubya has literally been making a killing.
charges. University of Texas Investment Management Com-

The Glicken affair. Howard Glicken, a key fundraiser pany (UTIMCO). One of Governor Bush’s first major
for Gore’s 1988 Presidential campaign, who also raised $2 pieces of legislation was to create UTIMCO, under which
million for the 1996 Clinton-Gore campaign, admitted that he the $13 billion University of Texas endowment was privat-
had solicited illegal foreign contributions for Gore. Glicken’s ized. This scheme was proposed by Dubya’s “Daddy
Florida-based precious metals company, Metalbanc, was Warbucks,” Tom Hicks. Dubya signed off on Hicks’s ap-
prosecuted as part of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s pointment as a Regent of the University of Texas system,
“Operation Polar Cap” in 1991, for laundering cocaine money and Hicks soon turned UTIMCO into a piggybank for his
from the Medellı́n Cartel. Glicken avoided being prosecuted, own and Bush dynasty friends. Numerous of Bush’s “Pio-
only by testifying against his partner, Harry Falk, who was neers,” who have raised $100,000 or more each for Dubya’s
convicted to 27 years in prison. 2000 Presidential race, through “bundling” $1,000 contribu-

The case of Viktor Chernomyrdin. Numerous media tions, have come from firms in which UTIMCO had invested.
sources report that in 1995, when Gore was presented with a Illegal campaign funds. In late 1998, UTIMCO placed
report from the CIA demonstrating that Al’s pal, Russian $96 million with the Maverick Capital hedge fund, founded
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, had lined his pockets by Sam Wyly, who remains a major investor in the firm. A
with $5 billion, Gore sent the report back to the CIA with a few weeks before the March 7 Super-Tuesday primaries,
“barnyard epithet” scrawled upon it. Later reports on Russian Wyly invested $2.5 million in ads, on behalf of Republicans
corruption were reportedly suppressed by Gore and his top for Clean Air, which had been created out of thin air, just
aide, Leon Fuerth. to put out attacks against Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) in

The Golden ADA story. In August 1998, U.S. News & the major primary states. As soon as McCain withdrew from
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World Report blew the lid on Gore’s ties to Russian mobsters, the race, Wyly announced that he was shutting down the oper-
in an article entitled “Dirty Diamonds.” Included in the article ation. The Federal Election Commission failed to punish
was a photo of Gore meeting with three Russian mafia dia- Bush or Wyly, a Bush “Pioneer,” for this operation, although
mond-dealers at a California campaign fundraiser (see EIR, records show that Wyly and his family had been the ninth-
March 19, 1999). These were proprietors of Golden ADA, a largest contributor to Dubya’s career, with a total contribution
company through which they stole $180 million from Russian level of $222,773.
state treasury holdings and strongboxes, and sold them in the
West. Included among the protectors of the Golden ADA theft
ring were Chernomyrdin, his sidekick Anatoli Chubais, and
other top Russian “reformers,” who looted Russia in collusion
with the International Monetary Fund and Harvard Universi-
ty’s Jeffrey Sachs.

THE DEATH PENALTY

Al Gore George ‘Dubya’ Bush

According to the Death Penalty Information Center, Al A vote for George W. Bush is a vote for a man who has
Gore supports the death penalty and voted in the Senate for executed more people, as governor of Texas, than any other
the death penalty for Federal prisoners. Since July 1999, he governor since the death penalty was reinstated in 1976—
has given dozens of speeches boasting of laws he helped pass, 124 since 1994 when he was elected. Among the people whom
supporting the death penalty, and he pledges to increase this Bush has ordered executed are individuals who are retarded
further. Gore is campaigning with the slogan, “I’m the Law and/or mentally ill; individuals for which exonerating evi-
Enforcement Candidate,” even though there’s no question dence was provided and ignored by Governor Bush; individu-
that Texas Governor Bush is way ahead in the number of als who have had little or no legal representation; individuals
executions he can claim. Gore, as Vice President, hasn’t been who were minors when they committed the crime for which
in the position to preside over executions. they were convicted; and tragically, two women, who battled

However, developments in Gore’s home state of Tennes- the scars of a lifetime of physical abuse, drug addiction, and
see give an idea of “the shape of things to come.” On April rape, and who had repented and reformed themselves in
19, despite appeals from the NAACP and other civil rights prison. These executions were carried out despite interna-
groups, Tennessee executed Robert Glen Coe, a man who has tional calls for Bush to stop his killings from leading human
been declared insane, and whose lawyer argued that death is rights organizations, from Pope John Paul II, and from fellow
a “cruel and unusual punishment.” The political nature of Republican Governor Ryan of Illinois, who imposed a mora-
this killing is clear, since no prisoner has been executed in torium on executions in his state, because too many people
Tennessee for 40 years. Tennessee is also trying to execute who were facing execution were found to have been innocent.
prisoner Philip Workman, despite new evidence that he prob- But Bush kills with apparent glee. After the execution of
ably did not commit the murder for which he has been sen- Karla Faye Tucker, the first woman to be executed in Texas
tenced. Workman and Coe had both been given a stay of since the Civil War, Bush mimicked the dead woman in an
execution in April, but Coe was killed as soon as the court- interview with Talk magazine, parodying her plea for clem-
ordered stay expired. ency in a falsetto voice, “Please, please don’t kill me.” Bush’s

second woman victim, a 63-year-old great-grandmother,
Betty Lou Beets, was his 120th execution (in February, during
the primary elections). She had been diagnosed as suffering
from organic brain damage, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
and Battered Women’s Syndrome.

To be continued.
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The Dirty Justice Department
Is the Dirtiest of Them All
by Edward Spannaus

The most rotten agency of the United States government, the intelligence community for use of private contractors. Wilson
explained his operation by asserting that he had been advisedDepartment of Justice (DOJ), is coming under another round

of public attack, this time for its cover-up of false testimony by Deputy Director of Operations Theodore Shackley in 1976
(in the period prior to Jimmy Carter’s inauguration as Presi-given to the court during the 1983 trial of rogue CIA officer

Edwin Wilson. The Wilson case represents a sort of exposed dent, a pending event which had many in the intelligence
community worried) to leave the official intelligence service,raw nerve, demonstrating the gross corruption in the DOJ’s

Criminal Division. and to report to the CIA and other agencies as a private busi-
nessman.A much bigger case, involving many of the same person-

nel in a much broader pattern of misconduct, was the target-
ting of Lyndon LaRouche and associates during the same False Affidavit

Wilson was indicted in Houston in 1982 for illegally ship-time period. The Justice Department has yet to fess up in
the LaRouche case, although it has begun to do so in the ping explosives to Libya in the 1970s—his third Libya-re-

lated indictment. Wilson’s only defense against the chargesWilson case.
On April 24, the Washington Post ran a full-page article was that his activity was authorized by the CIA, and, more

broadly, that he had been asked by a high-ranking CIA officialon the Wilson cover-up, which featured a rogues’ gallery-
type spread across the top of the article, sporting photos of to ingratiate himself with the Libyans by playing the role of

a “renegade American” in order to gather intelligence for U.S.former CIA officials Stanley Sporkin and Charles Briggs,
and present or former DOJ officials Ted Greenberg, Mark agencies. He said that he had provided top-secret intelligence

from Libya, to the CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency, theRichard, Stephen Trott, and D. Lowell Jensen (the latter two
are now Federal judges, as is Sporkin), and Wilson himself. National Security Agency, and Naval Intelligence.

In his first trial in Federal court in Alexandria, Virginia,Some of those names, especially Richard and Greenberg, are
fixtures of the DOJ permanent bureaucracy, oft exposed in he was barred from presenting evidence of his close ties to

the CIA and intelligence officials; that particular court is noto-the pages of EIR.
The article puts the major responsibility for the cover-up rious for its routine denial of defense motions and its close

ties to U.S. intelligence agencies—as also shown in the late-on the Justice Department, saying that the CIA lobbied for
full disclosure, “only to be overruled by senior Justice Depart- 1980s LaRouche case.

In Houston, Wilson had slightly more latitude, and wasment officials.”
permitted to present evidence that he had continued to provide
information to the intelligence community. In order to attemptPrivatized Intelligence Operations

Wilson had been a direct CIA employee from 1955 to to discredit Wilson’s defense, the DOJ asked the CIA for
assistance. Over defense objections, and as the trial was con-1971, and then he “resigned” from the CIA and joined the

Naval Intelligence covert unit Task Force 157. In the mid- cluding, prosecutors were permitted to file an affidavit from
CIA Executive Director Briggs, which stated that Wilson had1970s, Wilson and his partner Frank Terpil were involved in

providing arms, explosives, and training to the Libyan gov- not been requested to provide any services for the CIA after
1971, with the single exception of one instance during 1972,ernment. In the early 1980s, Wilson was estimated to be worth

$23 million, accumulated from his global arms business. when Wilson was employed by Naval Intelligence. The
Briggs affidavit made such an impression on the jury, thatWilson’s operation was a precursor of the “privatized”

intelligence operations which came to prominence during the they asked to have it re-read to them during their deliberations.
Less than an hour after hearing the affidavit re-read, the jurorsIran-Contra investigations of the 1980s; such operations were

given legal cover under the provisions of the 1981 Executive returned a verdict of “guilty” on all counts.
Within a matter of days, a CIA analyst had provided docu-Order No. 12333, which gave much wider latitude to the U.S.
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mentation showing that the Briggs affidavit was false. And there was a recommendation within the DOJ that Barcella be
investigated for the leaks, the matter was killed and informa-within a couple of days after that, a DOJ attorney sent a memo

to Mark Richard, the number-two career officer in the DOJ’s tion withheld from the court, at the instruction of Benjamin
Flannagan, a senior official of the General Litigation and Le-Criminal Division, which was entitled, “Duty To Disclose

Possibly False Testimony.” Richard then communicated with gal Advice Section (GLLAS), which was supervising the Wil-
son case, and which was also intensively involved in the ille-the U.S. Attorney in Houston, telling him that CIA files con-

tained information “inconsistent with the Briggs affidavit.” gal prosecution of LaRouche at the same time.
GLLAS was an outgrowth of the old Internal SecurityBut, nothing was done. CIA officials then proposed that a

letter be sent to Wilson’s attorneys, identifying some inaccu- Division of the Justice Department, and it deployed one of its
own staff attorneys, Karen Morrissette, to Houston to workracies in the Briggs affidavit. But the letter was never sent.

CIA General Counsel Sporkin called Richard to urge that with Greenberg on the Wilson case. Both Morrissette and
Greenberg were specialists in national security cases.the issue be resolved before Wilson’s sentencing; Richard

told Sporkin that there was “very little sentiment in DOJ to In court papers filed just this last Jan. 18, the Department
of Justice finally admitted that it had used false testimony indo anything about the Briggs affidavit.”

Two months after Wilson’s conviction, a CIA memoran- Wilson’s trial, 17 years earlier. “They knowingly used false
testimony,” defense attorney David Adler said after the gov-dum documented some 80 contacts between the CIA and Wil-

son after 1971; 36 of these were substantial enough to contra- ernment’s admission. “Briggs’s affidavit said Wilson was not
working for the CIA, but he was doing everything from givingdict the Briggs affidavit, and some involved services provided

by Wilson at the government’s request, including gun sales advice to locating military hardware to recruiting.”
On March 17, Wilson’s attorney filed a motion to hold 17to a Saudi security agency, and shipments of two desalination

plants to Egypt on behalf of the CIA. present and former DOJ and CIA officials in contempt of
court for hiding evidence and using false testimony. ThatThe DOJ, which had been investigating Wilson’s activi-

ties in Libya and elsewhere during the 1970s, had in its own motion is still pending in the Federal court in Houston. Of the
ten DOJ officials named in the motion, six were also involvedpossession a 1977 Criminal Division memorandum which

stated: “A reliable source of the FBI reports that Wilson was in the LaRouche case around the same time.
still a ‘contract employee’ of the CIA as recently as the sum-
mer or early fall of 1976.” A 1979 Criminal Division memo The Targetting of LaRouche

Even bigger and dirtier than the Wilson case, is the Justicesaid that between 1971 and 1976, Wilson, “with the knowl-
edge and coordination of the Agency”—referring to the Department and FBI effort—which dates back to the early

1970s, but which began in earnest in 1982—to bring a fraudu-CIA—was “an important independent contractor on a secret
and sensitive Navy project,” and that Wilson had established lent prosecution against Lyndon LaRouche, for the purpose

of railroading LaRouche into Federal prison, or setting up aand operated two Navy “proprietaries” (front companies)
along with a CIA proprietary which he also operated. situation in which he could be killed.

The operation against LaRouche was conducted covertlyThe Briggs affidavit was a knowing lie, both from the
standpoint of the CIA, and from the Justice Department’s own under the legal “authority” of Executive Order 12333, as a

putative “national security” operation using both officialrecords and knowledge.
Despite extensive discussions and meetings between CIA agencies of the U.S. government and private organizations.

Beginning in August 1982, Henry Kissinger repeatedlyand DOJ officials and the prosecutors, full disclosure was
never made. The most adamant against any disclosure was demanded that the FBI and DOJ launch a national-security,

foreign counterintelligence investigation of LaRouche. Onthe lead prosecutor, Theodore Greenberg, a career DOJ offi-
cial who had prosecuted Wilson just a few months earlier in Jan. 12, 1983, several of Kissinger’s cronies raised the

LaRouche question at a meeting of the President’s ForeignAlexandria, Virginia, on similar charges, and who went to
Houston for the second round. Finally, it was decided to slip Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB). As an indication that

this was to be handled under the looser, covert foreign intelli-a reference to the problems with the affidavit into an appellate
brief, which would have the “benefit”—in the words of a DOJ gence procedures of E.O. 12333—rather than as a “domestic

security” investigation—FBI Director William Webster re-memo—that the court would likely “treat the issue without
much attention.” That is exactly what happened, and it took ported that the PFIAB meeting discussed whether the FBI

had a basis for investigating LaRouche “under the guidelinesyears for Wilson’s attorneys to painstakingly pry the informa-
tion out of the CIA and DOJ through Freedom of Information or otherwise.”

That same day, Assistant Attorney General D. Lowellrequests and lawsuits.
Another round of cover-up, in 1986-88, involved miscon- Jensen ordered the FBI to open an investigation of LaRouche,

and to report the results to the GLLAS section of the DOJ’sduct on the part of prosecutor Lawrence Barcella, who was
suspected of illegally leaking classified information, FBI re- Criminal Division. Jensen, and his successor from late 1983

through 1986, Stephen Trott, were both involved in the Wil-ports, and grand jury material to author Peter Maas. Although
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son and LaRouche cases at the same time. (Jensen and Trott ginia offices of the publishing companies which were later
bankrupted, Greenberg had served as a covert channel be-are both named in Wilson’s contempt-of-court motion.)

Under the direction of Trott, and the top Criminal Division tween the DOJ and the “special operations” section of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (in particular, the special office whichcareer officials Mark Richard and Jack Keeney, a Federal

grand jury was convened in Boston at the end of 1983, as the provided Defense Department logistical support for intelli-
gence operations), to arrange for two truckloads of documentsnext phase of the targetting of LaRouche. After years of pre-

trial wrangling, a trial began in Boston at the end of 1987, seized in the Leesburg raid to be secreted away at a military
base near Washington.but became enmired in issues of classified information and

government misconduct. At one point the judge ordered an The key to the second trial of LaRouche in the Eastern
District of Virginia, was the action by the trial judge, Albertall-agency search for records of U.S. government or intelli-

gence agency involvement around the LaRouche case, includ- V. Bryant, Jr., to prevent any evidence about the fraudulent
bankruptcy from being presented during the trial. That verying a search of the offices of then-Vice President George

Bush. (That search was supervised by GLLAS’s Flannagan, same judge had earlier upheld the shutting down of the pub-
lishing companies by the DOJ’s illegal and unprecedenteda sidekick of Keeney’s from the 1950s when they both worked

in the McCarthyite Internal Security Division. In 1984, Flan- bankruptcy action, thus barring any continuation of loan re-
payments; the defendants were then convicted on fraudnagan led the effort in the DOJ to deny Secret Service protec-

tion to then-Presidential candidate LaRouche.) charges for not repaying those same loans, of which the gov-
ernment had prevented repayment.The LaRouche trial in Boston was interrupted for five

weeks of hearings in the Spring of 1988, which included As the Alexandria indictment was about to be issued on
Oct. 14, 1988, attorneys for LaRouche went into Federal courtcalling to the witness stand the FBI case agent on the Wilson

case, Angus Llewellyn of Alexandria, Viriginia, because of in Washington seeking an injunction to block the indictment.
The judge who heard—and denied—the motion, was nonehis role in sending intelligence operatives into the

LaRouche camp. other than Stanley Sporkin, the former CIA General Counsel
who had certified the Briggs affidavit in the Wilson case in
1983.Government Bankruptcy Fraud

With the DOJ seeing the vulnerabilities of their Boston And just as the closed-door injunction hearing was begin-
ning, two attorneys from the DOJ’s GLLAS section camecase, they launched a second operation in April 1987, de-

signed to set up another prosecution of LaRouche, to be held running up to the courtroom demanding admission.
One of those two was Benjamin Flannagan, the “seniorin the infamous and compliant “rocket docket” Federal court

in Alexandria, Virginia. legal adviser” in the GLLAS unit who, three days later, on
Oct. 17, 1988, wrote “DO NOT DISCLOSE, NO ACTION”This was a forced bankruptcy and shutdown of three pub-

lishing and distribution companies operated by associates of on the internal DOJ memorandum drafted by Karen Morris-
sette, urging that the judge in the Wilson case be notifiedLaRouche. The objective was to prevent those entities from

paying back loans to political supporters, under color of a that one of the prosecutors had apparently illegally leaked
information to author Peter Maas, and that an FBI investiga-bankruptcy seizure, and then to undermine their support for

LaRouche, and intimidate a handful of those lenders into be- tion of the prosecutor be initiated. Flannagan’s directive
killed any investigation or disclosure of the prosecutor’s ille-coming prosecution witnesses.

The pre-planning for the bankruptcy was conducted gal action. Incidentally, Morrissette had magically appeared
in a meeting earlier on the day of the court hearing, with topthrough the very same GLLAS unit of the Criminal Division,

with some of the same individuals, such as Flannagan, who DOJ officials on the subject of the pending LaRouche in-
dictment.were involved in the Wilson case.

Later, after LaRouche and many associates had been rail- There are many more elements of DOJ corruption in the
LaRouche case which are thoroughly presented inroaded into prison, a Federal bankruptcy judge threw out the

government’s bankruptcy case, and ruled that the Justice De- LaRouche’s “He’s a Bad Guy, But We Can’t Say Why” (EIR,
March 10, 2000).partment prosecutors had conducted a “constructive fraud on

the court” with the filing of the bankruptcy action; the court Suffice it to say for our purposes here, that what is now
being exposed in the Edwin Wilson case, is just the tip of thealso found that the government prosecutors had acted in “ob-

jective bad faith.” iceberg of the DOJ malfeasance which was manifest in the
LaRouche case, against a defendant who was totally innocentAccording to testimony given during the Boston

LaRouche procedings, Wilson prosecutor Greenberg was of the charges presented.
In the Libya arms case, Wilson was dirty, and the CIAalso consulted in the planning of the bankruptcy action.

This was at least the second instance of Greenberg’s in- and particularly certain elements of it, such as those grouped
around Thomas Shackley, were very, very dirty, but the Jus-volvment in the operation against LaRouche. During the plan-

ning for the 400-officer armed raid against the Leesburg, Vir- tice Department is the dirtiest of them all.
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Warfield on Tour, Uplifts Audiences
with Classical Art: ‘Live It, Baby!’
by Harley Schlanger

In his autobiography, My Music and My Life, world-renowned it. Live it baby!”—and sang the Spiritual “This Little Light
of Mine.”baritone William Warfield writes that, as a young man, he

concluded that he “wanted to teach music, to bring a new
generation the lessons of my life in art. I wanted to play a role Dialogue on Classical Method

At both the seminar and the master class, Warfield dem-in world culture.”
For those privileged to spend some time with him during onstrated what he means when he says, “You must live it,”

to communicate the profound ideas of the great artists. Arthis visit to Los Angeles the weekend of April 28-30, it is clear
that he has not only achieved this dream, but, at 80 years of is not something for “special occasions,” but is part of one’s

ongoing process of self-discovery. His journey in life, heage, he is still pursuing it, with a zest and enthusiasm that
belie his years. With a joy that is contagious, he is a rare said, has been one of discovery of the human soul. It is

through music, the performance of great music, that weexample of what Friedrich Schiller envisioned when he wrote
of the “beautiful soul.” come closer to God. The performance is an extension of the

Creator in man.Born into a family of sharecroppers in Arkansas on Jan.
20, 1920, William Warfield grew up with a love of music. When asked if this is true of all music, he responded that

true art stands the test of time. Classical music always dealsFrom singing as a boy soprano in a junior choir, to his first
piano lessons at the age of nine, he knew his would be a life with the question of man in the image of God, the oneness of

soul and body, while “lower art” disconnects God from man.in music. After his voice changed, he rejoined his high school
chorus in Rochester, New York, discovering that he had de- This is why, he said, in answer to a question about whether
veloped a beautiful baritone voice.

In the career that followed, he did a little bit of everything
in music, from Broadway to Grand Opera, but his real love
was the tradition of the German Classical lieder, and its Amer-
ican counterpart, the African-American Spiritual. From his
first New York City recital at Town Hall in March 1950, to
the present day, he has sung and taught this music around
the world. His efforts have earned him the honorary title,
“America’s Musical Ambassador.”

Maestro Warfield’s visit to Los Angeles was part of his
ongoing collaboration with the Schiller Institute. While the
visit was centered around a concert in Arcadia on April 29,
he engaged in a dialogue with Schiller Institute members on
art and beauty upon his arrival on April 28, and conducted a
master class on April 30. What characterized all three events
was his generous spirit, combined with the rigor which he
insists is essential in presenting a piece of Classical art.

At the discussion on April 28, a young person asked how
one knew whether art was art, or just garbage. Warfield re-
sponded by elaborating on the substance of art. All kinds of
expressions come and go, said Warfield, but true art stands the
test of time. Art without substance, he said, is like a tinkling
cymbal. Another question followed, “Then how do you reach
people who can’t define substance?” Warfield responded,
“You must be it, you must live it, and someone else will find Baritone William Warfield in Washington, D.C., 1994.
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Dr. Warfield with
Lyndon LaRouche, at a
National Music
Conference for a Marian
Anderson National
Conservatory of Music
Movement, Washington,
D.C., May 1994.

music can counter the present mass culture of violence, great Warfield emphasized over and over again is that the perfor-
mance must be primarily concerned with presenting themusic provides sustenance, the strength and inspiration

needed, to win the long, hard battle over evil. thought of the composer. In several of the poetic recitations,
this came up as a kind of paradox between the meter andWhat about Spirituals, he was asked. Are they always

depressing, or are they hopeful? rhythm of the poetic line, and the idea presented by the poet.
In poetic recitation, Warfield stressed, you cannot just goDuring the time of slavery, he said, the Negro Spiritual

not only enriched and cultivated the soul of the individual, along with the rhythm. “See where the sentence is going, to
the complete thought,” he said. The recitation must put thatfreeing his or her mind, but the lyrics often served as codes,

for directions for escape routes and times of departure for thought ahead of the meter. Too often, poetic recitation is
dominated by a rhythm which is not justified by the thoughtrunaway slaves, making possible the attainment of actual,

physical freedom. Imagine the slovenly, self-defiled slave- in the poem. This produces the sing-song manner of recitation
which obscures the real meaning.master, watching his slaves singing Spirituals, saying to him-

self, “Eh, dem niggers jes’ be singin’ agin,” as the slaves were Similarly, he addressed the problem of phrasing within a
line, that pauses must never be arbitrary, but must enhance theactually paving their road to freedom!
meaning. When the performers responded to his suggestions,
they and the audience were delighted to discover that bringingArt as Ideas

How does art work? This was the unspoken question out the idea as he was suggesting actually enhanced the musi-
cality of the line.which was the topic of the master class, in which Maestro

Warfield offered criticisms and comments to Schiller Institute His criticisms were sometimes sharp, at other times were
gentle nudges and offerings of encouragement. Underneath itmembers and collaborators who presented songs and poems.

Warfield concentrated in his criticism, on making the song or all was a good humor which relaxed the performers, allowing
them to be more natural, another prerequisite emphasized bypoem intelligible, so that the performer was able to convey

the idea of the composer to the audience. the Maestro.
One example was his response to an older couple whoAs Lyndon LaRouche has emphasized, the art of poetic

recitation has been almost lost today, especially among Baby sang a song about “True Love.” Warfield asked how you
know when you are getting old. “You know you’re gettingBoomers, for whom the idea of the poet is of secondary impor-

tance to the ego elation the Boomer experiences from his per- old,” he answered, “when you confide in your best friend that
you are having an affair, and he says, ‘That’s wonderful.formance.

In working with people on their songs and poems, what Who’s catering it?’ ”
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Dr. Warfield coaches a
young singer at a day
of music in
commemoration of
Marian Anderson, at
Turners Memorial AME
Church, Washington,
D.C. The accompanist is
Sylvia Olden Lee.

The Concert “Wanderers Nachtlied” and “Der Erlkönig.” The latter was
particularly haunting, as he demonstrated the poetic principleAll of the experiences gained from his lifetime of “living

it” made the concert on April 29 a delight. The program in- of presenting different voices within a single piece, as there
are four distinct voices which tell the harrowing tale of a fatalcluded, in addition to Warfield, three Chinese musicians, who

presented Classical Chinese songs played on traditional in- ride through a deep, dark forest.
He concluded the concert with two Spirituals that he singsstruments. Also performing was Alfredo Mendoza, the Direc-

tor of the famous Schola Cantorum children’s chorus of Mex- without a break, “Take My Mother Home,” which was ar-
ranged by Hall Johnson, and “Ain’t Got Time To Die,” writtenico City, who sang a Spanish folk song, and several German

lieder, with a transparently powerful tenor voice; and three by Johnson. To present these together properly requires all
the artistry of Warfield’s 80 years, as they express the sublimemembers of the National Association of Negro Musicians (an

organization headed by Warfield from 1985 to 1990), who agapē of Jesus, dying on the cross, and the overwhelming joy
one experiences from “serving my master.” The audience wassang arias from Verdi and Puccini, as well as several Ameri-

can folk songs and Spirituals. moved to tears by thefirst, in which Jesus, while dying a slow,
agonizing death, asks that his mother be taken home, to beWarfield’s performance was the highlight of the after-

noon. He presented four sets of two songs each, through which spared the pain of seeing him die. By combining this with the
uplifting message of the second, that the singer is so busyhe demonstrated the principle of artistic beauty in both Ger-

man lieder and the African-American Spiritual. In each case, doing good that he “ain’t got time to die,” the tears from the
first are transformed to tears of joy.there was both a “story” presented and a “mood” which he

captured, which captivated the audience. As an encore, Warfield sang the Paul Robeson version of
“Old Man River,” with its message that, like that river, weHe opened with two pieces by Robert Schumann, “Du

Bist eine Blume,” and a rousing “Die beiden Grenadiere.” must roll on, so as to “keep on fightin’.”
In his autobiography, Warfield writes that there is a conti-These were followed by the profoundly moving Spiritual,

“Li’l Boy, How Old Are You?” in which the same question nuity in great art, that “it’s passed on directly, from elderly
master to an eager young novice, from hand to hand, voice tois repeated, over and over, but never the same way, and “Chil-

lun Did You Hear When Jesus Rose?” These were written voice, heart to heart.” This is what he is doing with his life
today, at 80 years young, to bring light to a civilization plung-by Roland Hayes, who had been one of the inspirations for

Warfield when he was beginning his career. ing headlong into a Dark Age.
This is what he means when he says, “Live it, baby.”After the intermission, he sang two pieces by Schubert,
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Sing the Music
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. wrote this essay to honor the 80th birthday of William
Warfield, who is one of the great Classical singers and pedagogues of our time.

January 18, 2000 platitudinous utterances of contemporary university gradu-
ates, even here in the cultural flatland known as today’s U.S.

All too often, when today’s supposedly literate American, or itself. The very idea of composing either Classical poetry, or
song, in any language, in today’s classroom definitions ofEuropean recites a poem or sings a Classical song, one hears

the notes, but not the music. I witnessed a simple but elegant pure prose, without hearing a lawful quality of bel canto vo-
calization in the background, is a too-frequently demonstratedattack on that problem some years back, in William War-

field’s coaching of a young singer. The matter addressed in contradiction in terms. True poets, by definition, sing when
they speak or compose; otherwise, they are not poets. Truethat session was the strophic form of a well-known Negro

Spiritual. poets, and singers, vocalize in their mind, even as they appear
to walk the streets silently, probably even much of the timeThe general principle of so-called interpretation involved,

was the same repeatedly emphasized by Pablo Casals: “al- they are sleeping.
Albert Einstein, peforming on the violin for a 1920s reli-ways variation.” It is the same principle which distinguishes

the conducting of the late Wilhelm Furtwängler, sometimes gious service in the famous Jewish temple in Berlin, is typical
of the great scientists of all modern times. The notion of adescribed as “performing between the notes.”

In the instance of any composition by a great Classical great creative scientist who is not also a practitioner or at least
a cultured audience for Classical musical composition, is acomposer, the notes provided by the text are the clearly in-

tended selections of carefully considered reflection. Those contradiction in terms. This is no coincidence. The principle
of creativity underlying validatable discoveries of universalselections which, generally speaking, the performer must not

defy. However, those notes as such remain merely symbols; physical principle, and that underlying the generation and
replication of creative artistic discoveries, are the same fac-they are the footprints of a creative process of composition.

The finished score provides the footprints; it is that creative ulty, as this is sometimes expressed in one profession, some-
times another, sometimes in both. The point to be made isprocess which the performer must replicate within himself or

herself. That replicated creative process must then serve as not of a merely technical-professional nature; there is, as the
Negro Spiritual reflects this, a deep moral principle underly-the controlling agency which governs the way in which the

performer attacks each note from the standpoint of that cre- ing this connection.
It is said, in Genesis 1, that man and woman are eachative process. It is that creative connection among not only

individual notes, but among the polyphonic voices each utter- made equally in the image of the Creator of the universe, and
set apart from and above all other species, by a special powering the notes, which is what the mind of the audience must

hear. which qualifies mankind to rule over all other things in this
Creation. That is no matter of mere blind faith. It is a provableTo my present knowledge, the earliest trace of formal

reference to such principles comes from a contemporary of principle of physical science, for example. This is the same
principle which is expressed in all those forms of artistic com-Plato’s Academy, the Sanskrit philologist Panini, whose work

emphasizes the pre-eminence of the verb over the noun, and position and performance known rightly as “Classical.” Re-
turn to the way in which William Warfield coached thatpoints out the similar significance of vocalization respecting

an understanding of the sung-spoken language. In modern younger singer in the method for presenting the progressive
succession of strophes in that Spiritual.times, we have evidence, in the stone of the Florence Cathe-

dral, of the methods of Florentine bel canto voice-training He showed the singer and the others present, how the
utterance of the strophes must vary, to lead the mind of theand registration. The principles for Florentine bel canto vocal-

ization in Classical Italian were documented by Leonardo audience (and also the singer) to the idea of that song as a
whole, an idea to envelope the mind of both the audience andda Vinci.

Sometimes, the legacy of Classical singing of poetry can the singer in the conclusion of the song. Variation? Yes! But,
how shall the variation be ordered? What is the principlebe glimpsed lurking, vestigially, in the background of even
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which sets the right choice of variation apart form a merely potential within them is exercized. The divine spark of reason,
which the Creator has given to all persons, is brought to fru-arbitrary one? Recite the concluding line of the strophe, hear

the possible variations, and then suggest, and also demon- ition as the cultivated, knowing mind. The brief span of indi-
vidual mortal life, then becomes a permanent personal iden-strate which ordering serves to bring the audience, at the end

of the song, to the right idea. tity in the eternity of all valid discoveries of principle, past
and future. This is so for art, as it is for knowledge and applica-To compare this Spiritual with a typical Classical song,

try the “Ungeduld” from Franz Schubert’s Die Schöne Mül- tion of universal physical principles.
So, behold the cultivated art of the great artist.lerin. In all the Classical Lied, from Mozart’s Das Veilchen

on, the same principle of variation pervades the intent of both The validatable universal physical principles mankind ac-
quires through cognition, pertain to man’s mastery over thecomposer and able performer. There is no infallible formal

rule for such variations. The proper variation is determined universe in which we live. Art pertains to those principles of
social relations, on which we depend for the spirit of coopera-in a function of the individual human mind which lies above

and beyond a merely formal logic. It lies within those natural tion which allows us to employ discoveries of physical princi-
ples for the general good. Classical art, as defined in Europeanpotentials of the individual human mind which set every per-

son above the beasts, as made in the image of the Creator. It civilization by the Classical tradition of ancient Greece, ad-
dresses those cognitive principles of the individual mind onis the power of the mind by means of which an individual

person is able to discover a validatable universal physical which effective cooperation depends, on which the sense of
individual human identity depends. Thus Percy Shelley de-principle. It is also the power to re-enact an original discovery

of such a principle by someone who long preceded us. Thus, fined poets as the true legislators of mankind. The function of
the composition and performance of great Classical art, is tojust as the great composer discovers an idea reflected in his

or her original Classical artistic composition, so the cultivated cultivate the creative powers of the minds of both the artists
and the audience, alike, to foster the development of thosemind and skills of an accomplished performing artist bring

the original composition back to life for both the performer better people who leave the performance of great art better,
more optimistic, happier people, than they were before thatand the audience.

In both creative physical scientific work, and in great performance.
In what are called the non-plastic forms of Classical art,art, the principle involved is the same. No great discoveries

of universal principles, either in science or art, could ever the difference between the bare, mechanistic text of deductive
logic, and art, lies in those passions which are reflected in thebe conveyed by formal logic, or any other symbolic

mechanism. Discoveries of validatable qualities of univer- verb-centered features of polyphonic, sung prosody. As we
should have recognized from our own personal experience,sal principles, whether in science or art, can be conveyed

only in the same way the original discoveries were gener- as individuals, from the sovereign act of cognitive discovery
or re-enactment of validatable universal principles, all valida-ated, by cognition, an act of cognition which occurs

entirely within the sovereign creative powers of the individ- table discoveries occur as an act of passion. We experience
the passion of concentration needed to effect the discovery,ual human mind. The audience for that discovery can

capture that idea only by re-enacting the original discovery. the passion which impels us to break through barriers to cog-
nitive insight.The sharing of such knowledge, shared in that way, is

the characteristic feature of all valid ideas within the Thus, in conveying such a discovery to another, especially
an artistic discovery, it is indispensable that that special kinddomain of social relations, whether the ideas we associate

with physical science, or art. of cognitive passion which Plato identified in the Greek as
agapē be the medium which permeates and controls the mereSo, in scientific education, the school or university does

not tell the student what to believe. It guides the pupils to re- dots of words and notes. That expression of agapē, as passion,
through the polyphonic voices, registrations, and other color-enact the original discovery, and the method of validation of

that discovery. It is the same in artistic training. That is the ations of prosody, is that accompaniment of what is otherwise
bare text, which makes the idea expressed by the compositiondifference between the victim of textbook education, the poor

student who says, “I have learned,” and the student whose re- an intelligible experience for the performing artist, and for
the cognitive insight of the audience.enactment of the discovery and validation of universal princi-

ples permits that student to say, “I know.” It is the great artists who lead their students and audiences
to locate within themselves the cognitive insights necessaryThat is the proper function of all educational programs,

to guide the pupil into those re-enactments of validatable orig- to choose the right choice of ordering of variation, who pro-
duce in their students and the audiences, the kind of qualita-inal discoveries of principles, the discoveries which warrant

the pupil’s report, “I know.” The students who benefit from tively better people which the improvement of society de-
mands. So, the singers and others who followed Williamthat kind of education, rather than the textbook variety, may

be described as persons of cultivated minds. By re-experienc- Warfield’s coaching in that Spiritual, left all more optimistic
and happier people than a short time before.ing the great discoveries of mankind’s past, the cognitive
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

China-WTO Vote Not sion, modelled on the U.S. Helsinki Schumer noted that the CDC ini-
tially misdiagnosed the virus. “Wea Sure Thing, Archer Warns Commission, to provide ongoing

monitoring of human rights and otherIn his opening remarks at a hearing of can’t afford that again,” he said. “We
can’t afford not to know” how the dis-the House Ways and Means Commit- issues in China.

Levin’s proposed framework wastee on May 3, committee chairman Bill ease spreads and how to eradicate it.
“We need these funds to make sureArcher (R-Tex.) warned against the re- endorsed by both Archer and Bill

Thomas (R-Calif.). Archer called Lev-ported optimism of the White House that this summer does not bring an-
other deadly outbreak. . . . If we wanton the vote on Permanent Normal in’s efforts “constructive”; Thomas,

also a PNTR supporter, said that whileTrade Relations (PNTR) for China. He to truly eliminate this virus, we need
to do more than kill the infected mos-pointed out that the top two House there might still be some disagree-

ments on particular language to beDemocratic leaders are “devoting quitos. We need to figure out the cause
and work to eradicate the outbreak soenormous amounts of energy working used, “there are a number of areas on

which we can work.”toward its defeat.” For this reason, he that it does not return in future years
or spread to other places.”said, “I am at least as concerned today

as I was four weeks ago about our pros-
pects for winning this historic vote.” West Nile Virus PromptsHe also expressed concern about the Traficant Attackscontent of any potential side agree- Calls for More Funding

On May 5, Rep. Nita Lowey (D-N.Y.),ments that may be negotiated to gain DOJ-FBI Corruption
Rep. James Traficant (D-Ohio), whovotes for the PNTR bill. “We have to Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), and

Rep. Joe Crowley (R-N.Y.) an-make sure,” he said, “that whatever we is the target of a Department of Justice
(DOJ) investigation, attacked FBI cor-do . . . is not trade restrictive and nounced at a press conference that they

will ask for an additional $15 millionshould apply to China only.” ruption on at least two occasions re-
cently. On May 2, during a one-minuteSander Levin (D-Mich.), a key to combat the West Nile River virus

that first made its appearance in Newfigure involved in negotiating side speech, Traficant claimed that he has
evidence that “certain FBI agents” inagreements, described the outline for York City last summer. Of this

amount, $5 million would be an emer-the framework that he has been work- his home district in Youngstown, Ohio
are violating the Racketeering Influ-ing on, which has three goals: first, “to gency appropriation for fiscal year

2000 (in addition to $5 million alreadymaximize benefits to U.S. businesses enced and Corrupt Organizations stat-
ute, by stealing Federal cash moneyand workers and farmers from China’s spent), and $10 million would go into

the fiscal 2001 budget.accession into WTO [World Trade that is vouchered to pay informants—
which the FBI agents also failed to re-Organization].” This means providing Motivating the call for more fund-

ing is the finding by the Centers forstrong monitoring and enforcement port on their tax returns. Additionally,
these agents “suggested” to one ofof China’s compliance with the Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC) in Atlanta, that the virus, whichagreement. their field operatives, that he should
commit a murder.The second, is to “minimize poten- caused 62 people to fall ill and killed

7 in last summer’s outbreak, survivedtial downsides from growing and more Traficant called on the House to
pass a bill that he introduced on Marchintense competition—and there will the winter in hibernating mosquitos

and larvae.be, with a country where free markets 28 to establish a “Fair Justice Admin-
istration,” an independent Executiveand the rule of law are still in early Lowey explained that the addi-

tional money would go to the CDC,stages of development.” This means agency that would have the authority
to “investigate and prosecute any al-legislating the “strong anti-import and would be spent for preventing an

outbreak, epidemic control measures,surge” protection built into the U.S.- leged misconduct, criminal activity,
corruption, or fraud by an officer orChina agreement. and for researching the side-effects of

virus control measures, such as mos-Third, is to “keep the heat on China employee of the Department of
Justice.”when it comes to human rights and quito eradication. “If we don’t move

quickly,” she said, “we’ll lose the op-other dimensions of our relationship.” On May 4, during a hearing of the
Oversight, Investigations, and Emer-This would be done by establishing a portunity to cut this virus down in its

tracks.”Congressional-Executive commis- gency Management Subcommittee of
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the Transportation and Infrastructure the development of an African textile prove bipartisanship in the Senate.
Rather, what started out as a bipartisanCommittee, Traficant charged the and apparel industry and regional inte-

gration through the provision of duty-DOJ and the FBI with interfering in bill, has ended up as the centerpiece of
the GOP’s education agenda, and thethe proceedings of the subcommittee free and quota-free treatment of up to

3.5% of the U.S. apparel imports” overwith respect to a bill he and subcom- process that resulted in that has Demo-
crats fuming.mittee chairman Tillie Fowler (R-Fla.) the next eight years. The bill is also

supposed to redress the negative eco-have introduced, to establish a White While there are many programs in
the 920-page bill that are supported byHouse office to coordinate training nomic impact that the North American

Free Trade Agreement has had on Ca-programs for local fire and emergency Democrats, such as drug-free schools
and programs that facilitate bringingservices agencies, and to develop a na- ribbean nations, which, said Crane,

represent a larger market for U.S. ex-tional strategy for defending against Internet connections into schools,
what peeved the Democrats so much isterrorist attacks. He accused the DOJ ports than China.

Only Robin Hayes (R-N.C.), whoof trying to “limit open and honest dis- the emphasis in the bill on block grant
programs, which have only played acussion” on the bill by directly at- comes from a big textile state, spoke

against the bill. “This bill will imperiltempting to influence the testimony of small role in Federal education pro-
grams until now. During debate onwitnesses. The bill is widely supported the livelihood of thousands of U.S.

textile workers,” he said. He reportedby state and local fire and emergency May 3, Patty Murray (D-Wash.) ac-
cused the GOP majority of experi-management officials, who complain that last year alone, the U.S. textile in-

dustry lost more than 180,000 jobs.of duplication and a lack of coordina- menting “with things that have no
record of producing results for stu-tion among Federal agencies that have “This agreement represents the will-

ingness to trade away American jobsresponsibilities regarding potential dents.” She said that block grants
would hurt disadvantaged students,terrorist attacks on U.S. soil, but the for cheap goods,” he said. “It creates

the opportunity for massive fraud,DOJ opposes it. Traficant said that if would reduce accountability for stu-
dent achievement, and would meanthe evidence warrants it, he’ll call for turning Sub-Saharan Africa into a

transshipment superhighway,” whicha grand jury investigation into the DOJ less money for the classroom.
Republicans said that their ap-for interference in the subcommit- the Customs Service is ill-equipped to

deal with.tee’s activities. proach is needed because Federal
money spent on education since 1965,Traficant later said that, when it International Relations Commit-

tee Chairman Benjamin Gilman (R-comes to cooperating with state and now about $15 billion per year, has
proven ineffective. Judd Gregg (R-local officials to prevent terrorism, the N.Y.), a supporter of the bill, admitted

that it will have an impact on the U.S.DOJ doesn’t want anyone on its turf. N.H.) asserted, “Generation after gen-
eration of children have been putIt has never released any of the funds textile industry. He said, “Very careful

monitoring and oversight will beCongress has appropriated for such through a system that has not allowed
them to achieve.” The GOP arguedpurposes, and it does not share rele- needed by the Congress to make cer-

tain [that] preferential trade treatmentvant intelligence information on po- that block grants would allow states
and local school districts “flexibility,tential terrorist threats against the for apparel imports . . . does not fur-

ther displace our American workers.”United States with local officals. innovation, and creativity,” by allow-
ing them to spend the Federal money
as they see fit.

Democrats scoffed at the notionAfrica Trade Conference Senate Begins Debate that Federal funding could be the cause
of all the problems in education thatReport Passes House on Education Bill

For the first time in six years, the Sen-On May 4, the House passed, by a vote the Republicans point out, because
Federal funding makes up only aboutof 309-110, the conference report on ate has revisited the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, originallythe Africa-Caribbean trade bill, now 6% of total education spending. How-
ever, several amendments sponsoredentitled the Trade and Development passed in the 1960s, for re-authoriza-

tion. However, the bill that emergedAct of 2000. Trade Subcommittee by Democrats to redress what they saw
as deficiencies were defeated on party-Chairman Phil Crane (R-Ill.) claimed from the Health, Education, Labor,

and Pensions Committee will not im-that the conference report “encourages line votes.
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National News

aliens.’ The object of the game is to ‘Seek Kosovo war.
Rubin and Amanpour’s wedding, at anOut Supermodels to Strip Them Down to

Their Bra and Panties.” Italian castle, “coincided with the bombing
of two American embassies in Africa,” a keyJoe Kelly, the head of an organizationMoynihan, Kerrey Blast

called Dads & Daughters, told Holt Uncen- event that led to Albright’s attacks againstGore and Boost Bush sored, “We don’t see the humor or fun in Sudan, then Iraq, and then Kosovo.
Sen. Daniel Moynihan (N.Y.) and Robert glorifying hormone-driven anger in boys, Rubin himself told the Sunday Times,
Kerrey (Neb.), two prominent Democratic especially in the aftermath of tragedies like “London is becoming a magnet for interna-
outgoing Senators who backed Bill Bradley the Columbine shootings. We are offended tionally oriented people like me. . . . En-
against Al Gore for the Democratic Presi- when our sons are repeatedly subjected to gland is on an upswing. London is, in many
dential nomination, gave a press conference the destructive stereotypes of boys objecti- respects, the center of Europe.”
on Capitol Hill on May 5, lambasting Gore fying females, placing titillation above all Rubin says he wants to make his future
for his criticism of George W. Bush’s plan else, and using violence or its threat to get lecturing and in television.
to allow workers to take part of their Social their way. . . . This is a call to Simon and The article notes that “until November’s
Security withholdings and privately invest Schuster to regard its audience more highly, Presidential election, Rubin will have al-
them in stock market accounts. to raise its standards of literature (and this is most unparalleled access to America’s for-

Moynihan, who was a Nixon-era archi- literature), to consider the ways that stereo- eign policy establishment, providing No. 10
tect of the legislation setting up health main- types, prejudice, and bigotry get started and [Downing Street] with a useful conduit to
tenance organizations (see article in this is- are sustained.” Albright and the Clinton clan. This, and Ru-
sue), accused Gore of attacking Bush for a bin’s desire to ‘exchange ideas with intelli-
policy that President Clinton had once gent people,’ raises the prospect of a London
mooted—stock market investment of part of salon to rival those of Carla Powell and
the Social Security fund. Kerrey met with George Weidenfeld.” Lord Weidenfeld is a
George W. Bush the week before, to discuss very close associate of Henry Kissinger. Sa-British Wax Eloquentthe Texas Governor’s Social Security loniste Mrs. Powell is Jonathan Powell’s sis-
scheme. ter-in-law; her husband, Sir Charles, wasat Jamie Rubin’s Arrival

While Gore’s purported opposition to himself a former policy adviser to MargaretFormer State Department spokesman James
any privatization of Social Security may be Thatcher.Rubin’s moving to London could begin “a
the one issue where he is not totally off the new chapter in the much-vaunted ‘special
wall, the fact that two senior, retiring Sena- relationship’ between America and Britain,”
tors are attacking him, and even opening up wrote the Sunday Times of London on April
lines of communication with Bush, may re- 30. Rubin and his wife, CNN chief foreign
flect the growing disenchantment with the correspondent Christiane Amanpour, have Berger Looks to End ofunelectable Mr. Gore among many Demo- bought a house in Notting Hill, London,
crats. Moynihan had endorsed Bradley, in Communist Rule in China“that may become as effective an emblem of
part, because he said that Gore was “un- American power as the country’s vast em- U.S. National Security Adviser Sandy Ber-
electable.” bassy,” the newspaper commented. ger claimed that Communist Party rule could

After describing Rubin’s “legendary” be undermined by getting China into the
World Trade Organization (WTO), byinfluence with U.S. Secretary of State Made-

leine Albright (for whom he represents “the speeding up the end of China’s state-owned
industry, according to statements quoted inson she never had,” and whose Kosovo pol-Simon and Schuster

icy, especially, Rubin zealously defended), the South China Morning Post. Berger was
Issue Porno Video-Game the article details the close links of Prime speaking at the East Asia Institute of Colum-

bia University, New York City, in the firstThe publishing giant Simon and Schuster Minister Tony Blair’s Labour Party leaders
with America, including the fact that severalhas released a pornographic video game week of May

On China’s state sector, which makes upcalled “Panty Raiders: From Here to Imma- were trained in U.S. universities. Chancellor
Gordon Brown spends his vacation everyturity,” reports Holt Uncensored, a publish- a third of its economy, Berger said: “That

system has been an important source of theing industry newsletter. The game, accord- year on Cape Cod; Jonathan Powell, Blair’s
foreign policy adviser, “is as much at homeing to Holt Uncensored, “is a CD game for— Communist Party’s power. . . . [Admission

to the WTO] will speed the removal of gov-well, see who you think the intended audi- in Washington as he is in Whitehall”; David
Miliband, who runs the policy unit at Down-ence is—boys of many ages, one supposes. ernment from vast areas of people’s lives.

It will take the command and control outPlayers are told they can save the Earth from ing Street, was trained at MIT; and Ed Balls
studied at Harvard.‘perverted’ aliens with ‘hormone-driven of communism.”

Berger also warned that rejection byanger’ who will soon blow up the planet. The Rubin is reported to be a friend of
Alastair Campbell, “Blair’s spin doctor inkey: ‘Only the sexy underwear of supermod- Congress of permanent normal trade rela-

tions (PNTR) status for China, “will setels’ can satisfy these ‘testosterone-driven chief,” with whom he “bonded” during the
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Briefly

KENNETH STARR, the former
independent counsel, was the fea-
tured speaker at a dinner on April 29

off a downward spiral that could disrupt con Valley are completely without health in- to raise money for the Southeastern
stability in Asia, diminish the chance of surance. In some areas, the figure is as high Legal Foundation, which is leading a
dialogue across the Taiwan Strait, and de- as 45%. PACT states that it is not just low- drive to have President Clinton dis-
flate hopes for a more constructive relation- income families who lack insurance; there is barred in Arkansas, WorldNetDaily
ship between the U.S. and China. . . . Rejec- an increasing pattern of high-tech compa- reported. Starr would not confirm or
tion . . . would be the worst possible blow nies hiring workers on a “contract” basis, deny plans to indict the President,
to the best possible hope we have had in in order to avoid paying health and other “but there was a smile on his face
more than 30 years to encourage positive benefits (including sick days and holidays). when he said he couldn’t comment,”
change in China.” PACT points, in particular, to the growing the daily reported.

President Clinton has made similar re- use of “temp” firms in hiring practices.
cent statements, including the remark on LEON FUERTH, Al Gore’s Na-
May 2 that “the deal we negotiated with tional Security Adviser, is not over-
[China] does not give them one bit of in- seeing the National Security Coun-
creased access to our markets, but gives us cil’s policies in respect to HIV/AIDS
huge increased access to their markets.” as a national security issue, contraryFormer CIA ChiefSchiller Institute leader Helga Zepp- to a report in the Washington Post on
LaRouche, who has spoken on the economy May Face Prosecution April 30. A spokesman for Fuerth’s
to several major conferences in China, ex- Former CIA director John Deutch may face office said that Fuerth’s involvement
pressed dismay on May 5 that the U.S. offi- criminal prosecution for violating CIA secu- in the issue is only minor.
cials would make such inflammatory re- rity procedures and Federal laws, by having
marks—apparently intended for domestic thousands of classified intelligence docu- OUTGOING NATO Commander
consumption, and without any consideration ments on an unsecured home personal com- Gen. Wesley Clark complained that
of the effect they would have abroad. “I can puter, while he was Director of Central Intel- Washington opposed his ground in-
only say both of these remarks are for sure ligence. vasion plan for Kosovo, in a interview
heating up the situation in China,” she said, According to the New York Times on published in a Dutch newspaper,
“where the oposition to the WTO is already May 6, after the Justice Department wasfirst NRC-Handelsblad, on May 3. In
increasing. And a lot of that has to do with informed about the Deutch security breach April, Clark, following in the foot-
the Taiwan issue. This can only fuel the situ- in 1998, there was a brief inquiry, and Attor- steps of Henry Kissinger, George
ation.” ney General Janet Reno decided not to pros- Bush, and Colin Powell, accepted a

knighthood from Her Majesty Queenecute Deutch. He did have his security clear-
ance lifted at that time. However, following Elizabeth of Britain.
a CIA Inspector General’s study of the case,
and when the security breach gained public VIRGINIA Gov. James Gilmore,

desperate to prevent an NAACP civil-notoriety, after Los Alamos Lab scientistHard Times in
Wen Ho Lee was indicted for the same ac- rights tourist boycott of his state, an-Silicon Valley tions, the Deputy Director of the CIA Gen. nounced a $2.9 million allocation for

black tourist sites, such as an antebel-The San Jose Mercury News reported on John A. Gordon asked the President’s For-
eign Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB)May 1 that the median price of a private lum slave market and some museums.

The NAACP was threatening a boy-home in Santa Clara County, California (the to conduct a study of the case. That classified
study, requested in February 2000, was re-location of “Silicon Valley”) hit an all-time cott, protests, demonstrations, and

rallies, because Gilmore had declaredrecord of $540,000 in March. One year ago, cently completed, and passed on to Attorney
General Reno. Reno reopened the criminalthe median price for homes was $398,000, April to be “Confederate History

Month.”and five years ago it was $279,000. This probe of Deutch.
The news comes amidst other intelli-compares with the national median price of

$139,000. The article adds that this figure gence scandals, that suggest a behind-the- THE REPUBLICAN Governors
Association announced its supportincludes the poorer Hispanic and Asian scenes spook war. The State Department is

under the gun for a string of serious securityneighborhoods, as well as the cheaper rural for permanent normal trade relations
(PNTR) with China, in an open letterareas in the southern part of the county. In breaches, including at least three missing

laptop computers, one with classified data,the heart of Silicon Valley (Sunnyvale, Palo to House Speaker Dennis Hastert on
May 2. The letter says that “Ameri-Alto, Mountain View), prices for even the and the bugging of a conference room down

the hall from Secretary Madeleine Al-smallest, shabbiest homes begin at over cans are deeply concerned about hu-
man rights abuses in China,” but$500,000. bright’s office.

Also, there are renewed allegations thatOn May 3, People Acting in Community PNTR could ensure that “China con-
tinues on its path to a more demo-Together (PACT), a church-based grass- the Israelis were bugging phone and fax lines

at the White House, the State Department,roots organization, released a report stating cratic society.”
that more than 30% of the residents of Sili- and other U.S. government offices.
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Editorial

Currrent History as Classical Tragedy

If anyone asks you what the markets will do next week, agreement of the ASEAN countries, Japan, China, and
Korea (see article, p. 4). This defensive alliance, cir-or what Russia’s President Putin will do next week, it’s

a silly question. Russia, and the rest of the world to cumventing the IMF, is the heir of the Asian Monetary
Fund which Japan and the ASEAN countries proposedan even greater extent, is being maintained as a huge

Potemkin village—a phony facade. Putin is delaying in 1997, but which foundered on Treasury Secretary
Larry Summers’s opposition.and delaying any decisive action, hoping for a more

favorable situation to arise as the world crisis deepens. Japan wants cooperation with China, and is forced
to find some way to oppose Summers’s and Green-The same on the markets. Nothing in current history

can be interpreted on the basis of so-called objective span’s insane pressure for ever-greater zero-interest hy-
perinflation. Japan-U.S. relations are reaching thefacts—only on the basis of first understanding where

we are in history. Objective explanations are worse than breaking-point over this. Similarly, Wall Street is tell-
ing Europe, keep the euro at 90¢ or lower, or you’ll beuseless. The Group of Eight leading industrialized na-

tions, expecially the Anglo-American establishment, all responsible for the resulting collapse of the Nasdaq, and
therefore of the system. Kill yourself, or else, or elsepossible ruling combinations within these institutions,

have failed. They have lost all control. you’re responsible for the collapse!
This is the meaning of the recent statements in lead-We are at the moment of a Classical tragedy, just

before the final denouement, when all those who appear ing German press, that no defense of the euro could
succeed without U.S. and Japanese cooperation: thatto be the leading personalities are about to be killed or

overthrown, and lose all influence. Summers will wage still-more-brutal currency war
against Europe, if he doesn’t get his way!Look at the way in which the Anglo-American es-

tablishment has handled the latest phase of the financial For these reasons, there is unbelievable tension
among the U.S., Japan, and Europe, as George Sorosbreakdown crisis, which began with the 1997 Asia cri-

sis, and then progressed into the danger of immediate also pointed out recently in one of his few truthful utter-
ances. Tensions are at the breaking point.global financial meltdown following Russia’s default

in August 1998. They have institutionalized a spiralling Russia may be mired in a Potemkin village of un-
reality, but Washington is much more so, thanks tohyperinflationary process, in the attempt to postpone

the inevitable day of reckoning. This hyperinflationary Larry Summers’s obsession with papering-over the cri-
sis, to elect the unelectable Al Gore.reflex spreads a sense of total unreality over all consid-

erations of serious policy-issues today. There is the stink of eeriness throughout the planet.
The establishments refuse to face reality. They cannotThe present moment can only be compared to Wei-

mar Germany in March through October of 1923. Look even address the near future in their thinking—no fur-
ther than the next election. And if the world’s mostback at that period, to see how quickly the whole situa-

tion can go visibly completely out of control. It can powerful nation-state, can produce no better Presiden-
tial pre-candidates than Bush and Gore, look for Ozy-only be compared with Riemann’s description of the

formation of a transsonic shock wave. mandias and falling empires.
The only sane approach accepts the fact of the loom-Many leading layers in Europe and Japan are aware

of this, but so far, none are willing to openly challenge ing collapse, and looks to the post-collapse reconstruc-
tion: a New Bretton Woods agreement, debt cancella-the Anglo-American triumphalist imperial posture. Yet

at the same time, continuation of the present course tion, national banking, long-term credit. Reconstructing
the world economy based on proven principles. It is ourthreatens their own survival.

This is the background to the early-May Chiang Mai historic mission to pull together the forces to do that.
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